OPEN YOUR DOOR TO NATURE
HOW TO ENJOY
A GLORIOUS
SUMMER AT HOME

OPEN-FIRE
COOK BOOK
New recipes for
grilling and roasting
in and out of doors
an island paradise
The heavy heat is coming.
The heavy heat and humidity that drags you down during the day. And then
turns your nights into nightmares.
Get away from it all. Away to a place where the days are deliciously cool and
comfortable. Where the nights are delightful for sleeping.
Get away to your own cool, little island of comfort with Rheem Central
Air Conditioning.
It can be 100 in the shade outside, but Rheem will keep your house cool.
Keep the kids from getting cranky. Keep you feeling like cooking, and getting
a lot more done.
Rheem cools every room evenly, steadily. And it cools with the quiet sound
of quality.
Rheem gives you a lot of choices in comfort. For example, consider the Imperial
model for super-capacity, super-quiet cooling. Or perhaps, the less expensive, but equally
impressive Corsaire.
If the central air conditioning you already have is run down, think about a new Rheemaire
replacement. It can save you up to 40% in operating costs.
Whichever model you choose, you can add Rheem Central Air Conditioning to most
heating systems easily, and quite inexpensively.
See about central air conditioning soon.
By Rheem. The people who make the
great water heaters.
And, cool, little islands of comfort.

Rheem Central Air Conditioning
Rheem. Another City Investing Company company.
These Rheem dealers in your area will be delighted to show you all the Rheem Central Air Conditioning systems. The Imperial, the Corsaire, or a Rheemaire replacement. One is bound to be perfect for your house and your budget. Take a look today.
The Pleasure Principle

As long as you're going to spend the money for a good scotch, why not spend a little more and get a great scotch.

J&B RARE
The Pleasure Principle
JUNE, 1971
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QT TANS IN 3 TO 5 HRS. NO MATTER WHAT

Use QT tonight. Be tan tomorrow. Try QT before bed and you can wake up with a beautiful tan. A whole week's worth of tan overnight. Because QT gives you a real tan in just 3 to 5 hours no matter what.

QT makes the imperfect tan perfect. Take strap marks like these for example. Apply QT to strap marks and they begin to disappear, to blend into your own tan. Because QT gives you or any part of you a real tan in just 3 to 5 hours with or without the sun.

QT Tans in 3 to 5 hours no matter what. With the sun QT will tan you faster than any ordinary suntan lotion. QT gives you a week's worth of tan in 3 to 5 hrs. QT in lotion and in new easy to apply aerosol foam.

A product of Plough, Inc.
Seven great ways to bring the outdoors in

The outdoors is what makes the indoors so great. And bringing the outdoors in is where glass comes in. Glass opens up your rooms. Lets the sunshine in. Keeps the weather out. Rooms become part of the total landscape.

Today’s new glass gives you all this. Plus beauty, safety, weather-beating insulation and reduced fuel bills.

Here are just a few ideas for decorating and living now with glass. Look at how great outdoors steps right in to make the indoors scene the greatest.

Why not look into glass for your new home or remodeling plans.

PPG: a Concern for the Future

1. This kitchen has a sunny disposition because the cabinets are positioned to hang in front of the sunlit glass wall. Beautiful idea, and in cold climates, PPG Twindow™ insulating glass makes it even more practical.

2. The garden bath, which uses a picture window overlooking a private court, lets you bathe in Roman splendor, but in privacy. And in an area like this, PPG Herculet™ K safety glass lets you move about in safety.

3. Mirrored wardrobe doors introduce glamour, a feeling of spaciousness, more light and beauty, practicality to the master bedroom. And to give the finest reflection to this idea, use PPG High-Fidelity mirrors. In standard 5 ft. size, a pair of mirrored wardrobe doors normally retail for less than $100.

4. Now the outlook for kitchens can be exciting as well as practical. Sliding glass windows with a wrap-around, pass-through serving counter make this kitchen and the great outdoors one big happy...
Who says attics are dull, dark and dismal places. Gable end windows in this colonial create a cheerful upstairs rumpus room.

A two-story fixed-glass window wall overlooking a private court gives this dining area light, excitement and a real outdoors flavor.

Here's leisure living in the up-dated sun porch. PPG Herculite K safety glass in glass walls and sliding glass doors makes an idea like this possible, practical and safe.

If you'd like hundreds of other beautiful, innovative ideas with glass, send the coupon with 25¢. We'll send you PPG's "Open House/USA." Forty-eight pages of building, remodeling and decorating ideas in full-color. PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG Industries, Open House
One Gateway Center, Dept.HG-1-1
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

Gentlemen:
Enclosed is 25¢ for handling. Send me a copy of PPG's "Open House/USA" at the following address:

Name _____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ___________________ State _______ Zip _______
Checking out the guest room

By William Baldwin

Often, when I stay at a friend's house overnight or for the weekend, the hostess says to me, "I hope the room is comfortable." I suppose she thinks her words are a sweet benediction, but they fill me with anxiety. Because then I know she hasn't tried the guest room herself.

**Trial-run weekend**

The guest room should be just as comfortable as your own bedroom, and the only way you can be sure of it is to move in yourself for a trial weekend. Then you'll notice that all the drawers are full of extra blankets or last year's Christmas decorations, or that the light bulb needs replacing, or that the most recent magazine in the room is dated 1958. If the guest is to be a man, have your husband perform the trial run. I can't tell you how often I find guest-room closets full of lovely tasseled satin hangers — and not a single place to hang a pair of trousers.

If two people are to share a room, I think you should provide them with separate reading lights, individually controlled, with beams that concentrate on the books. Chances are one will want to go to sleep just when the other is getting to the good part. I think each guest should have his own bedside table, too, uncluttered by little paperweights and bunches of flowers. It's so much nicer, anyway, to wake up in the morning and see the flowers on a table across the room. And a vacant bedside table to put your own things on is much more appreciated than paperweights. A hostess can provide a thermos of ice water and a glass, and, in a drawer, tissues. If the table is small, the reading light can be hung above it on the wall. You can have a switch inserted in the cord at a point easy to reach, even in the dark, by someone lying in bed.

**A lived-in look**

The most unforgettable guest room I've slept in was so comfortable and full of thoughtfulness it looked as if it were occupied permanently. In a window, for instance, was a lovely writing table with a chair, so you could write letters by the morning light. On the table was pretty writing paper and very good pens — not worn-down pencils stuck carelessly in a drawer. On the end of a sofa was a wonderful afghan, and on tables potted flowers that were changed every other day. I found a few new books, current magazines, and every morning, the paper.
Pepperell can do wonderful things for your home.

... Lady Pepperell's way for you to celebrate each new morning.

Dyeing print on towels, Vellux blankets and Dacron® and cotton sheets and pillowcases.

with Presslin 303 — the permanent permanent press.

This spring. Fireworks for your bedroom and bath.

Lady Pepperell
DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND continued from page 8

There are many things that too should
be considered concerning your bathrooms. One bath-
room trend is for a single hook near the toilet. Often
it is convenient to use the same hook for a towel
and a handbag. If this is done, the next morning the
hostess will have to remove your pajamas to con-
stant on and straighten your tie. Other guest bathroom
considerations: Is the light strong enough for shaving
or making-up? Is there instant hot water in unlimited
supply? For the guest, a shelf near one of the washstands
is handy. There are many small items that guests bring:
shaving cream, a hairbrush, toothpaste, and more. A hamper
for used towels, a wastebasket impervious to such things
as cotton soaked in nail-polish remover or creams? If the bath-
room is large, it’s lovelv to have a slipper chair, which is
very often covered in preshrunk Turkish toweling bought
by the yard. But be sure to have a duplicate slipcover made
so one can always have a fresh. A soiled terry-cloth cover
is just as unappealing as a dirty towel.

The medicine cabinet, too, should be as
well-equipped as your own: plenty of
Band-Aids, aspirin, Seltzer, extra tooth-
brushes and paste, bobby pins, shower
caps, razor blades, tissues, hair spray,
and air spray, and a fresh bar of soap.
Not only is it a great kindness to provide
these for your guest, it also avoids un-
happiness if he’s too polite or too shy
to ask for something he’s forgotten—and
your embarrassment if he makes a great
performance of going down to Main
Street to shop.

Housekeeping must go on throughout your guest’s stay.
If the chair cover shows the slightest sign of soil,
it should be changed and laundered. Towels must be collected
and a fresh supply installed. You should also check to see
what has been used up, exchanging soap scraps and twisted
toothpaste tubes for fresh plump ones. A no-maintenance
touch: potted plants in place of a vase of flowers.

Naturally the guest must bear some of
the responsibility for keeping the room
attractive. I don’t like things to look out
of place anywhere, and I would never
want anyone picking up after me just
because I was away from home. You can
be considerate, too, about your hosts’
family life. For me breakfast is a cup of
coffee and a slice of toast. If I can have
them in my room while I write a letter
or read the morning paper my day begins
just right—and my host and hostess get
another hour to themselves. Everyone,
host and guest alike, welcomes privacy.

BATHROOM CHECK-LIST

1. Hooks
2. Towel rack
3. Trash can
4. Mirror
5. Chair
6. Lamp
7. Soap
8. Shaving supplies
9. Combs
10. Hairbrushes

Ronson, of course

Ronson butane table lighters... a rare combination of quiet
operation, exquisite design and precision engineering. Gifts to
keep, for people who appreciate beauty in all things for all time.
There's nothing like a good label of wine.

B & G. It's the label the French have been taking home or giving to friends for give or take two centuries.

B & G. Two simple syllables that have stood for a whole vocabulary of 36 great reds and whites since 1725.

B & G. Just say the word and you're there.

B & G. French made easy.

BARTON & GUESTIER. 36 FINE WINES IN ONE FINE FAMILY.

Imported by General Wine and Spirits Company, Browne-Vintners Division, NYC.
One coat coat.
Dries fast.
No painty odor.
And you clean up your brush and roller with just soap and water.
What more could you ask?

This year, GRAND PRIZE One-Coat Latex House Paint comes in House & Garden's new 1971 colors. Your home will look "just painted" for years to come!

Made by United States Gypsum
They make all the building materials you'd expect then know what paint best for any surfac
17 reasons why you should read psychology today

1. Why words are the least important of the ways we communicate with each other.
2. Why some psychologists believe that our dreams may foretell the future.
3. The unreported facts about LSD and chromosome damage.
4. Should schools teach only music, art, drama and handiwork?
5. What kind of parents do hippies make?
6. Why it may be time to end the taboo against incest.
7. The inferiority feelings of men who seek corporate power.
8. Is it time to grant the “right” to commit suicide?
9. How psychotherapists are treating promiscuity by muscle relaxation.
10. The sexual reasons behind the popularity of natural childbirth.
11. Will we ever be able to communicate by telepathy?
12. Do men need more recreation than women?
13. Is there any way to identify potential Sirhan Sirhans?
14. Why are today's students attracted to violence?
15. The importance of day dreaming in your life.
16. How valid is a nude psychotherapy session?
17. How wives are helping impotent husbands.

Want to learn what modern psychology has learned about people? Including you?

Certainly, that was quite an order. Your choice would have been to plow professional journals. Read weighty new books as quickly as they hit. Or trust the mass media—where psychology is often sensationalized, oversimplified.

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY has changed all that. It allows the educated layman to keep up with the social sciences. And keep up. With full coverage of all different approaches to understanding the human condition. The view—range from hard-core Freudianism to the newer behaviorists who think Freud was all wet.

Psychology the way you'd want it to be presented. Excitingly. Without jargon. No cliche-ridden definitions. And with contributions by many of the most famous names in the behavioral sciences—like Bruno Bettelheim, B. Clark, Rollo May, Ashley Montagu, Carl Rogers and B. F. Skinner.

Send for a complimentary issue

Send for a complimentary issue of PSYCHOLOGY TODAY and find out what PSYCHOLOGY TODAY is like—and learn a few things you never have known before—without paying a penny. If you mail the coupon below, we'll send you a complimentary issue of PSYCHOLOGY TODAY. There's no obligation.

Send for a complimentary issue

P.S. Box 2990, Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send me my complimentary current issue of PSYCHOLOGY TODAY. I may keep my sample copy and owe nothing. However, unless I cancel, you may enroll me as a trial subscriber and send me the next 11 issues. Bill me after my subscription has started at a special introductory rate—just $6.00 (Half the regular $12 annual price).

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: __________ Zip: __________

6-412
Rembrandt reflects the touch of genius

An exquisite expression of Rembrandt Masterpiece styling. All the beauty and elegance of master artisan craftsmanship is reflected in the handsome English bronze finish, ant soft blue-green tones. Ivory c. Shade is Monaco bisc. Lamp N inches }

Rembrandt Lamps
430 W. Deming St.
DIV. OF THE SCOTT & STEER CO.

AN ARCHITECT SPEAKS HIS MIND

Once creative modular elements are mass-produced, we can have more imaginative living environments, says Myron Goldfinger

BY ANNE STAGG

MYRON GOLDFINGER, thirty-seven, studied architecture at the University of Pennsylvania. He has his own practice in New York and also teaches at Pratt Institute. In 1965, he received a travel grant from the Ford Foundation and the banner award of the Architectural League of New York, both of which enabled him to go to the Mediterranean to study village architecture. His travels resulted in a book, Villages in the Sun, as well as interest in modular ways of building, which culminated in his own house, page 76.

You have said that the architecture of Mediterranean villages has influenced your work. Would you explain this more fully?

When I went to Europe for the first time after school, I traveled to all the major centers and saw all the significant renaissance architecture. But while traveling around the countryside, I kept seeing interesting modular units. I found myself becoming much more cited by this village architect than by Gothic cathedrals, or Roman temp. On later trips, I explored whole Mediterranean basin in Europe and North Africa and discovered inspiring village which have evolved from a modular system of building.

I consider these village contained communities similar in size and scale to our suburban towns or urban neighborhoods. They have develop organically due to sound economical use of materials labor, and they have grow from the repetitive use of simple forms.

For instance, in Italy, modular building blocks began isolated farmhouses but we linked up over a period of time to form a complete village. In Tunisia, barrel-vaulted living and storage houses are stacked four and five stories tall by the addition of similar units if needed.

The important fact about all vernacular architecture when this additive type of building develops is that the building never look awkward or dis proportionate as they grow. That what I've tried to achieve in my own modular system that when one adds on additional units they become a more complex statement of the original design with complete unity at each stage.

Continued on page 2
Madrid. In carefree, solid stainless by Oneida. Service for eight, $79.95.

Choosing our new Madrid without holding it is like choosing a perfume without trying it.
Tell you what Shirley: instead of going bowling we'll stay home, we'll have a little wine..."

Cone Born Soft towels so plush, so warm, so colorful, they make you want to stay home and let the rest of the world go by.
"Hey, honey, are you sure Howard Johnson’s started this way?"

Colorful Cone terry dish towels for when you’re supposed to dry.

“Carl... Carl... Carl...
Wake up, sleepyhead, it’s time to go to sleep.”

Cone bedspreads have made your bed so inviting, now how can you expect him not to lie on it.

“Wait a minute, you’re not Mary Lou.”

Cone beach towels, so high, wide, and colorful, you can spot them anywhere.

“...and it says here the average person can get along with 5 hours of sleep.”

Cone blankets, your above average blanket for your above average sleeper.

Cone® A great name in fabrics, now a new household word.

Ask for Cone Home Fashions at your favorite store.
People are sometimes critical of modular building systems because they feel it does not offer individuality. What do you feel?

One of the things I've worked hardest to achieve with my system is individuality and variety, and I'm really very critical of people to have a sense of individuality. A good modular system should offer variety and distinction in each individual structure yet with the continuity of overall architectural design. Why?

If each structure is uniquely personal, you would never feel you're in the same house in four places.

In the housing we are now producing—whether in an apartment in a luxury building or in a low-cost development—we find the same uniform things: ceilings only 8 feet high, poor quality of workmanship, and particularly limited experiences for living. I feel once creative modular elements are mass-produced, we should be able to build excellent housing.

Do you feel that modular building systems can improve the present housing problems?

This is the direction for new mass building, because skilled labor is getting scarce and costs are rising. But I'm afraid the kind of building techniques suggested by Habitat could tremendously reduce the labor and cost of building.

There's also a tremendous saving in materials with this kind of building system. Materials can be ordered in bulk rather than piecemeal. There's a necessity for a much more rapid building program and you can't accomplish this with a slow, handcrafted building system.

I think the government and private industry are finally awakening to this fact. Architects should concentrate their efforts on exciting things with spaces while trying to keep their costs moderate, and develop systems for living. How do you go about designing a house for a new client? And what makes a good client?

I prefer a new client who understands the kind of work I produce and sees in the things I do for other people something he feels confident about.

I have to find out as much as I can about my client's patterns of living. First I ask a new client to make a list of the things he wants to have—the things he cannot do without, the things he would like to have but that are not entirely crucial, and the things that are purely luxuries. I then place these priorities in the context of a house.

I don't restrict or dictate what people should do in my houses, although I do attempt to guide them in the selection of furnishings. I particularly feel that in the modular spaces I create, different kinds of furniture and ways of life can exist. Most important, I want to create within an ordered framework a rich variety of forms and spaces that will serve and inspire the people who live in them.

Shades of fashion from Clopay!

New window shades can brighten the outlook of your whole decor! See all the beautiful shades Clopay has to offer—one for every room, every taste and every budget! And Clopay's Alum-A-Matic—Adjustable Window Shades—Convenient automatic opening and closing! It's easy to operate. It's almost effortless. It's Clopay Window Shades.
Farewell to the ugly cigarette.
Smoke pretty: eve.

What a wonderful idea.
A cigarette as feminine as the ring you wear, the lipstick you carry. That's Eve.

With pretty filter tip. Pretty pack. Rich, yet gentle flavor. Women have been feminine since Eve. Now, cigarettes are feminine. Since Eve. For the lady with taste. Also with menthol.
THOUGHTS FOR THE HOSTESS

Mary Snow Hemingway

Welsh breakfasts (or any breakfasts which include imaginative breakfasts) are not the routine meals that they appear to be. But provide a second breakfast. A continental-style, a Goliath and a minimal amount of money. No need to complicate the diet too much. Allow extra time for the anticipated. A practical answer: capacious trays set up the night before, prettied up with individual posies. Let everyone eat where they choose; on their heads with the newspapers on the table in the sun, back in bed, on the sofa or porch, in a corner. With hot fries and electrical appliances you can set up a complete cooking plan and that would include beehive waffles.

But dishes that keep: childhood truffled, hard-cooked whites bathed in a rich brown powder, and simmered in sour cream. Breakfast Set off with crescent rolls, baked in crescent roll dough; scrapple with hominy grits; ham or ham and pumpkin, limits to which can be bound, sliced, baked, and served in the morning. Breakfast Set off with cinnamon scones, dusted with cinnamon and served with honey; tiny lamb chops to be eaten with the fingers.

Breakfast sandwiches are a very tidy way of offering a generous collation with a minimum of bother: ham between halves of baking powder biscuits; oatmeal bread, sweet butter and marmalade; chicken liver-filled brioches; Dutch-style, bland cheese on buttered dark bread; bacon and cream cheese. Offer a wide choice.

Cooked to go: Self-service waffles are fun. Have a variety of butters—sourdough, rice, cornmeal, bacon, buckwheat, oatmeal, orange, blueberry—ready in dripless pitchers or tureens with ladles. Add an assortment of syrups, toppings, and flavored butters such as maple sugar beaten into sweet butter or cinnamon, lemon, or ginger butters.

A fancy of fruits in combinations or treated to a surprising turn can spark a whole breakfast. For instance: ruby wonder (cherries cum raspberries cum strawberries cum currants when in season): honeydew dusted with sugar and powdered ginger; cantaloupe with pineapple chunks and mint; pitted prunes and dried apricots simmered in undiluted, frozen orange juice, then chilled; pears and greengage plums sprinkled with coriander seed; dried figs soaked in sherry overnight, then mixed with fresh apple quarters; honey-glazed baked apples with yogurt.

Juice can be just that or something special: orange juice blended with strawberries: fresh pineapple juice made in the blender; grapefruit, lemon, and orange slightly sweetened with brown sugar. Unbelievable but unbelievably good: very cold tomato-vegetable juice half-and-half with stone cold beer.

Hitachi ends the mad dash to the kitchen.

You want a cold drink and snack . . . but any moment there's bound to be a critical play in the game you're watching. What do you do?

If you have Hitachi's portable refrigerator you can stay put. Because Hitachi puts everything within reach.

There's 2 cubic feet of storage space, door shelves, and even a freezer compartment.

Save thousands of steps a week. Make a mad dash to your nearest Hitachi dealer . . . it'll be the last mad dash you'll ever have to make to a refrigerator.

For more information, write: Dept. HG-2, Hitachi Sales Corp. of America, 48-50 34th Street, Long Island City, New York 11101.
Sears announces

"The Great Put-Downs!"

Beautiful floors you put down by yourself.
Just think of the money you'll save!

All prices in this insert effective through 1971.
THOUGHTS FOR
THE HOSTESS

Breakfast sandwiches are a very tidy way of offering a generous collation with a minimum of bother: ham between halves of baking powder biscuits; oatmeal bread, sweet butter and marmalade; chicken liver-filled brioches; Dutch-style, honey; tiny lamb chops to be eaten with the fingers.

The $82 bedroom floor.

Because you do it yourself, you save! No installation charges, no separate padding to buy. You can tile a fuzzy-wuzzy 9 x 12 ft. bedroom floor with Sears Vagabond carpet tiles for under $82.

Just peel and press. Vagabond shag tiles are self-adhesive — they go down in a wink. The pile is soft, fluffy 100% DuPont nylon. A thick shag that hides its own seams. With its own foam backing to cushion sound.

Get the best. You can afford to. Get Sears Vagabond shag carpet tiles. In eight rich, tone-on-tone shades.
"Parquet" floors without the fuss of parquet floors. Sears Super Ready-Stick™ self-adhesive tiles.

Just a peel, a press—they stick to any clean, dry floor—even most cement floors. Sears guarantees it. And because you put down the tiles yourself, you'll spend under $48 for a beautiful 8 x 12 ft. floor.

Super Ready-Stick vinyl asbestos tiles. In six striking patterns.

The $48 dining room floor.

The $16 foyer floor.

For under $16 you won't have to be ashamed to turn on the hall lights. That's all it costs for a 4 x 8 ft. self-adhesive Super Ready-Stick™ floor in the white brick pattern. It's elegant—yet muddy footprints wipe off in seconds.
THOUGHTS FOR THE HOSTESS

honey. Tiny lamb chops to be eaten with the fingers.

Breakfast sandwiches are a very tidy way of offering a generous collation with a minimum of bother: ham between halves of waffles; pumpernickel; oatmeal bread; sweet butter and marmalade; chicken liver-filled brioches; Dutch-style.

Three great kitchen floors

$65

The Decorator Ready-Stick floor.

What a saving—because you do it. Just peel, press. It's easy. Sears Decorator Ready-Stick® tiles stick to any clean, dry floor—even most cement floors. Sears guarantees it. Pick from four bright designs, and put down a 10 x 15 ft. vinyl asbestos floor for under $65. What a bright new way to save money!

Sears Decorator Ready-Stick Vinyl Asbestos Tiles are guaranteed to stick to the floor for five years, when applied in accordance with our instructions. If any tiles should fail to adhere properly, simply return them to us and we will exchange them for new tiles, free of charge.

$106

The Footlights floor.

Make your kitchen more than a workroom. Make it warm and welcoming with Sears Footlights kitchen carpeting. Just roll it out and cut to fit. A 8 x 12 ft. floor costs less than $100. In five designs, fifteen colors.

It's cushion-backed 100% Du Pont nylon pile. So dense, mo spill's sponge right up. Sani-Gard treated to be antibacterial. Imagine—all this, and beauty too!
$59

The Super Cushionflor.

Here’s a beautiful vinyl you’ll never, never have to wax. Super Cushionflor® born with a built-in shine. And a warm brick look that makes even the coldest kitchen cozy.

Just roll it out and trim to fit. No installation charges, so a 10 x 12 ft. floor costs under $59. Why not treat yourself to new curtains too!

Twenty shining colors and six designs. All cushioned for comfort with thick vinyl foam.
Breakfast sandwiches are a very tidy way of offering a generous collation with a minimum of bother: ham between halves of baking powder biscuits; oatmeal bread, sweet butter and marmalade; chicken liver-filled brioches: Dutch-style.

Brighten up that drab family room! Do it yourself and save. It's easy. Just roll out Sears Show Stopper and trim to fit. An 11 x 12 ft. floor costs you less than $129.

This is family room carpet designed for all the family. Small tot trikes won't ruin that sturdy olefin pile. Most teen-age snacks wipe up with a sponge. Grown-ups love the built-in foam backing that cuts down noise.

And everybody loves the look.

Three stunning patterns, thirteen color schemes. Sears Show Stopper.

Nomad's olefin pile is a snap to keep clean, and the thick foam backing soaks up sound. Looks great in any of seven colors. What a value! Under $78 for a big 12 x 12 ft. floor.

The '106 patio floor.

Sears' great Rough 'n Ready indoor/outdoor carpet can really take it! Water won't hurt the tough olefin pile. Neither will traffic.

Our Rough 'n Ready stood up to a million New York feet in a Grand Central Station test. It's even Sanigard® treated to resist bacteria.

Under $106 for a 12 x 12 ft. area. Just roll it out and trim to fit. Eight easy-to-keep-clean colors.

The $78 playroom floor.
The $124 master bedroom floor.

If you hate stepping out of a warm bed onto an ice-cold floor, you'll love Sears Something Wonderful carpet.

It's a lush, plush 100% DuPont nylon pile. Cushion-backed for added softness. No extra padding to buy. And no installation charges either—you just roll it out and trim to fit.

Use the twelve-foot width bedroom, and the six-foot width powder room or bath. Because perfect for outdoors, too, with no problem. You can cover both a 9 bedroom and a 6 x 6 ft. powder for less than $124.

Something Wonderful. Just what the name says. In sapphire, avocado, ten vivid colors.
DEAS OR STREET-SIDE PLANTING

BY JAMES FANNING

How to turn a no man’s land into a beauty spot

The strip of ground between your front yard and the paved street is actually a sort of no man’s land, and all too often it’s just what it looks like. Likely this strip is public property and part of the right of way for the street. It comes within the domain of the local highway department but, since highway work crews are equipped mainly to deal with the pavement, maintenance for this part of their area usually gets short shrift. At the same time, every homeowner automatically assumes squatter’s rights on this strip. First the revetment unavoidably crosses it. Then there is the name sign and, if you’re in an RFD area, a mailbox. All are private property but located on public property. So, since you have already reached the public domain, why not finish the job and consider the whole strip worth the time and effort it takes to make it a real asset for the neighborhood? Here is a place where you can start a beautification drive on your own.

Flying in the face of tradition is often the best way to get really spectacular results, so why not reverse the usual practice of planting a flower border inside your property line? After all, the family does not spend very much time looking out toward the street. People passing by, however, invariably look in toward the house and are in the best position to appreciate a flower bed placed outside the line. Confronted by a display of delphiniums, chrysanthemums, or what have you, the passerby will hardly be able to resist the invitation to slow down, admire the flowers, and decide that this must be a neighborhood worth living in.

Of course there may be special conditions in this strip between your property and the road. One of the most irksome of these is an erosion-prone slope. Letting mud wash down onto sidewalk or street every time it rains does no good whatever to either the adjoining property or the neighborhood as a whole. Planting erosion-halting plants is the best solution here, so long as the plants are carefully selected to do what they’re supposed to do and are carefully nursed along until they become established. Crown vetch has proved its value as an erosion preventer. In addition to its soil-holding qualities, it has a handsome feathery appearance and pretty pink flowers for a good part of the summer. Its one drawback is that it needs a lot of sunlight. On a shady slope Japanese honeysuckle is almost the only plant that will do the job. Of course this plant rates as a serious pest if it gets out of control, so before planting it make sure that it can be kept within the bounds of its area.

Behind the no man’s land strip where your property actually begins is the best place for a really eye-stopping display. This property line is usually marked by a fence, wall, or hedge, and one of the musts for a well-kept neighborhood is keeping this boundary marker in tip-top condition. Climbing roses on the fence or wisteria dripping over the top of a stone wall are lovely in season but don’t forget there’s a lot of the year when they’re not in season. So the fence or wall has to be attractive in itself; well-built, well-maintained, and always ready to bear a fast but critical inspection.

Hedges seem doomed to bear the burden of screening whenever that may be necessary along the street-side line. This is usually just a matter of economy, since a hedge high enough to provide screening is a great deal less expensive than a wall or fence of the same height. Hedges have the possibility of failure, though. They may develop gaps in embarrassing places or a generally ragged look that is a far remove from the attractive front you are trying to present. The solution, again, is maintenance. Careful pruning, feeding, and replacement when necessary are as important for a hedge as pruning or staining is to a fence.

Attractive street-side planting in front of one home pretty much forces the neighbors on either side to spruce up their frontages, too. They may grumble about it, but personal pride and the spirit of friendly competition will prevail in bringing about a general upgrading of the neighborhood. This spirit of competition can be turned into one of neighborhood cooperation. If one of a group of neighbors decides that the whole street as well as his own property would benefit if it were shaded by a row of trees, he can persuade two or three neighbors that they would like to have it that way, too. This starts the ball rolling, a committee is organized, and the tree planting is done—next time planting time comes around.

Of course A could simply have planted a tree or two of his own and left it to neighbors B and C to follow suit, but the effect would have been ragged and uneven, and when you’re lining a street with trees the effect is lost unless there is continuity. The civic government has to be considered, too, since the land where the trees are planted is actually public property. Here again a committee carries a great deal more weight than a single family acting on its own. Not that civic authorities are opposed to street tree planting. They are usually all too provided they do not have to pay for the trees out of always insufficient budgets, and provided the normal operations of highway and parks department crews are not inter-

Continued on page 10
Douching vs. Norforms
(Once you make the comparison, there's no comparison.)

9:04
You decide to douche to stop embarrassing feminine odor.

9:05
You collect all that douching equipment from its hiding place. (Remember, later you'll have to hide it all over again.)

9:06
You begin mixing and measuring. (Oops—you just spilled some.)

9:10
You begin douching.

9:15
You're still douching.

9:20
You're still douching.

9:25
You're still douching...

Stop odor in a way no douche can—easier, too!

Norforms
Antiseptic Deodorant

9:04
You decide to use Norforms®, The Internal Deodorant.™

9:05
You insert one tiny Norforms. (Wasn't that much easier than douching?) And Norforms are the germicidal suppositories that stop odor in a way no douche can.

9:06
Doctor-tested Norforms kill germs, stop odor where it starts—internally. So safe to insert, you can use them as often as needed. And remember, with Norforms—no mess, no fuss, no equipment.

9:10
You know you'll feel clean, fresh, odor-free for hours with Norforms.

SOME NOTES ON
GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

THE YOU NOBODY SEES

You can't see some people for their attitudes. And frequently these are the very people who are just an excuse or so away from being Great Looking. Funny how they'd rather ride behind some stubborn position than come out front and take their rightful place in the sun. They hang on heedlessly as though these Attitudes were Sacred Truth, when often they are grave misconceptions or even Black Lies and certainly self-fulfilling prophecies. Here—in case any of them are listening—is a look through some of the blind stands that keep slamming the door on their best possibilities, and the answers they might wait around to hear....

THE SMALLER THAN LIFE ATTITUDE

1. I'm tall, so it takes a lot of food to fill me up.
2. My bones weigh too much.
3. Skip one meal and I get a raging headache.
4. My doctor doesn't approve of diets.
5. My husband doesn't approve of diets.

1. Many models are 6 feet tall and wear size six and many basketball players are 8 feet tall and skinny as rails—plenty of fuel for them in a few calories. 2. The kinetic lady who invented Weight Watchers knocked that fallacy dead some time ago by saying loud and clear that it's not pounds of bones that tip the scales, it's pounds of flesh. 3. Your system cries out against a change of pace but that doesn't mean it always will. In the Doctor's Quick Weight Loss and most Macrobiotic diets, dieters are warned to expect one big headache—not a bad price for one new figure. (No headaches from such tasty meal substitutes as Carnation Instant Slender which has, incidentally, yielded to the coffee-flavor freaks and added coffee to the menu in certain fan cities only—Baltimore, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Boston, and New York.) 4 and 5. Black Lies.

THE SKIN CARE SNOBS


For men only! Free new guide, "Tips on How to Keep Yourself Well," Bell's Ten-O-Six Cleansing Bar, o....
chemical tour de force that looks like soap, feels like soap, but isn’t soap. It’s a collection of good things that are non-drying and leave a protective guard on your skin. 2. A soft skin, fed by moisture, is just as necessary esthetically as flowered bed linen, but you don’t have to make the choice—many night creams disappear before they hit the pillows. Not the rich ones? Even the lavishly gifted ones. For instance, Helena Rubinstein’s Skin Life Cream, packed with natural herbs, races to where it’s going—down deep—and sinks without a trace. 3. The direst misconception—since skin can’t breathe and if you’ll think a moment you’ll realize why—it hasn’t any lungs. But its life needs are definite—oil, water, and considerate protection from wind, sun, and air pollution. And a fine foundation is one of the finest possible protections—possible, particularly when it’s underlined with moisturizer. A trick that has been taken up widely among the Knowing the last five years. One of Society’s Pets—Clinique’s brilliantly designed, Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion.

THE HOLIER THAN MAKE-UP ATTITUDE

1. No one wears rouge.
2. Eyelashes? Too much trouble and too much time.

1. No one doesn’t wear rouge. A savvy young editor, Stephanie Gersten, wears three shades at once. Another one, Susan Harvey, pours rouge around her eyes, all over her nose, on her chin tip to make her glow.
2. Not half as much time as a really thorough mascara-ing. So Right On with Andrea’s zippy, cinchy Wash and Wear Lashes. Divine with a tan, they actually give eyes to certain faces.

THE ALLERGIC TO EXERCISE ATTITUDE

1. Dieting’s really the whole answer.
2. I walk a lot instead.
3. I’ve never seen any spectacular results from exercise.

1. Misconception. Dieting doesn’t know where you need to lose, exercise does.
2. Walking is only an exercise if you walk at a smart clip, and cover at least 2 miles.
3. Maybe you haven’t been spectacularly oriented. This spring a New York editor who was already on the slim side sped to Elizabeth Arden’s super spa Maine Chance in Arizona, squeezed in four exercise classes a day, and returned with a waistline a spectacular 4 inches smaller. Seriously.

THE SUN’S A DOCTOR SYNDROME

Make no mistake about it, the sun shines down disaster on all of us. The best thing in life is protection, protection, protection. It can shine down skin cancer on some, first degree burns on others, and wrinkles and dryness fall everywhere from the sun-filled air. You can fight all this with any of the vast variety of defensive measures, but most particularly one with a deep well of moisture in it. Moisture drenches Vanda’s new Vandatone in its stylish canary container... moisture is outstanding in Coppertone’s Rolls Roycey Royal Blend that holds seven different kinds of mois...
GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH
continued from previous page

sure. If you were a woman, you would probably lose patience with that kind of nonsense. But I have a skin treatment in mind which I think you would enjoy. It's a face mask that you apply to your skin and then remove in the morning. It's called "Facialift" and it's designed to give your skin a youthful look. It contains a blend of vitamins and minerals that work together to improve the texture and appearance of your skin. You can use it once a week as a treatment or several times a week as a mask. The results are amazing, and you'll love the way your skin feels and looks.

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES

Estee Lauder has imagined an Herb Shampoo with an inner life style that could set a new life style for the texture and attitude of sour hair. The special ingredients give hair a certain polish and brightness, make it behave any wax you wish. Apt now, since it's at its best with cool water. > > at Bloomingdale's: Jordan Marsh: and Marshall Field.

LESLIE is serving fruit-flavored lipstick. Slicker Lip Licks with the color and the taste and the smell of Raspberry, Strawberry, Orange, and Mint (not green but a clear colorless with the bite of that first mint julep) all frosted. Lemon-ade is a clear and refreshing lemon-tasting shine. $1.50 at Bloomingdale's: The Broadway: and Dayton's.

P.S. About to hit the stores (and already in some Philadelphia supermarkets) is an almost unbelievable phenomenon. Polar fruit Cap Rocks, brought here by the Smirnoff people, chipped from a glacier off Greenland and anywhere from 500 to 100,000 years old and the purest ice on earth. They taste like snow and as they melt, each rock lets off a tiny explosion . . . especially recommended to jazz up the eight glasses of water a day that most dieters find so unachievable.
His is the big double gas grill by Roper. He can rotiss a chicken on one grill while he simmers a casserole on the other. Each grill is independently controlled, makes outdoor cooking easy. No hard starts, no mess, no ashes, no long waits either. Turn on the grill—you're ready to cook. You get real outdoor flavor with none of the fuss. Roper grills are available in single and portable models, too.

Hers is this new Roper gas range with a roomy oven that cooks and cleans automatically. It turns itself off, keeps the meal at serving temperature. Has a specially treated oven finish that cleans most soils at ordinary baking temperatures. And super-speed waist-high broiling, with adjustable racks. See your gas company or Roper dealer. Or write Roper, Kankakee, Ill. 60901. Gas gives you a better deal.
Who would think panels have so many different looks? Weldwood would.

There's no one word to describe Weldwood's finished wall paneling. We're in the business of creating styles to suit every need. For instance:

- Surfwood Panel, $30.00
- Surfwood Panel, $14.00
- Cr., $13.00

And then there are our thirty-two budget panels that sell for $8.50 or less. You can see them all at the Yellow Page. Make your move to Weldwood® Paneling.

U.S. Plywood
Look at all the carefree beauty $125 can buy

Attached pillow back, button-tufted, roll arms.
Shepherd® casters, $125.

Carefree. Because you know these roomy, comfortable lounge chairs are made extra-sturdy.
With rugged hardwood frames and steel springs that can stand up to most anything.

Carefree. Because you know we use Performance-Tested fabrics made of 100% Monsanto Blue "C" Nylon®, protected with stain-resistant DuPont Zepel®. So scuffs and spills never get half a chance.

But most of all, carefree because you know who made them. And what we stand for in furniture.

KROEHLER®
the one name in furniture that makes a difference

HOTLINE: For the name and address of your nearest participating Kroehler dealer—call this number toll-free: 1-800-242-3737.

Note: Prices may vary slightly, depending on dealer's location and/or your choice of fabrics. Credit terms available at your Kroehler dealer.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

ANTIIQUES

BY LOUISE ADE ROGER

DAVENPORT DESK

My mother bought this desk about forty years ago at an auction in British Columbia. She said it is called a "Captain's Desk" because, compact and solid, it suited a captain's cabin on a rolling ship. I would appreciate anything you can tell me about the history of these desks and where mine comes from.

D.L.—Portland, Ore.

Your small writing table with a sloping top desk above a case of drawers is called a "Davenport." Presumably the name derives from one Captain Davenport who ordered a desk of this type from an English cabinetmaking firm in the late eighteenth century. Judging from your snapshot, your "Davenport" is also of English manufacture, probably dating from around 1870-1880.

CONTROVERSIAL STATUE

I am enclosing a photograph of my bronze statue which is approximately 2 feet high. On its base over other marks is the name "Houdon." Can you give me any information about the statue?

J.C. — Memphis, Tenn.

Your statue is a commercial copy, probably late nineteenth century, of "Diana" by the French sculptor Jean-Antoine Houdon (1741-1828). It is interesting to note that the original was refused by the jury for the exhibition at the Salon of 1781 because they alleged that a statue of Diana must be draped. However a bronze reproduction of the statue is now in the Louvre in Paris.

NEO-GOTHIC CHAIRS

Can you please tell us the style, age, and possibly the origin of this pair of chairs?

L.B.—Escondido, Calif.

Your chairs in the Gothic Revival or Neo-Gothic style most likely date from about the second quarter of the nineteenth century. The backs are a fantastic Gothic creation and are the work of an accomplished carver. Certain features, such as the intricacy of the carving, suggest European origin.
Let's clear up the confusion about one of our most copied carpets...Bengali. There's only one genuine Bengali.

Bengali isn't merely a design. It's a quality.

It's the way this magnificent design is created...hand-woven in India, by our master weavers whose skill goes back for two and three generations.

It's the yarns and dyes that go into its creation...luxurious, long-staple woolen yarns...and the finest true-color chrome dyes a carpet can know.

Just copying our design doesn't make a Bengali.

That's surface stuff.

And Bengali goes far beyond the surface to bring ancient Ming design to life. It gives Ming meaning.

See Bengali at a fine store near you. You'll know it's genuine by the label and by the gold-and-black medallion it bears.

Send now for your illustrated booklet of India hand-woven carpets...just 50c to Pande, Cameron and Company of New York

295 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016.
4 ways better than ordinary garden hose...

- Extra flexible. Even below 0°.
- Drains itself automatically. Easy to pick up, move and put away.
- Easy to handle. Resists kinking.
- Premium burst strength.

This hose gets the job done, too. Delivers full flow to nozzle or sprinkler. And it has solid brass couplings. Choose from two types: FlatLine garden hose with polymer 23, or regular FlatLine reinforced vinyl garden hose. Wherever garden supplies are sold.

Andersen Perma'Shield. The low-upkeep window.

Building or remodeling? This free book will help you!

A gardener speaks his mind

Keeping the earth in good health

By William B. Harris

Keeping the fertility of a garden at optimum year after year is not merely a question of regular fertilization, for the fertilizers gardeners use are not in forms that a respectable root would think of absorbing. If soil bacteria, which change inorganic chemicals into usable organic compounds, are not present in sufficient numbers, the fertilizer just sits in the soil; the plants grow in a lackluster fashion, their resistance to disease and rampaging insects noticeably reduced. Of course you can't count bacteria, but you can, as all gardeners know, do something about humus, the stuff these hundreds of trillions (now there's a number) of bacteria feed upon. You add humus to build up the bacteria population, which works best in a slightly acid soil. (If you think you need a soil test, send a small sample—a sliver off the side of a hole dug with a trowel to the subsoil—to your state agricultural college.) It's obvious that almost all gardeners, even those who have just started to read about gardening,

Am I too far out for you? Then what are you waiting for? If you are a gardener, you know that soil without humus is subsoil (mineral soil), and that humus, which is decomposing vegetable matter, is what makes topsoil of mineral soil. A couple of years ago I started wondering if gardeners added humus to their borders every year—or every other year, or five years, or ever. So in talking to gardeners informally I've made a habit of asking and can report that very few do so with any regularity.

Their reasons seem good enough. They can't get pure humus except in little bags priced close to gold. Compost is a chore to make under today's labor conditions. Since very few people keep a cow around for milk these days, and good farmers now recognize that manure is worth more to them than dollars (an idea that is positively un-American), well-rotted cow manure is difficult to obtain and the dried form is expensive. Fortunately, I know enough "bad" farmers to keep erratically supplied and I suggest that my fellow gardeners seek them out. With the comeback of the equestrian horse, however, there is considerable horse manure around, which often may be had for the carting. It's a bit more difficult to age because if piled by itself it heats and burns. So sandwich it thinly between layers of earth.

Pure humus, the black stuff in little bags, is dug out of bags (it's decomposed peatmoss) and there is a surplussupply produced in most sections of the country. Most all nurserymen use it—ask yours his source, and be sure it's good. Call or write. If he won't trade with a nurseryman who will, or book in the yellow pages of the telephone book. If powdered, that pure humus can be bought reasonably close to New York City. It costs only $0.90 a yard delivered.

Continued on page 47
Guess where they were five minutes ago?

Or maybe you'd rather not.

Flies, mosquitoes and roaches are probably the most feared and despised of all insects. And properly so because they are notorious carriers of filth and disease. They really get around. A fly, for example, can visit your garbage pail, the sugar bowl, and the baby's crib all in a matter of seconds. The point is, you can't afford to tolerate these menaces in or around your house. They must be recognized as a serious health hazard.

Over the years, ORTHO® has devoted considerable amounts of time and research to finding the best ways of destroying these pests. Today there's a method and an ORTHO product made specially to do the job around your home. Ask your ORTHO Dealer.

Ortho
Chevron Chemical Company
Our concern for gardens is growing.
If you buy our flea collar now, you'll get more than you bargained for.

We're putting more than flea collars in each Sergeant's Sentry Flea Collar box. All, you'll find $2.00 worth of valuable coupons. Good on famous Sergeant's health-care like:

Worm-Away. The no muss, no mess way of getting your dog against round worms.
Skip Flea Shampoo. The shampoo that knows how to care for your pet's coat.
Vitapet Tablets. A snack and a daily vitamin rolled into one.
New Creme Shampoo. Gives a pet the look you're proud of.

And secondly, inside each box we've put a free copy of the 48-page Sergeant's Pet Care Book. A dog version with your dog's collar. A cat version with your cat's. The definitive books on caring for and raising your pet.

The flea collar. The coupons. The pet care book. You get them all for the price of the collar. Because Sergeant's always gives you more than you bargained for.

KEEPING THE EARTH IN GOOD HEALTH continued from page 40

within 24 hours. As the suppliers wouldn’t deliver less than 10 or 12 yards, get a couple of friends to join in the purchase. It’s great stuff and clean to use, although the house won’t think so if you track it in.

Compost, which only comes homemade, is equal in my opinion to old cow manure as a humus source. I also feel that the building of a compost pile is only as hard as the individuais who make it. As you know, compost is made by layering vegetable matter with earth and sprinkling a bit of nitrogen on each layer. Leaves, weeds, tops of plants not infected with fungus, small twigs, garbage that isn’t greasy, sawdust, or what have you on that grows in the sun. If built 1 or 5 feet high, a heap is hard work. There is a lady in a nearby town with a very large garden who builds her compost heaps a neat 3 ft. high, cover them over 2 inches high—and does most of the work herself, although she occasionally cons a weekend guest into doing the job, particularly if he yearns for exercise. She dusts every other layer with a cup of lime and uses a cup of pure nitrogen on the others. The tops of the heaps are nicely dashed to catch the rain, and in dry spells she puts a sprinkler on them. About 75 percent of this compost is ready to use in a year. Her method of screening the compost is ingenious: On a 3-ft.-foot frame made of 2-by-4s, she nails i-j-inch hardware cloth. Now those of us who know anything about Screening anything prop the screen at an angle and throw the rough material off the screen, then throw the part that didn’t go through at the screen again. But not this gal. She blocks up the screen horizontally about a foot from the ground, forks in the raw compost and rakes it back and forth with a hoe. Then she scoops out the unrotted compost with a Hal shovel and puts it on a new heap. When I run into such a highly efficient performance as this, I’m amazed at how much I have yet to learn about the use of the simple tools.

The easiest way to add humus to an established garden is to put an inch of it on the surface. It need not be worked into soil immediately; cultivation, moving or changing plants, or planting them does this satisfactorily in the course of time. Another trick is to dig holes with a trowel to the subsoil between the plants after putting on the humus. Scatter this soil on the surface, then fill the holes with humus. Nearby roots strike into these wells quickly and they also retain a fine amount of moisture.

You will be amazed at the way plants react to this treatment, with or without the wells. They will be noticeably healthier, stand up better—and require much less fertilizer. Try to measure square yards of lawn a light top dressing of humus or compost—work it in so that none is seen on the surface. It will turn the lawn a darker green almost at once, and the patch will grow a bit faster than the grass around it.

The addition of humus to the soil is an important point in the so-called “organic gardening,” that has been heavily promoted and publicized recently in the U.S. This is some-
Georgia-Pacific introduces wall paneling with a saw-textured look, High West™. It's smart. Ruggedly handsome like weathered wood from the high country. In shades Silver, Buckskin, and Saddle. Enough to cover a 12'x8' wall costs as little as $21. High West paneling: the rugged Western look for all America.

AND THE GEORGIA-PACIFIC DEALER NEAREST YOU, FREE, ANYTIME, 800-243-6000. IN CONNECTICUT, CALL 800-942-0655. ASK HIM ABOUT FREE PANELING BOOKLETS, TOO.

GEORGIA-PACIFIC
PORTLAND, OREGON 97234

High West PANELING
Bone meal is still being sold as bulb food, but I've suspected for a long time that the stuff, which the slightest breeze usually carries toward me as a foul-smelling white cloud, was not a plant food. It is not expensive when bought in bulk, but it isn't cheap either. Bulbs that I planted with it did no better immediately, or over the years, than those planted without it. This was the basis of my suspicion. Now the scientific fellows say that bone meal, as it is produced today, is worthless as a plant food, although in twenty-five years soil bacteria will break it down to useful form. That seems too long to keep any kind of bacteria at work.

The Dutch have used bone meal for so long that I suppose they are getting those promised twenty-five-year results. About three years ago, however, they added a new feeding wrinkle that they say has produced remarkable results—the addition of sewage sludge to the bulb fields. I have had excellent results with sewage sludge. In preparing a new bed for tulips, for example, we use the Dutch dosage—6 ounces per square yard thoroughly mixed to the full depth of the topsoil. For planting an individual bulb (a daffodil or a tulip) a heaping tablespoon is mixed in the soil at the bottom of the hole. In planting a hill of the things (several in one hole) the same amount is used per bulb. (Crocus, scilla, and the "little" bulbs get a slightly smaller dosage.) In subsequent years sludge is used as a top dressing. I have not noticed in two years of using sewage sludge that the first year's bloom is improved, but second-year results are markedly better—tulip blossoms do not deteriorate in size, as they usually do, and daffodils respond with more large flowers. It seems to make sense to heed these conservative Dutch growers when they tout a new method. In case you want to follow along, you can buy dried sewage sludge by the bag or the box. Any brand of sludge will do— I know of only one brand that is sold nationally.

There is no difference between a gardener and a horticulturist, not from the dictionary meanings of the words, anyway. Gardener comes from the Old High German word, garto, noun enclosed cultivated area or garden, so a gardener tends a garden. Horticulturist is based on two Latin words, hortus, garden, and cultura, to cultivate; so a horticulturist cultivates a garden, too. In America the word gardener has been downgraded to mean menial work in a garden. This is not true in England where gardener is the title of a highly respected worker and a head gardener there is a real professional. Here and in Europe the word horticulture has been taken up by societies, maybe because it seems broader. It is also used by universities, who naturally are partial to Latin. Horticulturist denotes a high degree of professionalism, as does one in a Connecticut town. He is a slight man who moved from Germany with his parents many years ago. He could be kept on the 30-acre estate where he has worked all his working life and still be so lovely that visiting them is a pleasure. He tips his hat to me and calls me mister. I don't wear a hat, but I always call him mister.
BOISE CASCADE'S PERFECT SETTING

PomonaStone

In the high desert, Boise Cascade opens a new vista for recreational living, with their spectacular Spring Valley Lake Development.

The uniquely designed model home sets a trend in desert fashions, with lighthearted colors and sophisticated PomonaStone hexagon. For this application, a rippling slate texture in opalescent Moonstone color accents a dramatic entryway, leading to the kitchen and sitting room.

Practicality for easy maintenance, and the beauty that lasts a lifetime are the advantages that make PomonaStone the outstanding choice of builders and designers everywhere. Seven earthy colors in five textures, and two low-relief patterns.
Now you're cooking out with gas.


Antioch, Ill. 60002.
NOTES OF A HAPPY
HOUSEKEEPER

BY MARY ELIZABETH FALTER

I toured the housewares departments the other day trying to find a present for a kitchen shower. Actually there was so much to choose from it took me some time to zero in on a set of kitchen tools—a new line developed by Ekco called "Granny Gourmet." Granny inspired the Early American look to the nicely turned and finished wooden handles, but the gleaming steel working parts are all business. There's a three-tined fork, a dandy slotted spoon, a masher, turners—the works! I was particularly taken with a large stirring spoon that's also a measuring spoon. One-teaspoon to two-tablespoon measurements are clearly marked by rings on the bowl and there is a pouring lip in the side. Every tool was so modestly priced I bought them all.

I'm crazy about the 16-inch plastic cubes we bought to use as little tables on the sun porch. They're cheerful and airy and go beautifully with the plants and our melange of wicker. There's only one little problem: They are hard to clean. Every smudge and smear shows on the slick transparent plastic, and they attract dust like crazy. Early attempts to clean them with the usual materials just made everything smeary, and I was feeling very cross and frustrated when someone told me about Remar, a special cleaning agent for plastic. Used sparingly, it cleans, protects, and provides an anti-static finish that really repels dust. The little tables stay bright much longer now, and I don't wince every time they're touched.

Lee and I went shopping the other day for a child's table and chair set for young Jennifer. We were hoping to find something plain and sturdy with a finish that could take rain if the furniture was used outside. But everything was full of swirls and decals and other cute touches. All that bright varnish and heavy paint wouldn't have filled the bill at all. Then, at the very last store, we found just what we wanted—the new Coltline children's chairs and tables made of heavy molded plastic by the Republic Molding Corporation. Seemingly indestructible, they stack for convenience, you have a choice of fire-engine red or sunny yellow, and everything is washable.

My vote for the most used but most disorderly spot in the house is the cupboard under the sink where all the washing and scouring and polishing preparations live and all the tools that go with them. I gave ours a good cleaning the other day and threw out a lot of obsolete items like the rusty old wire rack on the back of the door that held the scrubbing brush, scouring pads, and dishcloth. After I had emptied the cupboard, I lined it with Rubbermaid shelf-cushion and installed a Rubbermaid clean-up caddy on the door in place of the old rack. I'm particularly pleased with the caddy because it hangs over a little screw-in fixture and lifts right out so you can take it with you when you clean.

---

To enhance
the beauty
of wood...

Cabot's
Stains

Why are stains often chosen over paints? Because wood and stains are made for each other. Stains bring out the best in wood. Cabot's Stains, the architects' choice for all wood surfaces at Heritage Woods, blend naturally, beautifully into the setting. Cabot's Stains in 87 unique colors protect the wood, enhance the grain, grow old gracefully, never crack, peel or blister. Today the trend is toward stains. Cabot's Stains, the Original Stains and Standard for the Nation since 1877.

Samuel Cabot Inc.
One Union St., Dept. 616, Boston, Mass. 02108
Send for color cards on Cabot's Stains
Send the 25 for Cabot's Booklet on Stains.

Hape Woods, Avon, Conn.: Architects: Callister & Payne; August Rath; Builder: Paparrazo Development Corporation, Southbury, Conn.; Cabot's Stains throughout.

June 1971
Most stainless patterns sit with standard bowls, blades and tines. Tacked onto these are any one of a series of changeable handles and to each other.

Not for us.

Designer Jens Quistgaard believes that each pattern calls for unity of design. A complete rethinking of bowl, blade, tines and their relationship to the end to end.

Jens calls it total design. Others call it sculpture. There are 596 works of tabletop ‘sculpture’ in our collection. You can see them in our full color brochure. Send one dime to Dansk Designs Ltd., Dept. SS. Mount Kisco, New York 10549.

DANSK DESIGNS LTD.

Sculpture that earns its keep.
We must learn to preserve our life-supporting natural resources. Each of us can make his own effort and make effective demands on government and industry for environmental protection." — Senator Edmund Muskie, Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, who has helped write several major laws on environmental protection in the last eight years.

Here's how eight individuals are helping to improve our environment.

People have been too underrating the past about their right to a clean, healthy environment," said psychologist Dr. Robert Tyson speaking with his wife, Dr. Mary Catherine Tyson, physician. "But now they're smartly standing up and demanding it. There's no question in my mind that what moves politicians and industries is what people want. We've always been keen to keep litter down, pre-

© Copyright Richard Maltby of a 6-mile lake that my wife's family built at the turn of the century," said preservationist Peter Burelli, a family man with a city job and a love of the outdoors. "Two years ago we and other summer residents noticed substantial snags and oil slicks on the lake and dead perch along the shores. The local fishing and game club sent out a circulating letter to all the summer people and inspired everyone to take an interest. The main problem was caused by careless campers at one end of the lake. A lot of people who go camping these days don't seem to realize that nature does not provide them with the conveniences they have at home.

They expect a camp ground to be a sort of free motel and bring a tent and a 12-foot boat on top. It's not only the equipment they pull in, but the whole idea of how to enjoy (Continued on page 104)

OPEN YOUR DOOR TO NATURE

This issue is devoted to ways of preserving nature and enjoying nature in one of her most joyous moods — summer

49
Paolo Soleri, the Italian-born visionary architect, has created what he calls arcology—architecture in balance with ecology. Plans and models of his arcologies, some of them cities for millions of people, free of cars and green with parks, have been shown in exhibitions around the country. Soleri's ideas are complex—until you see what he has built around his own house in Paradise Valley. Here is architecture molded with respect for nature, with a sensitivity toward earth, sky, flowers, trees. Right: A roof sculptured in concrete leaves a cluster of eucalyptus grow through. Left: A wind tunnel draws breezes onto sunlit patio.
ARCHITECTURE SHAPED BY NATURE

"Man is a sun-and-air animal, what we need is an ecology made of nature and man" — Paolo Soleri, visionary architect living out his ideas in the Arizona desert
Opportunity to develop a new horizon, Paolo Soleri has built a studio, a foundry, workshops, and a man-made highlands, in the man-made arcology, nature is at the win-
areology— for 3,000 people. 70
Cosanti, a group of sun- and
and physically can he within it
miles away in (he cooler, Arizona
in minutes. Sculptured in con-
reach into it from the living room
ming n  Kim. A gentle
der desert of Ari-
Yallev in ihe
plv mountains
ained with

the 29-ton swimming
pool canopy. 5 Veins of concrete in a domed roof slatted with
brilliant red glass.

The aim is to capture nature at every win-
and every door” 
— Paolo Soleri

Everyone knows that we
time beauty one has if he wants to find joy and happiness.
This is a truism so mechanically
repeated that no one bothers
even to believe in it or act by it.
And this is because there is no
pelling explanation. There is
the feeling that beauty is a mor-
nal, something to consider
when there is a lack of some
more serious or weighty thing to
do. But it is clear now that we
not change our ways if we
desire to survive.
The way to great ab-
ishing new values is through
education. Take the child and
try to develop the sensitivity that
exists potentially. The first teach-
ges naturally, are the parents
and the father. My hope is that by
acting in a certain way, my
children will get something out of it.

Instead of saying that things
should be done in a certain way,
do it through behavior—enjoying
nature, music, growing things,
doing things by hand.

Today we are relying more
and more on technology. There is
an enormous amount of room for
gadgetry, to free the individual
and the group, to let them choose
the activities that are more hu-
man—painting, sculpting, gar-
dening, writing poetry. When ex-
prience comes naturally, involv-
ing your whole person, it is more
potant, it hits you harder, chances are that it will be much
richer, much more influential,
and much more deep-seated be-
cause it involves not just the
brain, but the body with all the
sensitivity the body has.

Instead of saying that things
should be done in a certain way,
do it through behavior—enjoying
nature, music, growing things,
doing things by hand.

Today we are relying more
and more on technology. There is
an enormous amount of room for
gadgetry, to free the individual
and the group, to let them choose
the activities that are more hu-
man—painting, sculpting, gar-
dening, writing poetry. When ex-
prience comes naturally, involv-
ing your whole person, it is more
potant, it hits you harder, chances are that it will be much
richer, much more influential,
and much more deep-seated be-
cause it involves not just the
brain, but the body with all the
sensitivity the body has.
Free in form, framed by oleanders, Paolo Soleri's swimming pool is a marvelous integration of man's sophistication and nature's simplicity. A dozen tall timbers support the great concrete shade. The arcing apse in the background, opposite page, is a working area for architectural students who flock to Cosanti to absorb Soleri's philosophies. Concrete igloos, below, were made by a student. This year over 250 young enthusiasts, bent on making the present Soleri dream into a future reality, will participate in workshops at Arcosanti.
of the ground and hardly interrupting its leafy surroundings, a part glass tent—is a delightful place to watch summer shower, with all comforts concrete—under the pines. This hideaway is a favorite picnic spot of Mr. имmer day, we pack a lunch on the river.” Inside the slope down to the ground at the back with a cushioned seating platform all around, two ceramic stoves for making soup and coffee, a small sink, and a storage cupboards. Designed by two British husband and wife architecture.

Open your door
A NEW NATURE-WATCHING HOUSE

ECOLOGY FOR YOUR OWN BACKYARD
A program for amateur ecologists worked out by experts

BY MARY ROCHE
Since ecology is the relationship between man and his natural environment, it's clear that every time we breathe, we alter the ecology somehow. This happens whether we are shut up in our own kitchens or crossing the Mojave Desert via superhighway. But the bonds between us and nature are apt to seem most real, most significant, when we are tending the soil, urging a seedling to grow, stocking a birdhouse with food, manicuring a lawn or a tree. It's not hard to see that what we do in our gardens will have an effect on the earth, the air, the waters around us. What should we be doing? What can we do in our own backyard to help protect the environment?

No one has yet indicted home gardeners as primary polluters, so there's no reason to start out with a guilty conscience. But there are a number of practices that might well be followed in the interests of a better garden and a better environment. Some of them may not accomplish much more in the total scheme of things than putting you on the side of the angels. But that's always a nice place to be.

Here is a program compiled with the help of several scientific experts, followed by notes concerning some popular misconceptions, points every amateur ecologist ought to be clear about.

1. **Plant a tree.** Someone has figured out that it takes the oxygen produced by ten average-sized trees to balance in a day's time the average amount of carbon dioxide given off by one automobile. Whither or not this can be proved mathematically, scientists assure us that trees are an excellent aid to anti-pollution efforts. If they shade your house as well, they will help keep it cool, which will help cut down the electric power consumed for air conditioning, which will help decrease the pollution caused by power plants burning fossil fuels. So plant at least one tree down on your summer garden schedule. If you buy it balled-and-burlapped from a nursery, you can plant it right now, or any time before the ground is frost-hardened.

2. **Compost your leaves, grass clippings, and other garden trash.** Don't burn them, nor send them to the town dump. In many communities, burning yard waste is against the law. You can keep it from becoming an eyesore by enclosing it in a yard or cage built of discarded fencing, perhaps, or slats of redwood.

3. **Grow with your fertilizers.** "Most amateur gardeners tend to use too much," says Professor David R. Boulding, agronomist at the New York state college at Ithaca. "That's particularly risky with fertilizers containing nitrogen. The excess amount of nitrogen will be taken up by the plants to throw away all that rich potential carbon and fertility. If you've ever built a compost heap, any amateur gardening book will tell you how. But don't let it be an eyesore by putting it in a hole. Compost needs the aeration it gets above ground. You can keep it from becoming an eyesore by enclosing it in a yard or cage built of discarded fencing, perhaps, or slats of redwood."
Open your door to nature

“A flower in a pot truly brings a garden indoors—you see the cycle of life, the wonder of nature.”

There is no time of year when Enid Haupt does not have a garden to work in and enjoy. Her outdoor garden is green. Her flowers, indoors and outdoors, are all portable. In her glass enclosed garden room bursting with color, left, in any room of her house, you see meticulously groomed flowers in portable earthen containers placed precisely where they can grow and look their best. When Mrs. Haupt opened this once dark house to sunshine, and planned the garden, she was editor-in-chief of a magazine. Whatever might have become too time-consuming (flower borders and cutting gardens she had once loved) had to be forsworn. Seasonal cut flowers might have been an answer, but she has come to feel that “flowers indoors lose most everything without the earthiness of pot and foliage.” Her solution can give heart to anyone with a love of the outdoors and a lack of outdoor time. She brought sunshine and water indoors—a skylight and hidden spigot for the garden room, even a drain for easy clean-up just where the center ficus tree “stands lordly” in its deep gray pot. A “tiny border garden” of potted alyssum rings its feet, and a bank of geraniums, some tiered on upturned pots, adds color. For entertaining, Mrs. Haupt had semicircular plywood tables made to fit around the ficus and cut her tablecloths from extra yardage of the upholstery print with pinking shears. She chose a small-scale pattern to act as background for the flowers, but outside Mrs. Haupt likes plain gray furniture for “a panoramic view without distraction.” For her containers, she likes natural terra cotta or gray—“I don’t go in for showy cachepots. I’m terribly definite about things, and nothing must detract from the flowers.” Her begonias, geraniums, even the fuchsia trees under the eaves, were lovingly propagated from greenhouse specimens bought as many as twenty years ago. She gives her indoor plants outdoor holidays every few days because “good air circulation will keep them blooming more beautifully.”
“With pots of flowers and succulents, I can change the garden overnight.”
A serene green garden, a stretch of lawn and trees—surrounding Mrs. Haupt's parquet de Versailles race, opposite page, top. The huge old apple trees were rescued from an abandoned orchard and thrive contained in brick and stone. Pots and changeable pots of sun-loving echeverias, opposite page, stay outdoors in summer, bask indoors in a sunny place during winter months. Above, a border of hardy Japanese holly (Ilex cortenata 'Heller') and thyme thrive in the dappled shade of apple trees. All this once a bleak and treeless expanse with a 6-foot multicolor terrace. Parquet terrace of bluestone and brick by Innocenti-Webel; tree moving and planting by Rosedaie Nurse...
"Each area where you place a plant in a pot should please the plant and please the eye"

Mrs. Haupt decorates, even nearly remolds, with plants. The pink begonias, above, fill spots in the stair railing where she unscrewed metal curlicues she chose not to live with. In the library, left, where she keeps garden and art books, real blossoms mingle with embroidered and painted ones; painting by Jane Pickens Langley. The orchid in her living room, above, is a cymbidium, one of her greenhouse specialties. Here and for the begonia under the Jacques Vilton painting in the hall she broke her rule about terra cotta, used green pots to bring them more into harmony with the painter's colors. A simple back terrace with an espaliered taxus, bottom left, is a facade for “sunning and soaking” indoor plants. Outside her garden room, right, she hangs baskets of fuchsia, fuchsia, fuchsia, and fuchsia on the head of the table and in the solarium and other parts of the house, where they will also enhance the view. "Flowers need love and attention, just like children and grandchildren." Mrs. Haupt has also opened the door to colors for children and adults in a New York hospital in her greenhouse, potting shed, and solarium and delicately dubbed "the garden of Enid."
Starting with morning-glories and ending with a house that seeks the sun and the sky, here are twelve pages devoted to summer living—to turning the outdoors into rooms, rooms into gardens, gardens into works of art; to pools that offer more than swimming; to the kind of entertaining that cools the hottest day, makes any evening enchanting.

WITH
NATURE'S ZEST

WRAP
YOUR HOUSE
IN SUMMER
INSIDE
AND OUT

Left: Morning-glories weave their way through the slatted roof of a terrace designed by photographer Horst for his country house. He also designed the white sculptured seats made by molding wet cement on a framework of small cement blocks. Looped-back canvas curtains step up the roomlike quality, as do tribal Kilim rugs from Iran spread out on the flagstone floor—weather permitting. Flower-hued cushions are of sailcloth. 1 A pool and poolhouse lapped not by lawn, but a sea of pebbles—quicker to grow, no mowing. 2 Indoors, lunchtime, and out-of-the-tube colors sizzling against quiet wood tones of ceiling and floor. Rattan chairs are the same intense green as the Parsons table which, beneath its paint, wears a coat of mock alligator hide. Fabrics, all designed by David Hicks, are of heavy cotton and beautifully, outrageously vivid. Out of sight: an open kitchen and two dressing rooms. Interior design by Bebe Winkler. 3 Summer splashes—a willow chair with Tuxedo-sofa arms and foam-filled cushions covered in iris-patterned cotton and linen. By McGuire. 4 To cheer the postman on his appointed rounds—mailboxes mounted on a platform, sandwiched with petunia-bright flower boxes. For shopping information, please turn to page 106.
A POOLSIDE TERRACE AND A TENT
ADD TWO EXTRA ENTERTAINING
ROOMS TO A VERY SMALL HOUSE

The space and spirit of a tiny dirt-floor barn was transformed because its owners, who spend as much time as possible at the pool, didn't try to fit all the rooms they wanted under one roof. Instead, the main party rooms—a poolside terrace or fair-weather living and dining room, and an Egyptian tent for after-dinner coffee and conversation—were placed outside so Mr. and Mrs. John Gates, Jr., could entertain the friends that "drop in all the time without much fuss." Walled in white lattice but open to the sky, the poolside terrace, right, is the center of activity, day and night. In nice weather, cocktails and dinner may be served by the pool. The twin pavilions designed by Borghini-Baker not only screen the terrace from neighboring houses, they also store garden equipment and, in winter, the summer furniture. The original 23-foot-square barn is now an inviting entrance hall with the Gates's loft bedroom and bath above. Much of the furniture is "odds and ends from our other houses or interesting things we picked up traveling." Beside the fireplace, which Mrs. Gates stripped and then marbelized, is the couple's collection of Canton china. Pitched on the lawn right next to the pool, the exotic, hand appliqued tent, bought in Cairo, is also a favorite place for a quiet afternoon nap. Fur rugs thrown over mattresses cover floor. Pierced brass lamps are from India; the brazier from Beirut. The living room, a new addition, opens wide onto the lawn and pool area forming one continuous flow of space—perfect for large parties. Nine-foot-high French doors that Mrs. Gates salvaged from an old house are spaced around the room, bringing the outdoors right inside. The walls throughout are plain 2-by-4 white painted wood planks that have weathered so cooperatively they look as if they've always been there. The floor, put in by Mrs. Gates, two friends, and a handyman, is "new and used brick" brushed all over with gray mortar to give it the patina of age. Everything—curtains, upholstery fabric, vinyl sofa—requires minimum care. Opposite, insert, new façade of refurbished barn.
WRAP YOUR HOUSE IN SUMMER LIVING AROUND A POOL
of plane trees; of the wall around F. Sullivan's front garden in California. Set in its profile can one see the pleached, geometrically clipped branches that side trees give no hint of their garden counterparts; only in bridge the wall like an umbrella. Their garden counterparts; only in profile can one see the pleached, geometrically clipped branches that bridge the wall like an umbrella.

The entire inner wall is covered with wisteria vines—a purple backdrop for garden dining. 3. Set in its tree-circled lawn like a mirror, the swimming pool behind the Joseph Meehans' summer house has at one side a terrace big enough for chairs, umbrellas, and an enchanting surprise—a dressing tent designed to fit exactly into an old and beautiful gazebo, the kind of wrought-iron fantasy once called a Temple of Love. Guests have drinks out here, then go back to the house to a shade blessed porch for food. Pool and landscape design by Innocenti Webel. 1. Glorious under the sun, a sea of nasturtiums, criss-crossed by neatly clipped hedges—a flower terrace in Brittany, part garden, part view, part outdoor dining room. Conveniently, a low stone wall makes a very handy little guests help them lunch in the sun. 5. Tops or any other sea-Lounger, an electric- mer with button- and backrest that hair with button- and backrest that fitted exactly fabric of pure La-Z-Boy.
Offering no clue that it was once a blacksmith's shop, a country poolhouse blends the rusticity of old rafters with the crisp red, white, and blue of very contemporary furniture. Off the living room, dressing rooms and a kitchen. A stereo system provides music for dancing parties; with furniture pushed aside, the tiled floor has almost the underfoot slickness of a ballroom.

Wonderful, whimsical, trompe l'oeil tablecloth that presents an entire meal in all its printed glory. (You can eat the fettucini and artichokes.) Of cotton, from Italy, designed by Ken Scott. An exotic parade of a topiary llama, a Foo dog, and various birds of blue-blooded lineage stalk a grassy plot in front of Mrs. Enid Haupt's country house. All are groomed by Mrs. Haupt, an ardent gardener who insists on wielding the clippers herself. “In July, they are going to have a very good crew cut, and if I spoil them, then I spoil them.”
WRAP YOUR HOUSE IN SUMMER

LIVING IN A ROOFTOP ROOM
People who live in apartments often have no choice but to move when they want more room. But Mr. and Mrs. Dale Keller, whose apartment was on the top floor of a Hong Kong apartment house, had a different solution. They obtained the rights to the roof above them, built a glass-walled room and garden, and joined them to their living room by a circular stairway punched through the ceiling. The room, which opens onto the garden terrace, is planned for year-round entertaining, has a fireplace at one end, a mini kitchen-bar, and a dining space. Here, the Kellers serve cocktails, give outdoor lunches, or bring guests for after-dinner coffee. The big tiled terrace, left, looking to a mountain on one side and to the harbor on the other, surrounds two sides of the room, is used for warm-weather parties, makes a wonderful playyard for the Kellers' two sons. Summer daisies bloom everywhere and the garden, mostly in pots, changes with the season, can be easily rearranged or moved inside. Behind the pool, with its bronze sculpture, is a small brick building, used for storage. The family room is enclosed on two sides by sliding glass doors, which, open, give the feeling of being outdoors, bring a breathtaking view in. Groups of leather sling chairs are arranged for conversation. Facing the harbor view, table and chairs for dining or cards. The ceiling, a series of arches with wooden beams, makes an interesting pattern, gives the feeling of great height. A spiral staircase leads downstairs. Opposite page, above, pottery lions with harbor beyond; below, open panel in roof overhang lets the bamboo, planted in a bronze urn, grow through.
Inspired by anything from the rhythm of moving water to earth symbols of tribal art, these brilliant excursions into color and pattern are the work of Alan Can, a young artist who studied the ancient art of wax-resist dyeing in India. His designs, developed in collaboration with Parish-Hadley Inc., are not at all traditional, but completely his own, all one-of-a-kind, all produced on silk, linen, or cotton. Frame paintings, they make superb wall hangings; unframed, lovely pillow covers. Put together like a mosaic, they can give distinction to almost anything—a screen, a chair "space cot" (lower left hand corner), a wall. Wherever they are used, they bring a room an exotically beautiful splash of color. All available at Parish-Hadley...
1 As sculptured as the Italian urns they grow in, pure white azalea trees sit at measured intervals along the entrance drive to the Alfred Bloomingdale's house in California. Interrupted by no other color, the green and white sweep of cypress trees, an azalea hedge, and a border of sweet alyssum is deliciously cool by day, wonderfully romantic in moonlight. A bronze guardian, an Italian bust broods on an old marble plinth. 2 Flowers that never fade: “Carnations and Butterflies,” a pure cotton chintz tailored into a tablecloth, and “Field Flowers” dinnerware. Fabric at Kent-Bragaline,* porcelain by Ernestine. 3 Decoration and dessert, watermelon that looks as though it had been cut with pinking shears. Main course: chicken curry served in coconut shells, a treat for twenty guests about to lunch on the greenery-fringed loggia of Mr. Pedro Corcuera’s summer house in Acapulco.

Worthy of a place in the sun—or shade—and designed by Jerry C. Olka, a graceful one-piece chaise longue of rattan. Contoured, segmented cushion is covered in a cotton fabric by Jack Lenor Larsen, 63 inches long. By Willow & Reed,* through decorators only. Shopping Information, page 106.
Planned for entertaining, the living room, far right, is like a contemporary carved-out barn. An almost 15-foot-high ceiling, half glass, and tall sliding glass doors surround guests with sky—shifting clouds by day, the moon and stars at night. For large parties the doors are pushed back so guests can wander out onto the deck. Everything in the house brings nature in or invites you out—the treetop living room, little gardens, private sun decks. To the most of the beauty of the site, Don Page created a cedar and glass soars through a thicket of pine and plum. The living-room deck circles a forest of freedom.

Also on the second floor are the and bath with their own sun kitchen. Fenced in ever

breakfast or lunch right with its kitchen. With furniture, brown Perretstrong colors are in a paints, watercolors by Jim Dine.
WRAP YOUR HOUSE IN SUMMER
LIVING IN A HOUSE OPEN TO THE SKIES
Deep in rolling woods in Waccabuc, N.Y., Myron and June Goldfinger's house sits astride a rocky crest challenging the surrounding treetops with its soaring boldness. Covered with stained cedar siding, the house is a forthright composition of tall, uncluttered verticals, sweeping roofs, and jutting decks assembled totally from of three modular units repeated in various combinations throughout the house. The idea for the house came swiftly. "Designing a house for my family, I had absolute for the first time to do exactly what I wanted," recalls architect Goldfinger (for an interview with him, 16). "I'd been interested in modular design time, and I sketched out the basic concept in minutes." Indeed, one of the pleasures of the straightforward clarity of its components way they are assembled.

Mr. Goldfinger came up with is a house standardized, easily built modular parts, an expensive labor. Yet unlike many has an entirely unconfined, unrepetitive space. To achieve this, he designed a volume of interior space, a deck—all of which share, basic dimensions and thus fit in this house, for example, d up four levels to make a for looking the woods. The roof mount, interesting angles.

Materials for the unit prefabricated. "Linked

THREE BASIC ELEMENTS MULTIPLIED ADD UP TO A HOUSE

Five pitched roof sections, twelve units of interior space, and six decks are the total number of modular forms in the house. Interior unit, 15 feet square by 8 feet tall, sets standard of measurement. Roof section is 15 feet square at base, 8 feet tall at one end; placed on top of interior unit, it creates double-height volume inside. 15-foot wide deck fits onto any side of interior unit, sloping side walls continue same angle as roof.
With the results looking complex, various forms are combined in a simple way. On first floor, 1, 16-foot-square interior units make the house and enclose entrance hall room (which opens onto a display area for couple's collection of antique curios. Second floor has only three units in L that embraces a serving area, and dining room. Room, two decks are either forming a bridge to upper level of work studio Goldfinger. Third floor, 3, has two units—master bedroom onto a deck) in one, and closets in the other. For 4—solarium—is only plus a roof module and a deck. are linked by a spiral stairway, modules are placed on top of units wherever one is left by next level. Enlarging house simple—more modules can be added. The Goldfingers envision a guest wing off living room, rooms off master bedroom.

FOUR LEVELS FOR LIVING EVERY ROOM SPILLS INTO THE NEXT
"The whole house is a living room," says Mr. Goldfinger. "We don't believe in a bedroom used only at night or a dining room only for meals. Every room is part of the total space." This joyful merging of space occurs because of giant cutouts in walls between levels so upper spaces become balconies overlooking other levels. In master bedroom, right, you can see every level from the tip down to the ground. On first floor, 1. living room, below left, center, and opposite page, is overlooked by dining room. White walls and Mexican terra-cotta tiled floors, continued throughout house, make a beautiful backdrop for plants, antique curios. Also on first level is Mr. Goldfinger's studio, below right, reached by spiral staircase from balcony. On second level, 2. kitchen is created within two modules. One, above, has preparation, cooking areas; the other, above right, is divided by 5-by-9-foot counter with serving area on one side, laundry on other. Third level, top right, is master bedroom suite, 3. above and right. Fourposter bed was built by Mr. Goldfinger out of rough-sawn boards, painted yellow, and four foam mattresses piled up. At present, couple's two baby girls sleep in alcoves off master bedroom. Eventually, this bedroom will become theirs, parents will move up to solarium, 4. on fourth floor.
Valentino, the designer whose initial is as much of a high sign to the fashion hip as the peace sign is to the "people," packs the same excitement and sybaritic richness into his weekend house in Capri as he does into collection after collection of very feminine, perfectionist clothes. Always attracted to this steep flower- and vine-covered island that plunges down to water bluer than any postcard, he's pulled the feeling of garden and flower colors right inside. The bougainvillea colors of the patio tenting, above, below and on cover, play to the serenity of the all-white patio but make more shade for an outdoor room. The dining room, right, shows Valentino's feel for sensuous, room-lifting yellow that shoots sunshine all over what might have been a dark room. The crystal-topped, steel-framed dining table seats twelve, reflects more vinyl sunshine, does a little gleaming on its own.
Valentino's second-floor sitting room, right and above, a voluptuous rip-off of Chinese porcelain he bought in Rome at auction, a wow of a room everybody comes to see. It's the evening dress of the house, shows his preference for big, sculptural spaces, vivid color, flower patterns, and rich textures whether in straw, silk, or shining, bold plastic. The look's achieved in this room with the lavish use of four blue-and-white, flower-patterned fabrics. One is flat on the wall, another makes pleated panels, still another borders the ceiling, and a peach blossom design covers yards of over-scaled sofa packed with pillows. The sofas are buttressed by plastic tables giving the impression that sofa and table are built in. The opulence of down-filled upholstery is balanced by the size, sleek, and shine of plastic tables and metal trim. The vaulted ceiling is bright white, the floor done wall to wall in blue with two natural-colored straw rugs under each coffee table. A sixteenth-century Venetian canvas framed in fabric makes a curious reflection-in-the-past of the view of the island hillside seen through the large walled arch directly opposite it. White wicker elephants, fat plant bearers, are a favorite. Beside the pool, an imitation of an Arabian tent, filled with wicker divans, U.S., yellow cushions, continued
Sitting on its hilltop, this was once a boxy old stone farmhouse whose new look is entirely the work of a new owner with a talent for brushing practicality with glamour. "I wanted more space and an eighteenth-century quality, and by making three additions—a downstairs bedroom and bath, a loggia-garden room, and an old silo turned into a tower—I got them both, plus the look of a house in the French countryside."

- Left: Stretched across the entire rear of the house, the new garden room is screened and latticed for a maximum of light and air, a minimum of bugs, and a wonderful complexity of patterns. Topping the lattice is a Plexiglas roof so that the room not only has three views of the surrounding trees, but also a stargazer’s vista of the sky. Since the sun at high noon really beats down, central panels of the roof are shaded with strips of bamboo matting. Sofa, a bit of treillage itself, was made by the owner with wood left over from the lattice. Above: Old front door became French windows opening on a tiny stone terrace-pot garden. Windows on both sides were masked with iron grilles curved in graceful bows. Below: Connecting passage between tower and house has a vaulted roof inventively "wallpapered" with bamboo matting—interesting in texture, most decorative.
On the ground floor, a row of cramped little rooms were opened to one another, making it seem much larger than it is. Living and dining rooms flow in an unbroken L that turns into a U from the back porch, with rustic brick parquet floors, roof rafters and joists that contrast and amplify sunlight. Colors are mostly a green or a flowered linen, historian's choice. The furniture is almost French and eighteenth-century or older—most of it the result of years of travel and antique hunting in Europe.

**ROOMS FLOW INTO ONE ANOTHER AND OUT TO THE GARDEN**

*Top left:* The windows were quite small (the old custom of keeping the light in) to bring light from the garden room—a huge arch door was cut into one wall of the dining room. The old oak floors were sanded, and waxed into second youth, and the dining space was furnished with pieces that could have come (did, perhaps) from a French farm house. *Top right:* The 150-year-old silo, moved from a nearby farm, crowned a hexagonal mansard roof, changed the entire character of the house.
picturesque as a French mill, it overlooks the new, hedge-enclosed swimming pool. Opposite page, bottom left: Close-up of the twentysix-house passageway protected by a sunshade of bamboo—an outdoor extension of the matting that girdles the vaulted ceiling inside. Statue is one of a quartet representing four of the provinces of France. Opposite page, bottom right: Facing the living-room space, a Louis XIII sofa, a collector’s joy covered in flowered linen, and a seventeenth-century rattan chair in sober brown suede. A pair of armoires, painted white, frame the hall door. In one corner, what looks like a box covered in brown velvet is a hoax. Its doors open to reveal the television. Above: Hung on an enormous beam, a row of baskets and copper pots effects a very subtle change of mood—and a certain sense of definition—between the living and dining area. Doing double duty as a wine-cellar-sideboard, a wine rack made of terra-cotta drainage pipes is held in a rectangular block by iron bands and topped with a slab of wood. On the table, old French crocks and some splendid vegetables.
Country French patterns in the freshest possible fabrics were chosen wherever fabric was needed for upholstery, bedcovers, walls, or curtains. Except for occasional still-life arrangements of objects and ornaments the house is singularly free of clutter. There are no curtains downstairs, nor is there any need for any. The only neighbors are the quietest, least curious ones in the world—trees.

Above: Almost perfectly round, the tower room is flooded with light through two sets of gently arched doors that were found in the little town of Versailles. Four Louis XIII chairs covered in a pale violet plaid linen form a little circle of their own, leaving just enough room for a tiny sofa and some bibelot-covered tables. Overhead, an Austrian hunting-lodge chandelier made of antlers; on one wall, a portrait of the Duchesse d’Etampes by Mignard, court painter to Louis XIV; underfoot, Mexican octagonal terra-cotta tiles that go right out through the hall to the living room. Something no silo ever had, left, was built for the new fireplace, and the precious glass doors are protected from gusty weather by solid wood, shutter-like panels with pretty serpentine crossbars.
Regency chair, properly equipped with a table and a lamp, or in the tub—an old American curiosity piece. Lined in copper and pewter, it is framed in a niche with oak woodwork and a carved cornice supported by antique pilasters—a handsome and unexpected treatment. Wall and curtain fabric is white linen patterned with sepia flowers and leaves. • Below right: The second section of the bath combines the shower, toilet, and a wash basin set into a marble-topped commode. Above it is an old pewter mirror, and above it, a cherub's head carved in wood by Karl Mann. Because the Dutch door opens to the garden room—a quick route to the swimming pool—the bath is often used as a guest-swimmer's dressing room.
The glowing heart of Richard Olney’s Provençal kitchen is a great stone fireplace he built himself. In it he roasts a baby leg of lamb on a spit, right, for a summer luncheon served on the vine-hung terrace, above left, of his house, set in a tangle of aromatic herbs and flowers on a hill in the south of France.
How to cook for a man

He tells everyone what a great cook you are. And you love to hear him say it. But coming up with something new and different seven nights a week isn’t exactly easy. That’s where Birds Eye can help. With recipes like Hamlet. Cook 1 package of Birds Eye One of 18 Birds Eye Combination Vegetables, 1 pound ready to eat ham slice, about 1 inch thick. After 7 minutes, turn the ham and spread the top with a teaspoon of prepared mustard. Then whisk it back under the broiler for another 5 minutes. Now top with the cooked carrots. And call him to dinner. Wasn’t that easy?
fireplace recipes. In marinades, a tasteless cooking oil is preferable to an indifferent olive oil and melted butter may replace it for basting.

Herbs

Thyme, oregano, and savory recur from one recipe to another because I feel they are finer than any of the other herbs for this kind of cooking. Fresh or recently dried sage leaves are good with pork and may be used sparingly with veal. Rosemary is a strong herb that should certainly be used with care, but the smoke of smoldering rosemary will subtly flavor any fish or meat during the last moments of grilling.

Wines

The white wines should all be served chilled, but should not remain for long periods in the refrigerator. If they are to be refrigerator-chilled, put them in 2 hours before serving, but preferably chill for about 15 minutes in an ice bucket. The red wines to be served cool may be served from an ice bucket containing cool water and only a few fragments of ice to maintain a constant temperature.

SUMMER LUNCHEON

"Canaille" Salad
Grilled Eggplant and Zucchini (Aubergines et Courgettes Grillées)
Cheese
Fresh Fruits

Grilled Eggplant and Zucchini

Eggplant
Small, firm zucchini
Olive oil
Salt, freshly ground pepper

The best eggplant for grilling are the small, elongated variety, about 8 inches long, but the larger round ones may also be used. They should be firm and resilient to the touch, and the skin should be glossy and tight.

Cut round eggplant crosswise in \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch thick slices. Score slices lightly in a crisscross pattern on both sides. Cut elongated eggplant and zucchini in half lengthwise and score the flesh deeply with a sharply pointed paring knife in crisscross pattern, taking care not to pierce the skin.

Sprinkle with olive oil, rubbing all surfaces so that the skins, too, are lightly coated with oil (eggplant absorbs a surprising quantity of oil). Leave for 10 minutes or so, adding more oil if the cut surfaces appear dry. Season with salt and freshly ground pepper just before grilling. Use a preheated heavy grill and grill the scored sides first, turning after 3-5 minutes, depending on the intensity of the coals (the surface should be well colored, but not charred). Brush the grilled surfaces with more marinating oil once or twice while finishing the cooking on the skin side. The zucchini should take from 6-10 minutes, and the eggplant may take as much as 15. Test by piercing the flesh with the point of a small knife. The eggplant should be almost puree soft at all points, the zucchini should be soft, but slightly firmer than the eggplant.

Grilled Loin Lamb Chops with Herbs

The flesh of good quality lamb should be a clear rose-tan color and the fat should be white, dry, and abundant.

1 loin lamb chop (about 2 inches thick) per person
Garlic
Salt, freshly ground pepper

Remove all the fat from the chops except for the bit joining the apron to the fillet, and carefully remove the layers of membranous tissue and fat from between the layers of flesh in the apron. Rub a clove of garlic repeatedly against the rough part of the bone to purée it and rub it over the surface of the meat. Sprinkle the mixed herbs and olive oil very lightly all over chops and rub in the hands to be certain that all parts are equally coated. Roll up the apron against the "filet mignon" and skewer it in place with a small sharpened stick of rosemary or a toothpick.

Season with salt and pepper just before cooking. Put the chops on a preheated grill over a bed of coals of moderate intensity and good depth, and cook them about \( \frac{1}{2} \) hour. Turn every 3 or 4 minutes. If they seem to be browning too rapidly, spread the coals out more or remove the chops to the edge of the grill for a while. Like all grilled and roasted red meats, the chops will improve if, after being removed from the direct heat, they are left, covered, to rest in a warm place for 5-10 minutes before serving. The flesh should be pink.

Potatoes Baked in Ashes

Choose medium-small potatoes of a firm-fleshed variety. Clear away a well-heated area of the hearth, place the potatoes there, cover them well with a protective layer of hot ashes and heap red...
We made our first bottle of Brolio around the turn of the century. The tenth century.

Not only is Brolio nearly a thousand years old, but it's the world's original Chianti wine.

Today, we no longer have the original Chianti bottle, but we can give you the original Chianti. Brolio Chianti

Grilled Sea Bass

2 fresh young sea bass
Lettuce, flowers, and branches of wild fennel (or fennel seeds)
2 tablespoons pastis, vermouth, Pastis 51, Ricard, etc.
Olive oil
Salt, freshly ground pepper

Remove all scales from fish, clean it, and tear out the gills, but do not remove the head. Rinse it and sponge dry with paper towels. Score diagonally, almost to the bone, 3 or 4 times on each side and put to marinate in an oblong dish. If fresh fennel is available, sprinkle inside and out with a handful of the finely chopped leaves, forcing some gently into the scored slits, or sprinkle with slightly crushed fennel seeds. Sprinkle over the pastis and enough olive oil to coat all surfaces, rubbing well all over, inside and out. Marinate for at least 1 hour, turning the fish 2 or 3 times. Cover it well in the refrigerator for several hours.

Use a special, double-faced heavy wire fish grill, oval and rounded, to grill a large fish. Salt and pepper the fish, inside and out. If you have fennel branches and flowers, stuff the fish with a handful and line one side of the grill with a few branches placed lengthwise. Lay it on a bed of branches in the grill and place 3 or 4 branches on top before closing the grill. Cook over brisk coals, turning the grill over after 7-9 minutes, and baste the grilled surface lightly. Turn the grill 2-3 times, basting each time. Cook about 25 minutes—do not overcook. 5 minutes too much will make it dry and flavorless. Accompany with plain olive oil, melted butter, herb butter, or anchovy butter. Serve 1 as a first course, 2 or 3 as main one.

Grilled Pigeon Squabs

1 pigeon squab, chicken squab, or Rock Cornish game foul per person
Oregano
Olive oil
Salt, freshly ground pepper

Split birds with kitchen shears down the length of the back, starting at the tail. Cut the neck
My Kind of Gifts!

Father's Day is June 20

There's a Hickory Farms of Ohio store near you featuring old-fashioned country store atmosphere

ALABAMA: Birmingham (3), Huntsville.


Select his gift from dozens of Food Gift Paks on display at your nearby Hickory Farms of Ohio store. Take it with you, or we'll mail.

PREMIUM PAK: If Dad likes cheese, this is the gift for him! Gouda, Edam, Smoky, and two cheese spreads. Plus a small jar of our own Sweet-Hot Mustard. $3.89

TEXAS SPREAD: Big in masculine appeal! Includes our famous 1/2 lb. BEEF STICK and sausage, five kinds of cheese, and tasty imported candies. $12.95

DELUXE HOLIDAY CLASSIC: Fit for a King! He'll be delighted with the 1 1/2 lb. BEEF STICK, summer sausage, Old Fashioned Crackers, imported candies and many cheeses: Belle Fleur, Gouda, Edam, Smoky, Butter Kasee, Longhorn, and 3 spreads.

There's a Hickory Farms of Ohio store near you featuring old-fashioned country store atmosphere

ALABAMA: Birmingham (3), Huntsville.
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“AMERICA’S LEADING CHEESE STORES” 177 locally owned franchised stores coast to coast

Home Office: Toledo, OH 43615

Get ready for a cold front...or get a flameless electric water heater

- All the hot water you want
- Quiet. No flame. No pilot. No fuse
- Fits almost anywhere

Change to an electric water heater now—before it's too late.

Live better electrically

The Meritime Collection

Meadowcroft

SKNEWED VARIETY

Meats

Skewers of meats and vegetables are attractive, simple, and economical. The metal skewer may be replaced by a branch of sharpened rosemary with a tuft of leaves left at the unsharpened end, which enhances both the presentation and the flavor. In addition to the meats used here, sweetbreads, first soaked, blanched, pared, and put to set under weight, liver, or tender cuts of meat like lamb may be used. Do not cut the meats into pieces that are too small and easily over-grilled.

Bread crumbs mixed with pounded garlic may be sprinkled over the skewered meats before grilling.

1 cup Kidney
1 lamb's heart
8 ounces small, fresh mushrooms
4 shallots (or 1 small onion)
1 clove garlic
1 large red pepper, cut into 1-1/2-inch squares
1 onion, small, fresh mushrooms, shallots, garlic, bay leaves, red pepper, parsley, fines herbes, salt, freshly ground pepper

Peel off the surface membrane from the kidney, split it in half lengthwise, pare away the strip of fat found inside the kidney, and cut each half crosswise into about 5 pieces. Trim the fat and connective material from the hearts, split each in half, and cut each half into 3 or 4 equal-sized pieces. Combine the meats, mushrooms, shallots, garlic, bay leaves, red pepper, parsley, fines herbes, salt, and pepper to taste in a mixing bowl, and mix ingredients carefully by hand. Marinate the meats about 2 hours, mixing 2 or 3 times.

Discard the crushed garlic and pierce the meats and vegetables alternately on 1 skewer, sprinkle with salt and pepper, and grill over fairly intense heat for about 15 minutes, turning every 3 or 4 minutes and brushing the just-grilled surface with marinating liquid, adding more olive oil, if necessary, after each turn. Serves 4.

SPRING LUNCHEON

FRESH MACKEREL IN WHITE WINE
(Magretr eux en vin blanc)
1/2 chopped, young white wine
(Bourgogne-Aligote)

GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST ROLLS
(Fillets de Volaille en Crottets, d'Air)
1 red Cote de Brouilly

COMPOSED SALAD
1 large green peppercorn

ROLLED FRENCH PANCAKES WITH JELLY

Grilled Chicken Breast Rolls

1 chicken breasts, boned
1 heaping tablespoon chopped fines herbes (parsley, chervil, chives, tarragon)
1 tablespoon finely chopped shallot
1 tablespoon finely chopped garlic
1 large red pepper, cut into 1-1/2-inch squares
1 large clove garlic
2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley
1/2 cup chopped pecans
Salt, freshly ground pepper

Remove the skin from the breasts and trim them neatly, making certain that no fragments of bone remain. Each is composed of 2 muscles known as the fillet and the filet-mignon. They are connected only by a fragile membrane except at 1 edge. Open them out so that the opened breast is vaguely heart-shaped, and flatten with the side of a large knife. Mix the fines herbes, shallot, parsley, mushrooms, lemon juice, olive oil, and pepper to taste on a platter. Spread the chicken breasts out on the platter. Marinate 1 hour, gently turning them around and
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Skewered Variety

Meats

Skewers of meats and vegetables are attractive, simple, and economical. The metal skewer may be replaced by a branch of sharpened rosemary with a tuft of leaves left at the unsharpened end, which enhances both the presentation and the flavor. In addition to the meats used here, sweetbreads, first soaked, blanched, pared, and put to set under weight, liver, or tender cuts of meat like lamb may be used. Do not cut the meats into pieces that are too small and easily over-grilled.

Bread crumbs mixed with pounded garlic may be sprinkled over the skewered meats before grilling.

1 cup Kidney
1 lamb's heart
8 ounces small, fresh mushrooms
4 shallots (or 1 small onion)
1 clove garlic
1 large red pepper, cut into 1-1/2-inch squares
1 onion, small, fresh mushrooms, shallots, garlic, bay leaves, red pepper, parsley, fines herbes, salt, freshly ground pepper

Peel off the surface membrane from the kidney, split it in half lengthwise, pare away the strip of fat found inside the kidney, and cut each half crosswise into about 5 pieces. Trim the fat and connective material from the hearts, split each in half, and cut each half into 3 or 4 equal-sized pieces. Combine the meats, mushrooms, shallots, garlic, bay leaves, red pepper, parsley, fines herbes, salt, and pepper to taste in a mixing bowl, and mix ingredients carefully by hand. Marinate the meats about 2 hours, mixing 2 or 3 times.

Discard the crushed garlic and pierce the meats and vegetables alternately on 1 skewer, sprinkle with salt and pepper, and grill over fairly intense heat for about 15 minutes, turning every 3 or 4 minutes and brushing the just-grilled surface with marinating liquid, adding more olive oil, if necessary, after each turn. Serves 4.

SPRING LUNCHEON

FRESH MACKEREL IN WHITE WINE
(Magretr eux en vin blanc)
1/2 chopped, young white wine
(Bourgogne-Aligote)

GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST ROLLS
(Fillets de Volaille en Crottets, d'Air)
1 red Cote de Brouilly

COMPOSED SALAD
1 large green peppercorn

ROLLED FRENCH PANCAKES WITH JELLY

Grilled Chicken Breast Rolls

1 chicken breasts, boned
1 heaping tablespoon chopped fines herbes (parsley, chervil, chives, tarragon)
1 tablespoon finely chopped shallot
1 tablespoon finely chopped garlic
1 large red pepper, cut into 1-1/2-inch squares
1 large clove garlic
2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley
1/2 cup chopped pecans
Salt, freshly ground pepper

Remove the skin from the breasts and trim them neatly, making certain that no fragments of bone remain. Each is composed of 2 muscles known as the fillet and the filet-mignon. They are connected only by a fragile membrane except at 1 edge. Open them out so that the opened breast is vaguely heart-shaped, and flatten with the side of a large knife. Mix the fines herbes, shallot, parsley, mushrooms, lemon juice, olive oil, and pepper to taste on a platter. Spread the chicken breasts out on the platter. Marinate 1 hour, gently turning them around and
over 2 or 3 times. Salt the inside surface of each fillet lightly, spread it well with the chopped vegetables from the marinade, and roll it up, holding it together with toothpicks. Salt outsides lightly and grill breasts on a preheated grill 10-12 minutes, turning every 2 or 3 minutes. Baste colored surfaces regularly, adding more olive oil to marinade if necessary. Serves 4.

**SPRING DINNER**

**TERRINE OF SOLE FILLETS**
(Cold)
* A White Gâté de Bouche
(Corton-Châligny, Poligny-Montreuil, Clos des Nouses)*

**SPRING STEW WITH
FRUIT PUREE**
(Chambertin, Clos de la Roche, St. Geurin)

**MARINATED SPIT-ROASTED
LEG OF LAMB WITH
WATERCRESS**
(Gigot d’Agneau mariné, à la broche, cressonière)

**ARTICHOKE BOTTOMS,
AND RED FRUIT PUREE**

**MARINATED LEG OF
LAMB, SPIT-ROASTED**

Ask your butcher to bone the leg of lamb down to the hip joint, remove the pelvic bone, and saw off the leg bone just above the hock and below the shank, permitting a handle to be screwed firmly in place for carving. Nearly all fat should be removed.

Assuming that it should be ready for serving at a halfway point through the service of the spring stew, it should begin roasting just after the vegetables have been put to cook, the fire having been prepared ahead of time so that it is solidly flaming. A 4-pound leg will require about 1 hour’s roasting time and a quarter of an hour’s relaxation.

1 leg of lamb

*heaping teaspoon mixed herbs
(equal parts thyme, savory, and oregano, plus a bit of crumbled rosemary)*

Salt, freshly ground pepper

1 cup dry white wine (more if needed for basting)

Prepare the lamb to marinate about 2 hours ahead of time: Mix the herbs, salt, and pepper to taste. Pierce the flesh toward the bone deeply and repeatedly with a small sharply pointed knife, and force a healthy pinch of the herb mixture as deeply as possible into the slits. Rub all over with olive oil, pour over the white wine, and turn leg around and over, patting the surface with the marinade. Marinate 2 hours turning several times.

Spit leg of lamb, begin roasting in front of a hot fire, putting a dripping pan beneath. Begin basting it after ½ hour, first only with the fat drippings; if they are too sparse, dribble a bit of olive oil over the roast as it turns, then, as the roast begins to take on a bit of color, after about 40 minutes pour the marinade into the dripping pan, wash it around a bit to heat it up, and begin basting the leg with it. The juices will thicken and caramelize, adhering to the roast as the basting continues. If the basting liquid disappears too rapidly, add some more white wine to the dripping pan. Toward the end of the roasting period, the movement of the spit may be arrested for a few minutes with the thickest section of the leg facing the flames while the basting continues.

Roast leg of lamb is more flavorful when the flesh remains pink inside, but those who prefer it more well done should add about 15 minutes to the roasting time. Allow to rest 15 minutes before carving. Serves 6 to 8.
A charm all its own

Fresh, gay and carefree. That's Country Casual rattan furniture, by Ficks Reed. Superb design, quality construction. Unmatched selection of finishes, fabrics, colors and patterns for decorative versatility. At fine stores everywhere. Send for descriptive literature, and name of nearest dealer.

"The Most Famous Name in Rattan Furniture"
4900 Charlemar Drive. Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

NEEDLEPOINT ORIGINALS from our brilliant collection.
Top left: TIGER 16 x 16, $65. Top right: PATCHWORK 18 x 18, $75; (14 x 14 section $35). Bottom left: ALLOVER AUSHMONES 18 x 18, $65; (12 x 12 section $35).
SUGY GERARD

CORKSCREW

Fresh new flavors for cooling summer drinks

BY JANE ELLIS

One of the most deliciously satisfying moments on a sultry summer day is that first sip of an icy-cold long drink. Just about everyone has enjoyed the old reliables—the redoubtable Collins family, the what-have-you-and-tonic, the juleps. Here are some new twists for favorite coolers and some less familiar drinks, many from noted restaurants and epicures, all wonderfully refreshing.

Cook-book author Alex Hawkes makes a foamy Brazilian Fruit Batida. In a blender, whirl fresh ripe fruit (papaya, mango, pineapple, or any other tropical fruit) with milk and cracked ice. Perk it up, if you wish, with a dash of rum or a sprinkling of allspice, nutmeg, or cinnamon.

On hot days, at La Grenouille in Manhattan, Charles Masson offers a lovely Champagne Apéritif. Pour 1 teaspoon raspberry purée into a tulip glass, fill with champagne, and top with a dash of cherry brandy. And at Le Pavillon, Stu Levin recommends another champagne drink, the Mimosa. Combine champagne (he prefers a California Korbel Brut) with fresh orange juice.

A Beaujolais Cassis from Sam Aaron, wine authority: Add 1 teaspoon cassis to a glass of cool Beaujolais.

Two quick and cooling drinks—Port and Tonic: Combine 1 part port and 2 parts quinine water. Campari Soda: Put 1 part Campari and 3 parts water in a siphon bottle. Add cardamom and whisk over ice into a tall glass.

Diane Lucas, owner-chef of the Country Tavern in Southbury, Conn., has two favorite Wine Coolers. Pour 3 ounces red Dubonnet and ½ ounce kirschwasser over ice. Or mix 3 ounces chablis and 2 ounces cranberry juice over ice in a tall glass and top with club soda. Some James Beard Specials: Add raspberry syrup and a dash of vodka to lemonade. Spark a vodka lemonade with mint and limes. Add raspberry syrup to iced tea, garnish with lemon and mint.

Aboard the S.S. France, bartender Raymonde Cordier makes Bicyclettes. Pour 1 teaspoon crème de cassis in a highball glass with ice; add 2 ounces French dry vermouth, and fill with champagne.

To make the improbably named Harvey Wallbanger: Stir ¼ cup orange juice and 1 ounce vodka with ice. Then splash in 1 ounce Galliano.

From Ruth and Skitch Henderson's Bird and Bottle restaurant in Garrison, N.Y., the Spiked Apple:

3 to 4 cloves
1 tea cinnamon sticks
Peel zest of 2 lemon
1 quart apple cider or juice
2 ounces vodka

Put cloves, 1 broken cinnamon stick, and lemon zest in a cheesecloth bag. Put in a saucepan with cider or juice and
bring to a boil. Cool, then pour into a large, ice-filled pitcher and stir in vodka. Serve in chilled glasses over ice. Garnish with remaining cinnamon sticks.

In Hawaii, at the Sheraton Maui you can sample a Maui Sunrise: Pour tequila over ice and add pineapple juice to taste. Without stirring, float 1 or 2 teaspoons grenadine on top.

The Adonis restaurant in Manhattan concocts the enticingly named Peter’s Love Potion. Pour 1 1/2 ounces blackberry brandy into a chilled, ice-filled champagne glass. Add fresh orange juice to taste. Stir and garnish with an orange slice.

Taking its name from the restaurant that serves it the Four Seasons Cooler: Mix 1 ounce vodka, 1 ounce green crème de menthe, 1 ounce grapefruit juice, and 1 teaspoon sugar syrup in a very tall glass. Add ice and club soda to fill and stir. Garnish with a spiral of orange peel and a sprig of mint.

From Rockefeller Center’s Promenade Café, the Gin Daisy: Put 2 ounces fresh lemon juice, 1 ounce superfine sugar, 1 1/2 ounces gin, and 1 ounce raspberry syrup in a shaker and shake well. Pour into a 10-ounce glass over crushed ice. Fill with club soda, stir, and garnish with a slice of lime.

A Fruit Wine Cup, served at New York’s famous “21”:
1 cup each diced apple, pear, peach, blueberries, and raspberries
A few strawberries
2 long strips cucumber rind
1 1/2 ounces cognac
1 ounce orange liqueur
1 bottle white wine
Combine in a large pitcher or glass bowl and chill at least 1/2 hour before serving.

As sipped alfresco at New York’s Tavern-on-the-Green, the Wild Strawberry Cooler: Combine 4 ounces strawberry vermouth and 2 dashes orange flower water in a shaker and shake well. Pour into a 10-ounce glass over crushed ice. Fill with club soda, stir, and garnish with a cucumber strip and a half strawberry.

From San Francisco, the Sheraton-Palace’s Amber Glow: Mix 1 ounce gin, 1 ounce Bacardi gold label rum, 1 ounce lime juice, and a dash of grenadine. Serve in a tall highball glass filled with crushed ice. Add a dash of club soda and stir. Garnish with a cucumber strip and a half strawberry.

From Daly’s Dandelion, a Spiked Iced Tea: Mix 1 quart cooled tea, 3 ounces dark or light rum, and 2 oranges or lemons (slice 1 thinly, squeeze in the juice of the other) in a large ice-filled pitcher. Stir in 2 tablespoons honey or sugar (which may be omitted if you use oranges), and garnish with fruit slices. Serve in tall, ice-filled glasses with a sprig of mint and a slice of fruit. Serves 1 to 6.

A summery Variation of Scotch and Soda: Pour 1 1/2 ounces Scotch over crushed ice in a tall glass and fill with bitter lemon or bitter orange. Stir and garnish with an orange slice. Some refreshing Ways to serve Club Soda or Sparkling Mineral Water: On ice with a stripe of lemon peel; poured over a bunch of mint leaves; or mixed with pureed fresh fruit (berries, peaches, plums, pineapple) in a tall glass filled with ice.

From Braniff Airlines a rich Iced Cappuccino: Melt 4 ounces sweetened chocolate in 1 1/2 cups strong hot coffee. Beat with a whisk and simmer for 5 minutes. Put 1 1/2 ounces brandy in tall glasses with ice and fill with coffee mixture.

Who ever heard of guaranteeing cutlery for 15 years?

Ekco did. And Ekco does.*

Cut, carve or slice up fruit for a salad, a meaty roast or a hot loaf of bread. Only Ekco Flint knives give you 7 different edges to choose from . . . a perfect edge for whatever you’re cutting into. Plus mahogany Pakkawood® handles and virtually indestructible vanadium stainless steel to stay sharper longer. Ask for Ekco when you buy cutlery. It’s guaranteed!

6-piece set shown: paring knife, utility knife, sandwich knife, French cook’s knife, roast slicer and bread knife. Available in Mediterranean or Americana style holders. Gift boxed . . . a most-welcomed gift item. Priced from approximately $24.95. 27 different knives available.

Ekco FLINT CUTLERY GUARANTEE: If this product fails due to defects in workmanship or material within 15 years, Ekco will replace or provide equivalent substitute at no charge.

EKCO

Send for Ekco’s free Cookery Book. Write Dept. H806, Ekco Housewares, Franklin Park, Ill. 60131.

Sofette® the Reclina-Rocker® Sofa by LA-Z-BOY®

The La-Z-Boy® Sofette® is the world’s only reclining sofa. Two people can now relax and recline side by side and independently of each other! The “Sofette®” is perfect for lounging, dozing, reading, sitting, watching TV. And it actually rocks! Independent legrests allow each individual his own comfort preference.

Here’s an opportunity to put real living back into your living room. And it’s romantic, too! It is available in a choice of styles that could categorize any decor. There is a wide variety of colors, fabrics and vinyls to choose from. The CREATION OF THE DECADE is certain to give your home new dimensions in comfort.

Write for FREE Sofette® color literature.

LA-Z-BOY® CHAIR CO., Dept. HG-571-6, Monroe, Mich. 48161
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Besides handrubs, you can also use a nearby water supply when it will become a pollutant—a potentially dangerous chemicals. A very modest amount of nitrogen is all you need, especially on your hands. Therefore, the package labels carefully, and don't try to improve on the manufacturer's recommendations. Many treatments also contain phosphates, which normally react strongly and quickly with the soil. (For more about compost and fertilizing the soil, see A Gardener Speaks His Mind, by William E. Harvey, page 10.)

Use quickly degradeable pesticides. This is perhaps the most, and most controversial point in the backyard. But no responsible scientists suggest that you move out and let the bugs and the weeds take over. The vital thing is to choose your pesticides wisely and use them with care. (Pesticides include herbicides, fungicides, weed killers, and many other chemicals you might use to kill vegetation under a fence or driveway.)

Here are some dos and don'ts provided by Richard E. Pendleton, research technician in the Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., 14850, and ask lor Cornell Miscellaneous Bulletin 74, A Guide to Safe Pest Control Around the House. (The 1971 revised edition is on the press right now.) The Audubon Society strongly urges that you steer clear of dual use of pesticides such as weed killers combined with insecticides, or fertilizers containing either insecticides or weed killers. If you want to be strictly "organic" in your yard and weed killing, stick to the pyrethrins, rotenone, and nicotine, all of which are extracted from plants.

5. Be careful what you do with empty pesticide containers. The average home gardener probably contaminates the environment more by poor disposal of old pesticides and then...
624 ideas for decorating with
lighting by
Progress

P-4055, black and chrome, smoked glass. About $100.

P-4346, Mediterranean wrought iron. About $110.

A new chandelier is a wonderfully inexpensive way to give a new look to your rooms. Modern, Traditional or Mediterranean...you'll find hundreds of ideas, for every room, in our lighting fashions catalog. Match any mood and budget with Progress, world's largest manufacturer of home lighting. Check the Yellow Pages under "Lighting" for the Progress showroom nearest you. Go there for expert advice.

See the newest lighting ideas in our 120-page, full-color catalog. Send 50¢ today to: Progress Lighting, Dept. G-11, Box 12701, Phila., Pa. 19134
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Free booklet helps you find the best home values.

This free pocket-sized booklet includes 16 important things to consider (including quality wood windows and wood panel doors) when you look for a new home or apartment. They'll help you avoid major pitfalls later and get the most for your money now. Send for it today. It's absolutely free.

Please send me your free booklet, "How to Spot a Better Home."

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Ponderosa Pine Woodwork
39 S. La Salle Chicago, Ill. 60603
the land that is wrong. I'm not saying motor boats should go, but engines will have to be modified so they're clean. The soil they spew out now never dissolves and it kills all the plant life just beneath the surface. Camping grounds are going to have to put in proper sewage treatment plants—so we stopped ours from putting in a second-rate plant. Too often we measure personal happiness in material things, but our environment has reached a saturation point, which should signal the need for new priorities.

"We think our children are unaware of things because we as adults block off so much," reflected Hene Goldman, wife of the writer William Goldman, who has two daughters aged nine and five. "I found my older girl Jenny walking down the street one day with her hands over her ears—her big aversion is noise. I got talking with friends, and we decided the best thing was to move out of the city. Then we realized this was impractical because our husbands have to work here. We were in a quandary about what we as individuals could do—all the problems seemed so monumental. We came to the conclusion that our power as housewives was at the supermarket. That was the best place to start. So we organized ourselves into study groups on things that worried us—like detergents and pesticides. We found some scientists to check on our findings, and we brought out a newsletter designed primarily for housewives. Supermarket managers were very responsive; they said we had positive suggestions. Someone was so struck by what we were doing that he donated an office, and now our group is called CAN. Consumer Action Now, and we're researching all kinds of things that affect our environment. We're all volunteers. Most of us are housewives and mothers. My children help, too. They've started collecting all the aluminum cans in our building and taking them down to the recycling center."

"There was a noise from an exhaust pipe from a restaurant

IMPROVING OUR ENVIRONMENT
continued from page 49

SEPTIC TANK-CESSPOOL OWNERS...

Before Trouble Starts—

use RID-X®

IT CAN SAVE YOU HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!

Whether your home is old or new, you can have a costly, messy back-up in your septic tank or cesspool. So before trouble starts, use RID-X—it works to prevent messy back-ups and foul odors...acts to keep your sewage system working smoothly and trouble-free. Yes, RID-X can save you HUNDREDS of dollars on digging, pumping, landscaping!

EASY TO USE! SAFE! Just pour RID-X in toilet bowl and flush. That's all. RID-X can save you hundreds of dollars!
keeping me awake night after night, explained Elaine Ge- 

witz. "I had to move my mattress 

into another room to sleep. So I 
picketed the restaurant with 
some sympatheit friends. Even-

ually I went to my local con- 
gressman, Ed Koch, who got the 
Building Department report that 
showed the restaurant had the 
wrong equipment and was violat-

ing the law. After the picketing, 
I found out about Operation Bet-

ter Block, a New York City run 
project financed by Bristol-Myers 
Company. Other people in the 
block were interested and we ap-

plied for a $400 grant to clean up 
the block, not only to quiet it 
down, but also to improve lots of 
things—curb dog, plant trees, 
dispose of garbage, the works. I 

didn't know anything about 
environmental problems or recy-

cling, but seeing the exhibition 
"Can Man Survive" at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History 
in New York made me realize 

things had to be done. I re-

searched at SITI, the Scientists' 
Institute for Public Information, 

and came across information about 
recycling—how it could be 
done, separating paper, glass, 
metal. Then I started walking 
around and found an open lot 

near the block, which belonged 
to the Department of Highways. 
The city gave us permission to 

use it, and I started to collect re-
cyclable materials. Environmen-
tal Action Coalition, the people 

who helped to start Earth Day, 

helped a lot. They run a truck that 
collects the sorted material and 
sell it back to the manufac-
turers. We got help from our 

center on Saturdays in the winter. 

It was freezing cold but people 
came with their bottles and cans, 
and other people helped sort it 

out and prepare it for collection. 

I'm not an organization joine, 
but I've always loved nature and 
the outdoors. All this has 

changed my life style quite a bit. 
I have learned as a consumer how 
to be a conserver and I'm the 

president of PEP, People's En-
environmental Program Inc., the 
name we've given our nonprofit 

volunteer organization. This is 
1971. No one wants to be a fa-
natic, but we must learn to live 

with less garbage, cut down on 
disposables, reuse where we can. 

Small things help, like using a 
fabric shopping bag instead of the 
throw-away paper bag from the 
supermarket, and taking wire

hangers back to the cleaners."

"How did I get into ecology? I'm a fisherman. I just want ed a fish in peace, but you can't do 

that any more," said writer Rob-
ette Boyle, a gregarious country-
liver who keeps a 5-foot-long fish 
tank of bass in his living room. 

"The Hudson River, for instance, 
is in rotten condition, killing the 

fish. If all the laws were enforced, 
we could clean it up in about 

a year and a half. We have very 
good laws, made in 1888 and 
1889. A lot of people didn't know 
the existence of these laws until a 
group of us fishermen got to-

gether and uncovered them. Un- 
der the 1899 Federal Refuse Act 
there's a $2,500 fine and one year 
in prison for any person who pol-
utes a waterway, and the person 

who reports the polluter gets half 
the fine," explained County. He 

added that he was collecting 

$76,500 in rewards, and we're going 
to use it against more offenders. So far we've 

found the legal process very 

effective. We haven't lost a case 
yet, and the laws we brought to 

effect have been used in Califor-

nia, Oregon, and Alabama since 
then. People who work along the 
river are telling us about viola-
tions. The odd thing is, if these 
wastes were reused, many of the 

companies would be very rich. 

We have got to stop this sort of 
slopism, have more of a con-

science, and learn to do what 

nature does—recycle." 

"We can no longer afford to 
act as though we lived at the 
open end of a natural horn of 

plenty," says Betty Ann Ottinger, 
wife of the former Congressman, 

a psychiatric social worker, and 

mother of four from fourteen to 
six. She sat down and wrote her 

first book. What can/ woman 

weigh 153 pounds and have a 34 inch 

waist. Today 41 inch waist and I can 

bend without any trouble ... every 
day I save a few more pounds."

"It's the individual effort that is 

going to benefit us all in the 

long run," said writer Rob-
nete Boyle.

By Beverly Russell

Lose Ugly Fat—While You Eat the Foods You Love!

Now for the first time, you can 
eat fried chicken, cheesecake, milk-

shakes, and brownies—and still lose 
weight with the Slim-Pak Plan! 

THOUSANDS DO! YOU CAN TOO! You can get slim and stay slim while you enjoy your favorite foods: waffles or 

pancakes with maple syrup! Chili! Hot muffins! Turkey with dressing! Goulish! Beef Stroganoff! Ice cream sundaes! Pot roast! Mashed potatoes and gravy! Pie with whipped cream 
topping! 
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street-side planting
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superhighway, the smoke has a 5 acres, well removed from a other problem in ecology, much depends on where you live. In a good chance to be "washed" by the atmosphere before it can be the opinion of a tree-planting com- ity or closely built suburb laced with heavily traveled roads, even a tree warden, too. and his for questions of when, how and what to plant. It the trees should have the final say. Even

usuallv settled amicably between it. So it has to be cre;>l>l
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When you drive to Mexico, you'll need special
rants/resorts, and up-to-date highway bulletins. Service offices at all border gateways. Prompt

MEXICO

The Tides Golf Lodge
Yachting, golfing, tennis and all the rest in an unsupervised rural Virginia atmosphere of luxurious informality, within a day's drive of much of the South and East. (210) 586-4069

BAY BLAND

THE GRACIOUS RESORT

NEW HAMPSHIRE

PORTSMOUTH

NEW MEXICO

SANTA FE

FOR AN INCOMPARABLE VACATION...

THE BISHOP'S LODGE
One of America's Finest Ranch Resorts

Come once to The Cloister and you'll come again and again. It's a way of life, a world itself, sunny, charming. Ask about our golf holidays. Our rental homes. The Cloister Hotel

(912-636-3611)

Ga. 31561

JAMNIA

REVESTON

VIRGINIA

SANBORN'S

FIVE S. 10TH ST., McALLEN, TEXAS 78501

BUY BONDS

Thebyd-land

The gracious resort.

25005 S. 10TH ST., McALLEN, TEXAS 78501

THE TIDES INN

& The Tides Golf Lodge
Yachting, golfing, tennis and all the rest in an unsupervised rural Virginia atmosphere of luxurious informality, within a day's drive of much of the South and East. (210) 586-4069

MEXICO

SANBORN'S

REVESTON

MEXICO AUTO INSURANCE

When you drive to Mexico, you'll need special

MEXICAN AUTO INSURANCE

Insure with the leaders—Sanborn's Reliable coverage in Mexico for companies. And only Sanborn's gives you those tremendously helpful Mexico Travelers—mile-by-mile road directions all over Mexico, plus best line on hotels/restaurants/restaurants/resorts, and up-to-date highway bulletins. Service offices at all border gateways. Prompt claims. Write for free Mexico Trip-Planner and sample "Traveler's."
THIS WOMAN IS REDUCING HER WAIST, TUMMY, HIPS AND THIGHS

with the Fabulous New SAUNA BELT™

TRIM-JEANS

The Amazing Space Age Slenderizer that is so sensationally effective it is...

GUARANTEED TO REDUCE YOUR WAIST, TUMMY, HIPS AND THIGHS A TOTAL OF FROM 6 TO 9 INCHES IN JUST 3 DAYS OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

CYNTHIA BATEMAN: "I lost 13 excess inches and got a brand new figure in just 3 days—that's what trim-jeans did for me. I used the trim-jeans for just a few minutes each day for 3 days and lost 2½" from my waist, 2½" from my tummy, over 2" from my hips and almost 3" from each thigh—which had always been my most stubborn area. There were no diets to follow and trim-jeans made it fun, easy and incredibly fast. I'm absolutely thrilled with the way my figure looks now."

This super product is producing super new slenderizing for a host of women. Here are just a few:

Miss Penny Dix: "I used the trim-jeans just 3 times and took a total of 1½ inches off my hips and thighs and middle—7 inches the very first day. No dieting and my figure has never looked better."

Mrs. Mary Lou Wilhelm: "Following the trim-jeans program, I reduced my waist 2⅛ inches, my abdomen by 2 inches, my hips by 2 inches and my thighs by 2½ inches each—I ate normally—it took just 3 days—and the inches have stayed off."

Miss Carol Arrighi: "I used your marvelous trim-jeans a few minutes a day for 3 days in a row and reduced my waist from 26 to 24, my tummy from 31 to 29, my hips from 36 to 34 and my thighs from 23 to 21. My new measurements are just perfect for my height."

TRIM-JEANS—THE SPACE AGE SLENDERIZER WITH RESULTS THAT ARE OUT OF THIS WORLD. The trim-jeans are a marvel of ease, comfort and efficiency. Once you have slipped them on, you are ready for the most astounding experience in rapid slenderizing you have ever known. Only trim-jeans has the unique features of design, including the exclusive super sauna-lock that permits the constant snug fit and solid support in all 4 areas—waist, tummy, hips and thighs—without which truly sensational results are not possible. We recommend that the trim-jeans be used a few minutes each day for 3 days in a row when you first receive them and then several times a week until you have achieved your maximum potential inch loss. After that, for maintenance you can use the trim-jeans about twice a month or as often as you feel the need.

THE MOST REVOLUTIONARY GUARANTEE IN SLENDERIZING HISTORY. So many users of the trim-jeans obtain 'instant reducing'—are inches slimmer, inches trimmer in from just 1 to 3 sessions with this super slenderizer—are actually losing as much as a total of 7 or more inches from their waists, tummies, hips and thighs in just 1 session and up to 13 or more inches from 3 sessions. This principle produces really fantastic results. There may be variations of speed and/or degree of results due to individual differences in metabolism and body response. Not everyone may lose 7 inches in just 1 session and 13 inches in 3 days but remember this: No matter what your body type, if you do not lose a total of from 6 to 9 inches from your waist, tummy, hips and thighs in just 3 days, you may return the trim-jeans and the entire purchase price will be immediately refunded.

© Sauna Belt Inc. 1971, P. O. Box 3964
San Francisco, CA 94119/Pats. Pend.

THE AMAZING TRIM-JEANS TAKE OFF INCHES WHERE THEY NEED TO COME OFF. Your trim-jeans are designed to give you just the reducing effect you need wherever you need it... and the price of the trim-jeans is just $13.95 and each pair carries a FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Here is the slenderizer supreme—trim-jeans—which we sincerely believe to be the easiest, fastest, most convenient, most sensationally effective waist, tummy, hip and thigh reducer ever discovered—with the most revolutionary guarantee in slenderizing history. So if you want trimmer, slimmer, sleeker measurements and you want them now, send for your trim-jeans today.

© 1971, P. O. Box 3964
San Francisco, CA 94119/Pats. Pend.

Here is how it works:

Mrs. Cynthia Bate-
mans has slipped
into her trim-jeans
and is inflating
them with the handy
little pump pro-
vided. She is now
ready to perform
er 'Magic Torso'
movements, an ex-
ercise program de-
signed specially for
trim-jeans.

After a few pleasant
moments—about 10
minutes or so—
doing her 'Magic Torso'
movements, Cynthia is now re-
laxing for an addi-
tional 20 minutes
while keeping her
trim-jeans on. That
is all there is to it.

Cynthia checks her 'after' measure-
ments. Remarkable!
Cynthia lost 2½" from waist, 2½" from tummy, over 2 from hips, almost 3 from each thigh for a total measurement loss of 13" in just 3 brief sessions.
A COMPREHENSIVE
COURSE IN
CREWEL EMBROIDERY

10 session course by Marion
Nichols shows the most
often used stitches with
straightforward, easy to
understand explanations
as well as unique front
and back illustrations of
each stitch plus a sampler
of all the stitches. Complete
kit contains linen, hoop,
needles, pure wool yarn
and full color reproduction
of finished kit. MARION
NICHOLS
NEEDLEWORK ORIGIONALS, INC.
71 Sylvester Street, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

HAND MADE TINWARE
Hand made reproduction of Revere lantern
has almost 400 piercings in the rising sun
pattern. Size 16 in. x 6 in. diameter. With
wax candle $16.00. Same lantern electrified
with cord $22.00. Four tube candle mold
4 1/2 in. x 5 1/2 in. x 10 in. high. Makes
four 9 1/2 in. candles. $9.00. Two tube mold
$4.75. All tinware is
carefully copied from old originals. Basic
candle making kit with wax, wicks, scent
and color (enough for 12 candles) $2.75.
Add $1.00 for postage.

NON-ELECTRIC
Pool Vacuum
$5.98

TASSELLED TIEBACKS
The Country Curtains ladies call these
window winners, "Monticello". They look
just like the ones Jefferson designed and
wouldn't they be absolutely perfect in
your guest room? White, bleached, pre-
shrunk muslin 45", 54", 63", 72" long.
$12.50. 81" or 90", $14.50. Valance, 90"
by 80", $4.25. Add 50c handling. Country
Curtains, HG6, Stockbridge, MA 01262.

PEWTER PETITES
Picture a pretty pewter mini-vase popping
with sprigs of summer nasturtiums. Stock
its mate with cigarettes or toothpicks,
plant a third with a scented candle. Pot
shape is 2" tall; urn is 2 1/4". $3.98 each;
two for $7.85. Ppd. For
the collector, too, and
all imported from Italy
by Downs, Dept. 1406,
Evanston, IL 60204.

CLOCK KIT
Make a treasured timepiece from easy-assemble kits
featured in a free catalogue. Order components,
movement, clock kit. Assembled clocks, too. For
plans of two grandfather clocks send $1.50. Emperor
Clock Co., Dept. MB, Drawer A-T, Fairhope, AL 36532.
GROWS AND GLOWS


PFAELZER'S PRIME


CRYSTAL ELEGANCE

Magnificent Ambassador—hand-blown and cut crystal arms with hand-cut bobeches and candle cups under each taper. Sixteen festoons of crystal jewels sweep from top and drape gracefully at bottom and back under bobeches. Baccarat-type crystals at bottom, on arm bobeches and standard. $550 ppd. Catalogue, 35c. King's Chandelier Co., HG6, Ecen, NC 27288.

CRYSTAL EGG JAR $3.98

Hand-blown by the Italian artisans. Translucent tints or crystal-clear. Keeps flowers fresh without water. An exquisite egg, whichever pretty way you use it! Protective top cover upon request. Flower-filled egg a delightful conversation piece and then you freshen the dainty blooms in its cavity, with room for mints, nuts or cigarettes—it makes an enchanting mini-terrarium. 6 inches tall.

LILIAN VERNON

Dept. EX1, 50 W. Third Avenue Mt. Vernon, New York 10550

AUTHENTIC EARLY AMERICAN TRUNDLE BED

This solid pine bed was inspired by our historic past. Use a regular twin mattress, or use it for storage. Mellow Art Nouveau Style for enduring beauty. Porcelain and brass pulls. Mattress not included. Comes in a variety of brilliant colors. $39.95. Catalogue, 35c. Free catalogue. Bryan Robeson, Inc., Hickory, N.C. 28601.
From Fabulous San Francisco, ANTHONY ENTERPRISES unveils 47 Exciting new ideas for gifts and better living

GOLFER'S GAGS
No. 146—Long Ball Hitler Award $1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each
No. 132—Golfer's Diet Plaque 17c Each + 30c Mailing Each
No. 157—Definition of Golf Plaque 17c Each + 30c Mailing Each
No. 170—Nude Golf Tees $1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each

Definition of Golf Plaque, Wood Framed, 5½ x 5½”

12 Multi-Colored, Plastic, Nude Golf Tees.

FAT FREE BROILER
Have your meat and eat it too. New Fat Free Broiler Puts Adhesive Tape onto Clean, Dirty Surfaces. Just a light coat of this special tape on the surface of the meat, and all the fat is removed. NoMore oil splatters or greasy dishes. Specially designed for salmon and chicken. $9.95

SPRING POST BOOKENDS

No. 169—Carpet Tape $1.49
No. 189A—Iron Cover $1.00
No. 201—Tub Tape $1.98
No. 184—Sport Visor $1.98
No. 190—Broiler $9.95

No. 203—Post Bookends $1.49
No. 205—Silver Leaf $1.19

CURTAIN HOLDERS

No. 132—Golfer's Diet Plaque $1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each
No. 170—Nude Golf Tees $1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each

COMMUNICATION GAP

No. 157—Definition of Golf Plaque 17c Each + 30c Mailing Each

A GAL'S BEST FRIEND

No. 132—Golfer's Diet Plaque $1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each
No. 170—Nude Golf Tees $1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each

EYEGASS NOSE PADS

No. 170—Nude Golf Tees $1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each

VEGETABLE STEAMER

No. 157—Definition of Golf Plaque 17c Each + 30c Mailing Each

ELIMINATE WET FLOORS

No. 157—Definition of Golf Plaque 17c Each + 30c Mailing Each
DOUBLE POCKET MAGNIFIER
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ENDS GUESSWORK, FRAZED NERVES AND NO. 103— CAR PARKER $2.98

NO. 199— D-RAIN AWAY $1.19

NO. 155— CHIN BAND $1.49

NO. 181— HAIR SPRAY MASK $1.69

NO. 123— UNDER-SHELF OPENER $1.98

NO. 121— DENTAL REPAIR KIT $1.98

NO. 148— EYEGLASS REPAIR KIT $1.29

NO. 131— DIP-DRI Bar $1.98

SICK-A-BEDS. MAKE HIM LAUGH,

FACE SAVER

GLAMOROUS JEWELLED MASK STOPS BREATHING IN OR LOW PRESSURE ALARMS—DETAILS ON WRAP-AROUND CLEAR PLASTIC SHIELD, COMFORTABLE TUBE, CLEAR PLASTIC NOSE BULGE, EXPRESSING YOUR OWN FACE.

SOLD AT WHOLESALE PRICE

D-EASY KNIT LOOM

CONVENIENT, ECONOMICAL LOOM FOR QUICK.CASUAL WEAVING. INDOORS OR OUT. NO WALL HOOKS NECESSARY. ASSEMBLES IN MINUTES, HURRY!

MUSCLE TONER

A MUSCULAR EXERCISE APPLIANCE FOR TIGHTNESS, STRENGTH AND FLABILITY. MUSCLE TONER IS LIGHT IN WEIGHT AND EASY TO HANDLE. IT IS GOOD FOR RESTLESS MUSCLES, NATURAL TENSION AND IMPERFECT FORM. MADE OF SOLID STEEL, CAST IRON AND BORNEO RUBBER. AVAILABLE BLACK, CHERRY, BURGUNDY, BLUE, CHAMPAGNE AND SAND. ORDER NOW.

MUSCLE TONER

D-RAIN AWAY

This miracle cleaner for aluminum, chrome, porcelain, dissolves build-up fast from frypans, waffle irons, stove, oven, rotisserie, grill, etc. Will not darken or pit utensils or equipment. Use as water flows and spreads through the notched steel edges of this low-cost water pump. Works quickly, safely— with no effort. Screws included.
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COPPER-CLAD COOKWARE
Copper, as the French learned long ago, has marvelous even heat spreading ability. Seven piece set consists of one quart saucepan, two quart saucepans, four quart Dutch oven all with covers and 10½" frying pan 1½" d. Cool-grip handles. Easy to clean. $14.98 plus $1 post. Uni- Leisure, Dept. SCE-2, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10606.

ELEGANT ELEPHANT
Put an elephant in your life—picture, pillow, rug. Pink contemporary design on lemon, mint or white with emerald border; gray on red, navy, lemon or white with red border. Pillow or picture 14" by 16" on #12 canvas, $35; rug 36" by 48" on #10 canvas, $130. Ppd. Catalogues $1. Neudorf Unlimited Inc., H66, Box 3051, Miami Beach, FL 33140.

SMASHING BEDSPREAD
For great good looks, latch onto spreads from India where they know a thing or two about good taste. Hand-printed, colorfast! 100% cotton comes in sure fire combinations: blue/green, brown/orange, red/pink, brown/purple, multi-color. Twin $7.95; full $9.95. Add $1 post. Lewis Import Mart, H66, 125 Somerset St., North Plainfield, NJ 07060.

LIKE THE REAL THING
Vegas is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won’t scratch, chip or discolor. $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women. Vega Co., H66, Box 465, Radio City Stn., New York, NY 10019.
FOLK ART FANTASY

Wow, a wondrous white unicorn of papier-mâché with glowing golden mane and tail. Daisy-decked too with grassy green. That's a centerpiece for special party; after the ball, a mythical fancy for a child's room. Unbreakable, too. 26" long, 14" tall. $20 plus $1 post. Merri Makers, HG6, 502 So. Broad St., Thomasville, GA 31792.

MARK OF REVERENCE

The famous praying hands are now made into a lovely book mark in gold color with the hands decked too with grassy green. A thoughtful gift for boy or girl graduate or first communion. Complete with bell. $24.95. Seat cushion in gold, black, tangerine or avocado correl. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG6, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

PORCH PERFECT

Natural willow armchair comes complete for summer afternoon relaxation; it has arm pockets for magazines, books and sewing. 33" high, 23" wide; seat h. 15", 33" dia., $6.95 ppd. World Wide Products, HG6, P.O. Box 933, Paramount, CA 90723.

ROCK-A-BYE BRAHMS

Tie on crib, playpen, carriage; tug the string and voila, a lovely lullaby. Music box miniature dangles delightfully on colorful ribbon so her highness can have music wherever she goes. Yellow, white, green, pink or blue with a beguiling drawing of tots at play. 4" dia., $6.95 ppd. World Wide Products, HG6, P.O. Box 933, Paramount, CA 90723.

CREAM OR SUGAR?

Silvery tarnish-free metal over white china makes an exquisite combination on the tea tray. Ensemble of oval tray, sugar bowl and cream pitcher are delightfully decorated with blossoms and leaves. A lovely old-world touch for a modern bride. $5.98 ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. SUE-9, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10630.

GET YOUR ALL HOTS

Caddy that holds six hot dogs plus mustard, relish and ketchup is great for the gang—young or old. Earthenware in brown or caramel, 16½" by 9". Caddy does wonders in keeping things neat and tidy, is easy to refill with buns and dogs. $6.95 plus $1 post. Pegasus, HG6, 175 Lauman Lane, Hicksville, NY 11801.

SHOPPING AROUND

Now everybody can buy their own extra phone with no rental charge at all

Complete with 4-PRONG PLUG, RINGER, REGULAR CORD

Just plug it in! Nothing else to buy!

These well-made, top brand name standard dial phones are completely reconditioned by experienced factory-trained repairmen, rewired, refinished and inspected down to the last screw detail. Each is ready-to-use, with RINGER, 4-PRONG PLUG AND CORD. There is nothing else to buy. Great as that extra phone ... or 2-phone intercom system ... in office, den, kitchen, bedroom, etc., and it costs you less to own it yourself than what you have to pay in one year's rent!

ON SALE—NOW ONLY 99¢

Choose any phone you like and own it—no rental charges to pay ever

These well-made, top brand name standard dial phones are completely reconditioned by experienced factory-trained repairmen, rewired, refinished and inspected down to the last screw detail. Each is ready-to-use, with RINGER, 4-PRONG PLUG AND CORD. There is nothing else to buy. Great as that extra phone ... or 2-phone intercom system ... in office, den, kitchen, bedroom, etc., and it costs you less to own it yourself than what you have to pay in one year's rent!

ON SALE—NOW ONLY 99¢

These well-made, top brand name standard dial phones are completely reconditioned by experienced factory-trained repairmen, rewired, refinished and inspected down to the last screw detail. Each is ready-to-use, with RINGER, 4-PRONG PLUG AND CORD. There is nothing else to buy. Great as that extra phone ... or 2-phone intercom system ... in office, den, kitchen, bedroom, etc., and it costs you less to own it yourself than what you have to pay in one year's rent!

ON SALE—NOW ONLY 99¢

These well-made, top brand name standard dial phones are completely reconditioned by experienced factory-trained repairmen, rewired, refinished and inspected down to the last screw detail. Each is ready-to-use, with RINGER, 4-PRONG PLUG AND CORD. There is nothing else to buy. Great as that extra phone ... or 2-phone intercom system ... in office, den, kitchen, bedroom, etc., and it costs you less to own it yourself than what you have to pay in one year's rent!
CURTAIN CHARM

FERN PRINTS

THE KENYA GEM

SHOPPING AROUND

MATCH MAKERS


DAD'S DELIGHT


BRAVO THE BARWA

The wonderful two position chair that's so restful and relaxing is available again. Terrific for terrace snoozing, TV viewing. Hunter green, turquoise or terra cotta heavy-duty duck cover. Complete $42. Exp. charges coll. New cover, $17.95. Set of Barwa springs, $7.95. Add $1 postage. The Patio, H6G, Box 2843, San Francisco, CA 94126.

SHINING EXAMPLE

Start a campaign to end eye strain! Torch magnifier not only makes items look bigger, but brighter, too. Order several for the house, car, vacation home, everywhere. . . . Two junior size batteries make her shine. $2.98 plus 25c post from Anthony Enterprises, H6G, 685 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CLASSIC SHELF

Colorful enamel shelf has classic brass plated fluted columns. 16" wide, 5½" deep and 13" high with extra storage space on top. Choose gold, bright blue or pink, lemon, black or white enamel to harmonize with bath or powder room décor. $16.95 ppd. Send your order to St. Nicholas Enterprises, HG6, Box 2843, San Francisco, CA 94126.

FLORAL PICTURES

Creative stitching in posy patterns. Exquisite floral designed kit includes homespun material, ploy colored wool, floss, needle, simple instructions. 10½" by 15½" white molded frame. Daisy in blue, Queen Anne's lace on gold, black-eyed susan in white. $3.50 plus 45c post. The Addled Touch, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.
Lose 10 pounds in 10 days!

AND WATCH UNWANTED INCHES DISAPPEAR FROM HIPS, THIGHS & WAISTLINE!

"I lost 10 pounds in 10 days with the Body Shapers 3-Way Plan. I started losing a pound a day right away. After 10 days, I had lost 7½ inches from my hips, waist and thighs."
—Carol Louise Cardini

"I started losing right away. After 10 days, I had lost 9 pounds. And the Body Shaper Plan helped firm me up while I trimmed 5 inches from my hips, thighs, and waist."
—Lynne Perry

Lose unwanted weight and inches safely, easily!

Here's a laboratory-tested, weight loss and figure-trimming method you can trust. Tests conducted by the Performance Physiology Laboratory of a major West Coast University proved that it is possible for some persons to lose as much as 10 pounds in 10 days following the Body Shaper 3-Way Plan. The average weight loss of all persons tested was one-half pound per day, every day during the ten day test. Now you can enjoy this amazing discovery—guaranteed to work for you, or your money back.

"The secret to losing weight is not a dramatic change in your eating habits...." Contrary to what you may believe, you need not starve yourself to lose weight. According to the world's leading Medical Associations and Governmental Agencies as well as The Body Shaper Plan, what you need is to eat smaller, moderated amounts. With the complete Body Shaper Plan you can eat the foods your family eats, never "starve" or exhaust yourself by over-exercise, and yet still accelerate weight loss and direct inches removal!

HOW THE BODY SHAPER PLAN WORKS ITS WONDERS.

There are three simple requirements to The Body Shaper Plan. The Body Shaper is a modern, carefully designed and engineered product. The Body Shaper Plan helps to tone and trim your hips, thighs, and waist to the measurement you desire. The combination of the Body Shapers food plan and body movement program work together to accelerate weight loss and inches removal. The Body Shapers themselves are not designed to affect weight loss; they do their part by creating a Sauna-like warmth and gentle massaging action to soothe and relax the hip, thigh, and waistline area. It's not magic. It's not trickery. The Body Shaper Plan will help you to lose weight quickly, easily and more surely than ever before—it's actually guaranteed.

THE "SECRET" IS THE COMBINATION. The Body Shaper Plan is a combination which is designed to work, if honored together. The Body Shaper "combination" is made up of three items: your Body Shaper, the copyrighted Body Shaper Food Plan (which details for you in plain, down-to-earth language all the real facts about diet and weight loss) and the Body Shaper Movement Program—"exercises", which do not over-tax you in any way. As is true of all successful weight loss programs, The Body Shaper Plan should be undertaken with the knowledge and guidance of your family doctor. The Body Shaper Plan will help you tone and shape your body... it will help you reduce your weight—al qucker and faster than you may believe possible. The actual number of pounds that you will lose depends upon your body structure, present weight, metabolism, and other factors.

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED!

It's guaranteed you have nothing to lose but weight and inches. Fill-out the coupon below and enclose your check or money order for just $12.95. Use your Body Shaper Three-Way Plan for 10 days, if you're not satisfied, your money will be promptly refunded.

Copyright © 1971 by Body Shapers

Yes, I'm serious about losing weight and inches from my hips, thighs, and waistline. Rush the exclusive, patented Body Shaper 3-Way Plan, including my own Body Shapers, The Body Shaper Food Plan, The Body Shaper Movement Program, and a Body Shaper inflating pump.

I'm enclosing $12.95, $13.95 (enclosed is $1.00 extra for rush).

Understand that if I'm not satisfied for any reason, I may return the complete Body Shaper package within 10 days and my money will be refunded.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
WAIST SIZE __ INCHES □ WOMAN'S MODEL □ MEN'S MODEL
□ Check here for special rush handling. Enclosed is $13.95 ($1.00 extra for rush)

Fill-out, detach and mail to: body shapers Dept BH-413
P.O. Box 7800, Van Nuys, California 91409
Super-Wok  $3.98
of  low-calorie  results,  because  you  use  mere  drops  "t

STEADY  AND  SECURE,  GUARANTEES  EVEN  HEAT.

AUTHENTIC  CENTURIES-OLD  DESIGN  IS  THE  SECRET  OF  LOOKING  MOUTH-WATERING.

METHOD  FOR  DELECTABLE  DISHES — THE  STAND  HOLDS  PAN  TIN-

FABULOUS  CHINESE  WOK — NOW  BETTER  THAN  EVER!

JACOBSON'S
Grosse  Pointe,  Michigan  48230

SHOPPING  AROUND

THREE  CHEERS
Flag  kit  with  three-foot  by  five-foot  printed  flag  to  fly  on  national holidays  or  every  day.  Comes  with  six-foot  chrome-coated  metal pole  topped  by  a  golden  eagle, bracket  for  mounting,  hardware  and  book  on  flag  etiquette.  $5.50  each  plus  50c  post.  Crest  House, H66,  Box  1043,  1013  Portage  Tr.,  Cuyahoga  Falls,  OH  44223.

MAGNIFIER  PENDANT
Let's  face  it,  nine  out  of  ten  people  need  reading  glasses.  But  what  woman  of  a  certain  age  wants  to  dive  for  same  in  the  theatre  or  at  dinner  with  him.  Saving  grace  is  a  magnifier  with  the  look  of  a  precious  pendant;  handmade  petit  point  and  mother-of-pearl  set  in  golden  metal.  31"  chain,  $6  ppd.  Downs,  Dept.  1406,  Evanston,  IL  60204.

COCKTAIL  SPARKLER
Stunning  ring  with  a  Diamonique  solitaire  mounted  in  nugget-finished  14k  gold.  Chemistry  created  with  all  the  brilliance  of  an  authentic  gem.  Every  Diamonique  has  58  facets — light  reflecting  angles  that  give  it  fire.  1  carat,  $85;  2  carats,  $120.  Add  $1.50  post.  Free  booklet.  DeLuca  Gems, H66,  8821  So.  Sepulveda  Blvd.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90045.

FACES
Watch  you'll  enjoy  looking  at  morning,  noon  and  night.  Anthony  puts  the  picture  (man,  woman  or  child  of  your  choice)  on  the  face  of  the  Swiss  made  time-piece.  Send  black  and  white  or  color  photo:  returned  unharmed.  Black  or  blue  leather  strap,  $19.95  plus  20c  post.  Post  free.  DeLuca  Gems, H66,  585  Market  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105.

FABRIC  FIND
Brochure  filled  with  bright  ideas  on  creating  seamless  draperies  from  ten-foot  width  cloths,  open  weaves  and  man-made  polyester  fabrics  that  are  as  low  as  $3.98  a  yard.  Swatches  of  various  weaves  and  textures  included  with  brochure.  50c;  air  mail,  $1.  Voylespun  House,  9026-H66, Lindblade,  Culver  City,  CA  90230.

ONCE  UPON  A  TIME
SHOPPING AROUND

ACQUIRE AQUARIUS
For those not in the know, it's a Mooney & Gilbert special shoe whose savvy shades are bone and taupe stripped with luggage tan. Widths: 5A's, sizes 6 to 13, 4A's, 6 to 13, 3A's, 9½ to 13; Widths: 2A's, 9½ to 13, A, 9½ to 13, B, 9½ to 13. 1½" heel. $27 plus $1 post. Mooney & Gilbert, Inc., HG6, 31 W. 57th St., 5th floor, New York, NY 10019.

MEASURE MAKERS
Four ceramic cups with a maple-tone wood rack trimmed with a brass eagle and hooks. Antique gold with brown and green trim. Cup sizes are: 1 cup, ½ cup, ¼ cup and ¼ cup. Perfect for a kitchen with early American flavor. $2.98 plus 35c post. Order a set from World Co., HG6, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.

VICTORIAN PAIR
Authentic copies of Victorian fireside chairs employ the classic finger-mold carving on "mirror" backs. Solid mahogany with imported machine needlepoint covers. Lady's chair is 23" w., 29½" d., and 36" h., $149.95. Man's is 2 inches wider with arms, $159.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue, $1. Magnolia Hall, HG6, 726 Andover, Atlanta, GA 30327.

A WINNING AWARD
For gifts, gags, sports and spoofs, here's a plaque you "engrave" yourself. Any ballpoint pen transmits your jovial message onto metal. Give Pop some personalized prose or poetry on Father's Day. Useful for schools and clubs, too. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #162 from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

DECORATING PLANS
Three-dimensional room planning kit with Styrofoam forms that can represent over 150 different pieces of furniture scaled ½" to a foot. Shapes may be covered with fabric, painted. Arrange as many as three rooms on graph paper equivalent to 27" by 44". Walls, windows, doors, too. $7.98 ppd. Plan-It-Kit, Inc., HG6, Box 429, Westport, CT 06880.

JOLLY GOOD!
You needn't hop a flight to Europe for rich continental cream—make it at home with butter, milk, and this simple device. Cheaper, thinner than dairy whipping cream, the ingredients pump into the jar's bottom. Superb fillip for American pastries, mousses, gelatin. 7½" tall, $9.95, plus 75c post. The Gallery, Dept. 9372, Amsterdam, NY 12010.

Fashions by Donna
4 Wooden Napkin Rings
at no extra cost with each table cloth

Permanent Press—no iron table cloths. Machine washable cotton and rayon or polyester and rayon. All shipped postpaid by us. Four napkin rings FREE with each cloth.

DAISY FIESTA (Lace Edge Cloth)
Made of acetate nylon. White, gold, moss green, eggshell, red, black, orange, lime or yellow.

52x70 $ 8.00 70" round $10.00
52x70 oval 9.00 70x104 13.00
60x80 10.00 70x104 oval 14.00
70x90 11.00 70x124 17.00
70x90 oval 12.00
17x17 Matching Napkins $1.00 each

SPRINGTIME
A dramatic background for your china and silver. White, moss, gold.

52x70 $ 9.99 63 round $13.99
60x90 13.99 60x104 19.99
60x90 oval 14.99
17x17 Matching Napkins 99¢ each

HALIFAX (Reversible)
Country Check and Solid Color, All Cotton, Permanent Press.

52x52 $ 3.00
52x70 5.00
52x90 8.00
60 round 9.00
70 round 10.00
90" round 15.00
60x90 12.00
17x17 Matching $1.00

NAPKIN RINGS
Matching Colors, Plastic
COLORS: Red, Black, Green, Yellow

KITCHEN BOUTIQUE
Matching Colors, Jacquard Woven Cotton or Solid Color Cloth, Mix "N" Match

APRON $ 3.00
Toaster Cover 2.00
Blender 3.00
Mixer 4.00
Pot Holder pair 1.00
Mitt 2.00
COLORS: Red, Black, Green, Yellow

**KITCHEN BOUTIQUE**

Fashions by Donna
Dept. G-61, 122 West 27th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001
BOTTLE CUTTER KIT. Be ecological ... turn waste into usefulness. Cut old bottles into handsome glassware you can use around your home with Ephrems' Bottle Cutter Kit. Make glasses, lamps, candy dishes, hour glasses, vases . . . anything you'd like. $10 plus 90c postage. The Jones Store Co., M. O. Dept. 36, 12th & Main, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

THE PEWTER LOOK

SHRINKS STOMACH
First muscles tighten and see stomach shrink from first day A few rolls back and forth with Wonder Wheel equals 100 sit ups.$3.98 Single Wonder Wheel $5.98 Dual Wonder Wheel $3.98 mailing 75c, Dual Wonder Wheel $5.98 mailing 95c. Calif. residents add v., s; Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Enterprises, Dept. hg-61, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calit. 94105.

GOLDEN CORN HOLDERS
Prepare for summer's bountiful crop of corn with smart golden holders with the bamboo look finished in Florentine style. Holders pierce ear to make eating off the cob elegant. One set of eight lavishly gold plated is just $2.98 plus 35c postage. The Country Gourmet, G6, 545 4th Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

THE LONG LOOK

WINE GLASS WARDROBE
Those who know their vintages say that the tulip shape is the perfect one for all still wines. These stemmed beauties are just the right weight yet go in the dishwasher, too. 8 oz. goblet for red or white wines, $9 for six; 6V2 oz. dessert wines, $8 for six; 9V2 oz., $9 for six. Ppd. Free catalogue. Wine Glasses, HG6, Box 732, Sausalito, CA 94965.

WITCH WAY
If you're about to plan it any which way, hold off for a game with gypsy fortune telling cards. Similar to the Tarot, each of certain cards bears an allegorical representation with a meaning all its own—specially for you, you and you. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #115 from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

LOVE OF A CHAIR

SHOPPING AROUND
SWISS TIME
Real Swiss cowbell is hot copper-plated on a leather belt with fringe. It comes as a kit with complete instructions for assembling clock with battery. The bell is a big belly type 8" wide on 18" hanger. From West Germany. Battery incl. $39.95; assembled, $49.95. Ppd. Discoveries From Around the Globe, HG6, Box 88, West Nyack, NY 10994.

GOLDEN CORN HOLDERS
Prepare for summer's bountiful crop of corn with smart golden holders with the bamboo look finished in Florentine style. Holders pierce ear to make eating off the cob elegant. One set of eight lavishly gold plated is just $2.98 plus 35c postage. The Country Gourmet, G6, 545 4th Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

THE LONG LOOK

WINE GLASS WARDROBE
Those who know their vintages say that the tulip shape is the perfect one for all still wines. These stemmed beauties are just the right weight yet go in the dishwasher, too. 8 oz. goblet for red or white wines, $9 for six; 6½ oz. dessert wines, $8 for six; 9½ oz., $9 for six. Ppd. Free catalogue. Wine Glasses, HG6, Box 732, Sausalito, CA 94965.

WITCH WAY
If you're about to plan it any which way, hold off for a game with gypsy fortune telling cards. Similar to the Tarot, each of certain cards bears an allegorical representation with a meaning all its own—specially for you, you and you. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #115 from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

LOVE OF A CHAIR
SHOPPING AROUND

THAT-A-THONG
For tall girls, it's the way to go. Thank Shoecraft for a delicious slipper to wear in style and comfort morning through midnight. You see, wonder girl, they come in gold or silver kidskin, black or white patent leather. Full sizes 9 to 13. Made in Italy. $10 ppd. Free 64-page catalogue. Shoecraft, Inc., HG6, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017.

A ROSE FOR JUNE
The June rose is one of 12 flowers of the month to work in crewel yarns. 13" by 13" linen with stamped design, true-to-nature colors, needle, directions. Perfect size for picture or small pillow. Each of the 12 flowers is $2.95 plus 25c post. Order all twelve and have a flower of the month wall! The Stitchery, HG6, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.

MIGHTY MAGNIFIER
Here's one magnifier you never lose. Hang it round your neck and free your hands to skim the Yellow Pages, crochet, manicure or whatever. Comfortable to wear. Sherlock Holmes would have loved one! 4½" dia.; $1.49 plus 20c post. Order #156, Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SIGHTLY STORAGE
Plant pots of geraniums atop this spacious storage box of weatherproof, prime painted plywood. Paint it to match house trim and present a bright face to neighbors. Holds two cans, lid, raisers, doors open wide. 35½" h., 45" w., 21" d. $34.95. Exp. chgs. coll. Metal units, without planter, available. Yield House, HG6, No. Conway, NH 03860.

ON THE SQUARE
A present to the house? Shouldn't it be wonderful patchwork pillows to serve several purposes: catnaps, decorative throws and such? Cotton cushions with fluffy dacron filling, in colors, pattern on pattern designs. 14" by 14". Specify color: $2.25 each; set of four, $34.50. Ppd. Appalachian Trails, HG6, 3436 No. Lee Hwy., Arlington, VA 22207.

FORMED TO FUNCTION
Hand-crafted stoneware delights go from freezer to oven to table! One pint oval baking dish, $3.95; 1 qt. oval, $5.95; 2 qt., $9.95; 10" quiche pan, $7.95; 1½ qt. casserole, $9.95; 3 qt., $13.95 Ppd. Gold with white or turquoise-black with white. Absolutely lead safe! Epicure's Boutique, HG6, Box 446, Chatham, NJ 07928.

OWN YOUR TELEPHONE — PICK YOUR STYLE!
SAVE MONEY EACH MONTH!

Trendline Phone
Be first with the newest trend in phone elegance without adding to your phone bill. Cradles in your palm for easy dialing, talking and listening. Nothing to install; just plug into phone jack and use.

A rose for June

MODERN COLOR FASHION PHONE
Luxurious styling to accent a conversation piece. Highlight your room with an extra convenient phone. Colors to fit your decorating style: beige, green, red, blue, black, white, ivory, pink, grey, yellow.

BATHROOM EXTENSION PHONE
Be the person to have everything! Here is comfort-plus! No need to step out of the shower when the phone rings. Colors: beige, white, black, red, grey.

25 FT PHONE EXTENSION CORD
Full 25 foot extension makes your phone reach to any part of the room. Saves steps and energy.

CINDERELLA PHONE
Styled low and sleek for today's fashionable decor. Lightweight and graceful. Have the convenience of another phone without increasing your phone bill. Colors: white, blue, grey, blue, green, pink. Ppd. Box is included for $6.95 add'l.

DESK DIAL PHONE
ASSEMBLED STYLES

Regulation phone for the home at a budget price! Enjoy the comfort and convenience of an additional phone without increasing the cost on your monthly phone bill. Fully equipped and ready to plug-in and use.

DO RE MI PHONE

As famous as raccoon coats and the roaring '20's. But more functional. Stands 12" high and is crafted with dial in the base. Black. Available in old fashioned brass finish @ $10 add'l.

DIAL PHONE

THANKS FOR YOUR ORDER!

Send check or money order for prompt delivery. Add proper sales tax.

METROPOLITAN TELETRONICS CORP.
Dept. #4, 315 W. 35TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001

Please send the following items:

ADD $1.50 post and handling charge per order.

ADD $10 add'l. for dial box and cable. Any other item in this advertisement included in this order.

Full refund if not satisfied.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

JUNE, 1971
EYESIGHT SAVER
Boon for all sewers who find the eyes of needles grow smaller and hands less steady. Needle threader consists of a plastic funnel into which the needle is dropped; then spin the handle to transfer thread to needle, a blade to cut the thread. Done! $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

VACATION SAFETY
Automatic control turns lights on and off automatically every day. Cordless, it pluges into electric outlet and repeats its five-hour schedule once every 24 hours. Great for protection during vacations, late homecomings. $7.95 plus 55c post. J. W. Holst Inc., HG6, 1005 E. Bay St., E. Tawas, MI 48730.

CARE-FREE COOKER
Go gourmet—simmer stew, soup or whatever you taste the easiest way.—sans water. No more vitamins and flavor drain with electric stoneware. Set for fast or slow, disappear, and dinner makes itself. Sturdy crock enamelled white, 3½ qt., $14.95 plus 3 singles post. Recipes incl. House of Minnel, Dept. 561M, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

WHAT'S COOKING?
Easy to hunt up the recipe with your favorite cookbooks at hand. Stack them neatly in this practical rack. In honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Hang or stand. 17" h., 13" w., 8½" d. Twin drawers hold 3" by 5" index recipe cards incl. Finished $15.50; kit $12.25. Ppd. Yield House, HG6, No. Conway, NH 03860.

FOR ONE AND ALL
Lots of lounging here with the bride and/or the groom. A kimono (yukata for those in the know) of real cotton whose pattern for women's the bamboo, for men the tortoise. At home or on the beach, you'll appreciate the way it looks and feels in midnight blue—sweater, $52.95. For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double or twin price; $2.50 to queen price; $3.00 to king price. Send check or money order. Once your grateful body touches satin, you'll know who the Beautiful People are. Exquisite, washable acetate satin in all your colors: Gold, Black, Pink, White, Red, Green, Blue, Olive, Green, Mint, Brown. SHEET SETS (2) straight sheets, 2 cases, $25.00; $30.00; $35.00; $40.00. Twin Set 17.75; King Set 23.95. For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double price, $2.50 to queen price, $3.00 to king price. Send check or money order, 30% deposit on C.O.D.'s.

SCINTILLA, INC.
4402 N. Broadway G1A
Chicago, IL 60640
"All Things Exotic in Satin"
WISHING WELL
Fair figures of a lad and his lass are part of a one-piece polyurethane electric fountain. 40" high, 20" wide, 12" projection. Antique green, bronze, copper blue, white, ivory or gold. $72 F.O.B. Chicago. Weight 13 lbs. Catalogue 50c. Order from Tuscany Studio, Dept. GE61, 163 W. Ohio St., Chicago, IL 60610.

DRINKERS DELIGHT
Heartfelt desire's to keep a julep or a double martini frosty cold, and there's nothing like silverplate to make the dream come true. International has come up with just such a cup: holds 10 oz. of ambrosia. Is there any fellow (or Father) who wouldn't cherish more than one? $6.50 ppd. Old Taylor Bourbon, H6G, P.O. Box 166H, Wall St. Sta., NY 10005.

AMERICAN PRIMITIVE
Charming native hardwood chair has a hand-woven rush seat in the early American manner. 35" h. overall, 17½" seat h., 17¾" by 12" overall seat. Sanded, unfinished, $9.50; nature finish, $10.50; walnut, maple, pine, $12.50; green, red, white, black, $13.50. Exp. charges coll. Marion Travis, H6G, Box 292, Statesville, NC 28677.

EPHRAIM'S EXCELLENCE
That man Marsh is known for giving value for the dollar. In this tradition is a solid maple desk with Salem maple finish, antique brass hardware. Drop lid, two full-width drawers, five pigeonholes. 24" w. by 16" d. by 37½ h., $69.95. Exp. charges coll. Catalogue, 25c. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 879, Box 266, Concord, NC 28025.

RETRACTING BRUSH
Pet brush massages, brushes and cleans itself thanks to its 120 retractable bristles. It works with a simple twist to extend bristles, another twist retracts them. Frequent use gives your pet a smooth, glossy and healthy coat. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, H6G, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

Tuxedo Love Seat
The beauty of traditional elegance is combined with comfort to make this love seat as joy to own. Rippled damask tiled seat and back cushions are zipped and reversible. The skirt is fully lined, arm pillows and arm protectors are included. Available in various grades of fine upholstery fabrics. L. 61"; H. 31½"; Seat H. 18½"; Seat D. 22½". Ship. wt. 130 lbs. $196.00. No C.O.D. Express Charges Collect. Send $1.00 for our latest 40-page furniture catalogue-Catalogues and Fashion Samples.

1000 CHARMS IN THIS FREE Charm Catalog

14K SOLID GOLD and STERLING SILVER CHARMS At Direct-You-Prices

To have and to hold "those precious moments" are now at hand, brought to mind by cherished charms and miniatures that tell a story all your own.

SPECIAL OFFER!
Send Only $1 in cash or stamps and you'll receive the huge 9x12, 160 page, all-inclusive 8500 charm full color catalog. A must for all collectors of charms.

EDAR LOG CABIN & FORT
Kids Love 'em Both
Lasts from Generation-to-Generation

UN FORT
Site of your own wood at log cabin, H. 5½-6½ H. small. Wall, Dutch color, $25.00. Pole, 1不断地, $30.00. Bed, Chair, Window, Stair, Cupboard, $30.00 each. Enquiries, signed. $34.85

EDAR PRODUCTS, Dept. H6G, Box 84, N. Baldwins, N. Y.
VIOLETS AND PANSIES TO STITCH
Here's one of the year's prettiest new crewel designs for a picture or pillow top. Kit includes design on 17"x17" natural Belgian linen; finest crewel yarns in shades of violet, olive green, blue-lavender, old blue and gold; needle and easy instructions. Only $3.95 plus 25c postage.

THE STITCHERY
Dept. HG606, 204 Worcester Turnpike, Wallingford, Mass. 02181

COATS OF ARMS
OVER 500,000 Names
32 Countries

FREE CATALOG
The Ship's Chandler
Dept. G81
Wilmington, Vermont 05363

SIMULATED DIAMONDS
Diamond prices are ridiculous. What we're offering is a new gem that sparkles like a diamond and is almost as hard as a diamond. They are called Caribbean Gems, and sell for a fraction of what real diamonds cost. Only a trained jeweler will be able to tell them from the real thing. All Caribbean Gems are set in 14 Kt. gold. Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

CARIBBEAN GEM COMPANY
HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

NOW SHAPE
Smart women sport smart handbags. Do try an elongated shape of soft crushed leather in wonderful wear-with-everything white. It has room for all the essentials plus some and it folds neatly for suitcase storage. Vinyl lining, too. 16" by 11" by 10". $22.95 post. Europa Imports, HG6, Box 897, Los Altos, Calif. 94022.

INSTANT WRIST CALENDAR
Now always have each day of the month on your finger tips. A month at your "finger tips." Three monthly metal clips attach to watch band. Laminated with gold and silver sides to match any watch. Set starts with month after order. Calendar Set $1.98 plus 15c Mailing Each. California residents add 8% sales tax. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
HG6, 585 Market St., Dept. HG6, San Francisco, Calif. 94105

NEW ORLEANS LAMP
All the charm of the French quarter with its graceful wrought iron is evoked by an amber-globed lamp embraced by a spiral staircase of gold-touched black lacy iron. Twin vines or holly about the shaft in season for a festive touch. Fully electrified. 17" tall. $5.98 plus 95c post. Harriet Carter, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

BAKER'S DELIGHTS
Blue onion pattern soufflé dishes and ramekins are oven-proof and come right to the table looking as pretty as can be. Soufflés are 5, 7 and 8½ inches in diameter; four ramekins are each 4" dia. The three soufflés, $15.95; set of ramekins, $6.95. Ppd. Seth & Jed, Dept. G-51, Great Barrington, MA 01230.

WHIZ-BANG WHISTLE
Kids always adore whistles. Here's one grown-ups love, too. Gleaming metal police whistle calls the dog, signals directions at games, even makes a perfect birthday party favor. A real traffic stopper and completely safe. Only $1—order several. Add 15c postage each. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Ca 94105.

HOP, SKIP, JUMP
Girls get going, feel alive when they don Keds Grasshopper that assure now fashion and custom-made comfort. Hyannis fabric's the splendid stuff they're made of in navy, red or white sole in bouncy rubber. Workmanship's super. 5 to 10, medium, narrow. $8.95 plus 75c post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600-H6K, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Az 85716.

SHOPPING AROUND

GLASS DISPLAY DOMES
Will keep your jewels protected from theft. For collector's dolls, heirlooms, China, etc. Made of Mahogany, Walnut or Black wood bases. Colored glass domes. Sizes: small 4" dia., medium 5½", large 7½". All shipped postpaid.

ORDER NO. 1170

Downs
Evanston, Ill. 60204

WAIST-FLY LEATHER SZING-PACK

Enjoy instant comfort and beauty. Extra soft sole, rounded toe. No break-in period. $24.95

GENADA IMPORTS
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PREHISTORIC WEIGHTS
Fabulous crystalline stones, called geodes, are splendid paperweights, lovely display pieces. Mixed blue, gray and brown swirled crystals with explanatory material. One 4" half or two 3" mating halves, $5.95 plus 95¢ post. Smaller whole geodes, $2 each; four, $7.20. Ppd. Postmatic Co., HG671, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444.

CHANGING TIMES
The best gadget ever invented for separating and dispensing corn. Old idea; new concept. Terrific $252.50. 84" by 30", $251; 84" by 36", $267. Crating, $15. Exp. CA 94105.

TRESTLE TABLE
30", $233.50; 72" by 36", 60" by 36", $233.50. 72" by 24", $248.50; 96" by 36", $348.50. 96" by 24", $348.50. Crating, $15. Exp. CA 94105. Would love one! $3.98 plus 35¢ postage.

And imagine how a small boy would love one! $3.98 plus 35¢ postage.

LIFT OFF
For the female who has unwanted hair on her face, arms and legs, as rolling off a log, battery operated device removes the stuff painlessly, professionally. To boot, a bottle of splendid moisturizing lotion comes with: free. $16.95 ppd. General Medical Co., HG6-I, 3700 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90016.

BRIDE CUTS THE CAKE
And does it deftly with a special pearl handled knife. For the bride and groom to cut their cake on the big day, of course. 12½" long, with Sheffield stainless blade, serrated and slightly curved. Gift boxed, a lily of the valley, plus white ribbon. $3.50 each plus 50¢ post. Crest House, HG6, Box 1043, 1013 Portage Trail, Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223.

SPRING FLOWERS
For the female who has unwanted hair on her face, arms and legs, as rolling off a log, battery operated device removes the stuff painlessly, professionally. To boot, a bottle of splendid moisturizing lotion comes with: free. $16.95 ppd. General Medical Co., HG6-I, 3700 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90016.

WICKER WONDERLAND
FLOOR STAND—Versatile! Attractive! Has three shelves for cosmetics, towels, books etc. Handwoven, finished in its own natural rich willow color, 13" L x 13" W x 30" high. $11.95 plus $2.00 postage. Painted add $2.50.

WILLOW ON THE WALL—Use it in so many ways in the kitchen, bath or foyer. Stands alone or hangs on wall, 10½" x 7½" high. $6.95 plus $1.00 postage. Painted add $2.50.


SHOPPING AROUND
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**SHIPPING AROUND**

**KEYED TO CONVENIENCE**

Here's a key chain specially designed for car owners. One part holds car keys, the other home and office keys. Held together with a lifetime magnet, it holds securely or separates easily—lets you leave your car set and take the rest with you. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.

**PROTECTIVE PEEKER**

A door peeker lets an apartment dweller see who is there before opening the door. It is made of rustproof metal with an optical lens that gives a good view out, but the person at the door can't see in. Easily installed. $2.99 plus 25c post. Martha's Mail Order House, HG6, 12001 Mather Ave., Cleveland, OH 44135.

**REST-A-PHONE**

No handed talking! Phone rest adjusts for either left or right shoulder keeping hands free for note-taking or homework. Talk and do at the same time. Padded with nonmarking rubber. Fits all hand sets. Black, beige, white, gray, green or red. $1.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**DOG WATERER**

All-day dog trough puts an end to parched pets come summer. And Monsieur, the master needn't worry about constant refills. Gallon canteen is a ready water supply, too, when you leave the house. Easy-to-clean rustproof plastic and virtually spillproof 12"h. $2.98 p.p.d. Walter Drake, HG-25 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

**AS TIME GOES BY**

Electric alarm clock projects time on the ceiling. Lie in bed and watch the minutes flick by instead of counting sheep. 7" high and 5" wide in beige case with interchangeable walnut or brocade trim. Clock has one year guarantee. Great gift! $29.98 p.p.d. Colliers, Dept. GE-671, Box 585, Skokie, IL 60076.
ATTAN ROCKER
A swivel rocker you really relax: its orders for swingers of my age. Circular shape, solid line rattan's smart walnut finish, cushioned with foam rubber to any torso to a T. Floral print over, 28" dia. by 29" by 30" h., neat h. 16". $59.95 Exp. charges toll. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Bas- ket House, HG6, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

STOOP STOPPER
Bagging shoulders get a lovely lift with the Pi Peer shoulder brace, a lightweight device that puts posture on the straight and narrow. Three-ply ventilated material with softly-padded invisible arm bands. Men measure around chest; women below bust. $5.95 plus 45c post. Piper Brace, Dept. HG-61SH, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, MO 64105.

A HEART FOR JEWELS
Send her a pretty place for her treasures. A Gorham silver original, a heart-shaped box just 3" wide and lined with plush red velvet. A beauty for bridesmaids or for any femme anytime. Simple, classic silver-plated box is $12.50 plus 85c post, from Camaler & Buckley, HG6, 1141 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washing- ton, DC 20006.

MORE ART
Buy now (be glad later that you didn’t miss the chance) delicate, detailed and funny prints of a lovable clown: hand-painted orig- inal watercolors can be yours for about 7" &. come with golden cords for hanging. Set includes pre-worked design on simulated by brilliantly colored crystalene with a lead-like frame. Mount on walls, windows or use as shade pulls. Set includes Blue Jay, Ham- mond Bird & Cardinal on flowering boughs. Each about 7" &. with golden cords for hanging. MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

“STAINED GLASS” BIRDS
Stained glass birds are ready for the window! Sunlight backlights these lovely rel- ored figures and brings them to life. Showcased in a freestanding circular display stand. Each bird is simulated by brilliantly colored crystalline with a lead-like frame. Mount on walls, windows or use as shade pulls. Set includes Blue Jay, Hum- mond Bird & Cardinal on flowering boughs. Each about 7" &. with golden cords for hanging. Harriet Carter
Dept. HG-671
Plymouth Meeting Pa. 19462

SHOPPING AROUND

TOP THREE ASSORTMENT
2—8-oz. Filet Mignon
2—12-oz. Boneless Strip Steaks
2—16-oz. T-Bone Porterhouse Steaks
Order Number 3100T

Now Available in Canada

Butcher Block
Our own design. Softly rounded edges. 29" High, handsome dining table or desk 60" x 30", $221.50. 60" x 36", $333.50. 72" x 30", $333.50. 72" x 36", $252.50. 84" x 30", $321.00. 84" x 36", $257.00. Coating charge $15. Exo. Engs. Col., NYC. 5% tax, N.Y., State residents, add your tax. 52-page catalog, 50c.

Brauner
298 Bowery, New York, N.Y. 10012 (Dept. HG) (212) 477-2830

Little Home Office
1500 Flag Rd. Grand Rapids, Mich. 49500

$2.98

The Hoax Diamond
Diamite, created for you by expert diamond cutters... with the same MYSTICAL FIRE and DAZZLING RA- LIENCE of a perfect natural diamond. At only $35 per ct... and only a profes- sional jeweler using scientific tests can tell the difference. Diamite is new, and is offered to the public only by us, do not confuse it with other synthetics you may have seen or heard about.

For our free catalog or visit our showroom at 309 Madison Ave., Dept. HG6, N.Y. 10022, at 5th St., Suite 112. Your privacy is assured by Amer. Syn. Diamond Centers, Inc. 1971

Butcher Brothers
(Pronounced FELZER)
4501 W. District Blvd. Dept. LG-1
Chicago, Illinois 60632

You can buy happiness!
Happiness for yourself or for others — when you buy Pfaelzer famous steaks. It's a happiness you can see on the faces of others -- and a great inward happiness you will feel — when you taste the rich deliciousness of these tender steaks. That's why we hear Pfael- zer steaks referred to as "the happiness steaks." Get happy — order your selection of Pfaelzer fa- mous steaks now! Pfael- zer steaks are fast-frozen, packed in dry ice and shipped for guaranteed perfect arrival. Write to- day for our free four-color catalog listing over 200 items.

Top Three Assortment
2—8-oz. Filet Mignon
2—12-oz. Boneless Strip Steaks
2—16-oz. T-Bone Porterhouse Steaks
Order Number 3100T $28
Now Available in Canada

Little Home Office
298 Bowery, New York, N.Y. 10012 (Dept. HG) (212) 477-2830

Your Typewriter — Manual or Elec- tric — and Writing materials concealed in a Grand Award winning piec< of fine Grand Rapids furniture, designed especially for the home. 31" x 23" x 23" high. French or Italian Provincial -- Early American -- Far Eastern -- Contemporary. Spring operated. From 400.95 up. Also many styles for standard typewriters. Matching Files. Write for free brochure.
Gourmet-and-decorator delight — our own oven-to-table Quiche Lorraine dishes from France in white porcelain, multi-pastel bird-and-flower design. 12" round, 15.00; 10", 10.00; 7½", 8.00 In The Gift Shop at all Lord & Taylor stores.

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS

$100

USE YOUR 'ZIP' CODE
RICR GOLD TRIM
FREE HANDY BOX

Illustrated Circular

Walter Drake & Sons
3026 Drake Building
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

18TH CENTURY QUARTET
Ornate gilt plaque of intricate open work leaves is a treasure in the French manner. The full color reproductions include Marie Antoinette and Louis XV and Don Manuel Osorio. These are under glass and may be replaced by your own family pictures. 15" by 8", $3.98 plus 75¢ post. Harriet Carter, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

VIEW FINDER
Smudges wipe clear in a jiffy and glasses sparkle all day with just one application of magic cleaner. Handy pocket-sized tube of sturdy plastic has applicator, gives hundreds of cleanings. Just dab on and wipe with tissue or handkerchief. Helps prevent fogging. $1.00. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.

GRANNY CANDY JAR
Colonial Garden remembers the corner grocery store where the likes of this charmer graced the counter tops (plumb full of goodies). Heavy clear glass (two gallon) has polished metal lid, tilted front opening for showing candy, cookies. $5.95; two for $10.95 Ppd. Colonial Garden, HG6-6, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, NY 11582.

JEWEL BOX? GUESS AGAIN
A telephone that looks like a jewel box and sounds like a bird. What could be more fitting for milady's boudoir? Handset cord disappears when not in use. Ready to use immediately. Yellow, ivory, blue, green or red with jewel contrast. $59.95 plus $1.50 Ppd. Colonial Garden, HG6, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, NY 11582.

SECRET POWER ANTENNA
Power plug attaches to rear of TV set and into any AC outlet to bring marvelously crisp, clear pictures and eliminate all manner of ghosts and electronic goblins. Unseen antenna eliminates need for ugly roof equipment or old-fashioned rabbit ears. For Black & White or color. UL approved. $3.98 plus 75¢ post. Anthony Enterprises 585 Market St., Dept. HG-61 San Francisco, Calif. 94105.
TIE-DYE CAFTAN
Maharani does the caftan with fabulous flair. Easy care 100% acrylic with permanent pleats. Tie dye, too, in new dimension, long and lovely. Ribboned neckline to wear high or low. Clever cutting makes one size fit all. Turquoise or burnt orange. $29.95 ppd. Maharani Creations, HG6, 85th Ave., Scottsdale, AZ 85251.

FOR BALANCED MEALS
Weight watching? Diet watcher scale lets you weigh each portion up to 7 oz. Metal scoop balances on wood base. Keeps you to your calorie count. Moveable setting adjusts instantly and that's secret to slimness. 13" long, $2.95 plus 65c post. Catalogue 25c. Better buy now; bikini beach days ahead! The Gift Tree, HG-6, Box 55, Kensington, MD 20795.

THE EATER'S HEATER
Soup's on! In seconds you have piping hot bouillon, instant coffee, cocoa or tea. Just plug this handy water heater into any 110 volt outlet. Water boils in moments. A bonus for the dorm or office. Only $1.49 plus 15c post. from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

HOUSE THE MAIL
Really snazzy. Perfectly constructed little house (mini-siding and shingles of quality lumber) to cover the mail box. Paint it the color of your choice, then mount it; red signal flag's out of sight when not in use. 6 1/2" wide by 19" long by 9 1/2" high. $15.95 ppd. HG6, 585 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

EASY ELEGANCE
When a tablecloth is as easy to care for as it is to look at, that's for us! No-iron polyester batiste, Swiss embroidery. 70" round, $40; 70" by 90" oblong or oval, $50; 70" by 108", $60; 70" by 126", $70; 70" by 144", $90. Six 21" by 21" napkins, $15.95, 12, $30. Add $1 post. Hildegarde's, HG6, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

COLLEGE SCENES
Handpainted on Reverse Glass
Picturesque scenes in subtle color of over 300 large and small American Colleges' early days. All Medical Schools too! Chances are we have your school—if not, will let you know immediately. In handsome gilt antiqued frames. 14" x 11". Allow 2 weeks delivery. $22.00 plus 75c postage.
CUSTOM DESIGNED UPHOLSTERY

Custom design your own upholstery at 15¢ a square inch. Average chair seat (shown) S54.95 ppd.

Other custom designed kits available:
Pocket emblem — S3.75 ppd.
8” x 10” picture or pillow kit — $9.75 ppd.

Send clear picture with sample of colors desired. Kit canvas is painted mono, quick point or penelope. Kits include Persian yarn, needle and instructions.

NO COD'S FREE ESTIMATES

THE STRAWBERRY NEEDLECRAFT
Helen M. Brusseau
HSU-0082
P. O. Box 55252
Houston, Texas 77006

CUSTOM DESIGN YOUR UPHOLSTERY

ring watch

JEWELED SWISS MOVEMENT

- anti-magnetic
- shock resistant
- dustproof
- size adjustable
- raised gem-cut crystal

A petite conversation time-piece in gold tone and rhinestones for ladies and girls who want a useful accent accessory. Send check or money order today! TWO YEAR GUARANTEE.

LUCAS ENTERPRISES
Dept. 200, P. O. Box 36558
Houston, Tex. 77036

WORTH LOOKING INTO . . . .

Selling your particular product or service by mail.

After hanging your mail’s shops and services in a special section.

WORTH LOOKING INTO . . . .

... for complete information on how
contacting Avenue on House & Garden’s
Shopping Around Section, . . . . America’s largest shopping directory.

SHIPPING AROUND
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AUTHENTICS

Pre-Columbian arrowheads taken from burial grounds and ruins in Mexico. Mounted on dark plexiglass. Authenticity guaranteed! 7” by 2½”. $9.95 ppd. Supply limited. Other artifacts available. Chippendale Square, HG6, 1943 Norfolk, Houston, TX 77006.

OVAL ART

Beguiling bisque plaques to group in a little girl’s room, naturally, but wouldn’t they be charming in a newly decorated bath? Greens and gold; with velvet loops and brass hanging rings. 3½” by 4½”, $3.95; smaller sizes in sets of three for $4.95. Add 45c postage. Catalogue, 25c. L. T. Barth Studios, HG6, 3220 Northaven Ct., Dallas, TX 75229.

HANDBAG KIT

Custom design needlepoint handbag in vivid contemporary tones, pastels or five shades of one color. Hand-painted canvas, imported Persian yarns. 9½” high. $45 ppd. Finishing (not incl. with gold mesh or leather shoulder strap. Virginia Maxwell Custom Needlework Studio, HG6, 3404 Kirby Dr., Houston, TX 77006.

HAPPY PAINTINGS

Marvelous Mel Harper sets her deft hand and whimsical spirit to creating enchanting wood plaques. Her latest lovely tells us to feed our soul no matter how dark the hour. Hand-painted on antique white in cheery colors, of course. 6” by 8” plaque with brass hanging ring. $5 plus 35c ppd. Free catalogue. Originals by Mel, HG6, 3333 Casa Bonita, Corpus Christi, TX 78411.
IN THE LONE STAR STATE

DANGLE TIME
Pretty pendant watch looks like one grandma might have willed a favored child. Golden filigreed case is elegantly engraved on the back; face has roman numerals, ornate hands, 1¾" dia., 24" long chain. Jeweled Swiss movement; anti-magnetic, shock-resistant plus two-year manufacturer's guarantee. $13.95 ppd. Lucas Enterprises, Dept. 199, Box 36558, Houston, TX 77036.

PET DOORBELL
The pet pooch or puss lets you know when it wants to leave or enter the house. Pets learn easily to nudge the upright and ring for service. Beige vinyl-coated metal is weatherproof, too. Station one inside, another outside and pet comings and goings are a pleasure—no loud barking, no noisy meowing. Non-electric. $4.98 each; two for $8.98. Ppd. Garrett's, HG6, 7630 Betty Jane Lane, Houston, TX 77055.

SEAL SEAT
College, university, fraternal, social organizations or your initials make a great seat, pillow or picture. Kit for 18" by 20" seat with painted mono canvas, quick point or penelope, Persian yarn, needle, instructions, $54.95. Pocket emblem, $3.75. Ppd. The Strawberry Needlecraft, HG6, 7630 Betty Jane Lane, Houston, TX 77055.

HOW TO HOUSEBREAK YOUR PET
Train-o-Mat® makes it easy! Nature's way
No more stained carpets. When dog scents this chemically-odorized mat, instinct says "Here's the spot." No fuss or bother. Mats are disposable. Both pole and 18" square holder are washable. Kennel tested. Satisfaction or money back. Holder with 2 months supply of mats $4.98 ppd; holder with 6 months supply of mats $6.98 ppd; attachable 12" pole for male dogs add 50c. G & G Research, P.O. Box 8395-41, Dallas, Texas 75205.

CLEAR LUCITE
Clear tubular lucite containers add elegant simplicity anywhere in your home. Delightful on the cocktail table, lovely in the bath. Helpful in the kitchen or on the dressing table. 2½" x 3½" x 4½" tall by 4½" diam. Set of 3 for $8.95 or 2 sets for only $15.95 ppd. Exclusively from Hoffman-Mahew, Dept. 1C, Box 19694, Dallas, Texas 75219.
SHOPPING AROUND

TOPPER

Well, get this: American know-how's up front again—with a really sassy, vastly flattering hat-umbrella for rain drops falling on her head. It's designed so the coverall does not flatten a coif; folds to fit in her handbag. White double-ply brocade plastic, $1.98; two for $3.75. Ppd. Ferry House, HG6, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522.

SUMMER STROLLER

Beloved sandal with comfortable 1½" wedge heel, zigzag rubber sole. For widths AAAA-EE, 2½ to 12. Grain calf with smooth trim. Beige with otter, bone with mait; navy with light blue; white; black. 2½-10, $20.95; 10½-12, $21.95. Add 75c post. Free catalogue. Solby Bases, HG6, 48 Winter St., Boston, MA 02108.

TIRED GARDEN SIGN

Weather proofed aluminum plaque calls attention to what's going on among members of the family. Warning to one's best friends clearly appears in black and yellow with a 3" stake that anchors it securely in terra firma. 2½" by 5½". Great fun for new gardeners. $1.29 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

FROG ON YOUR FINGER

Never fear, he's a dear little toad. Delightful whimsy in the summer spirit and surely this froggy would awooing go! A creature fashion feature in sterling silver, $12.95; 14k gold, $45. Add 30c post. Please state ring size. Hop to it and order from The Animal Band, 585 Market St., Dept. HG-61, San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

WHERE IT'S AT

Self-stick address labels have BIG initial and up to four line name and address. Flag with red, white and blue; Christmas, with green tree, red lettering; pine, palm, saguaro, roadrunner or gull in blue, red, green, gold design with black letters. 225 in plastic dispenser, $4; 450, $6; 1000, $12. Ppd. Bruce Bolind, HG6, Boulder, CO 80302.

PAGE MAGNIFIER

Page Magnifier—convenient, on the eyes. Hold 7 x 10" magnifier 4-5 inches from copy for more comfortable reading. The whole page is magnified at one time! Stop squinting at telephone numbers, dictionaries, stock quotations. Page Magnifier $1.19 + 15c Mailing Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Enterprises 585 Market St., Dept. HG-61, San Francisco, Calif. 94105.
HOWY STAND
How to make your unique sea¬
hell, fool's gold or whatever
c'we recently uncovered, look
is treasurable as it really is: col¬
clector's brass stand shows off
and guards the thing; strategi¬
cal placement holds adjust to size
and shape. 5½" by 3", $1.98.
Two for $3.85. Add 35c post.
per order. Harriet Carter, HG6,
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

PROTECTION!
Non-allergic foam fleece mask
slips over mouth and nose to
protect from sick room germs,
paint, cleaning fluids or garden
sprays. One size fits all and is
washable and reusable. Particu¬
larly good for painting or paint
removal. $1.29 each plus
15c post. Anthony Enterprises,
HG6, 585 Market St., San Fran¬
cisco, CA 94105.

ROADSIDE RHYME
Remember the good old Burma
Shave signs? In long ago pre-TV
days they were the real fun com¬
mercials. Here are all 600 verses
in a hard-bound book. "Verse by
the Side of the Road" is a neat
bit of nostalgia for anyone who
fondly recalls those once familiar
red and white signs. $4.75 ppd.
Sleepy Hollow, HG6, 3023 Crane
Dr., Falls Church, VA 22042.

MUSIC OVER THE MILES
Stereo tape caddy is a natural
for drivers on the go. 15" by
6½" by 7", it holds a dozen four
and eight track tapes or 46 cas¬
settes. Makes a great arm rest,
too. Memo pad, pencil, coin com¬
partment included. Black leather¬
textured finish. $7.95 plus $1
post. Pegasus, HG6, 175 Lau¬
man Lane, Hicksville, NY 11801.

MARK THE MOMENT
Charming Pennsylvania Dutch
certificates for marriage or birth
delightfully decorated with birds,
flowers and figures in rich multi¬
colors. Fill in the vital statistics
and put in frame. Antique ivory
paper, 11" by 14" with easel
back, $1.50 each plus 25c post.
Country Gourmet, G6, 545 4th
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

Transport the "Land of Aloha" to your
patio dining this summer with a hand
crafted Monkey-Pod salad bowl, w/12
servers, 6 handwoven Lauhala place
mats, w/brown Tapa print napkins, and
an excellent book of Pacific Cookery,
making it possible for you to prepare
and serve the exotic foods of the Is¬
lands.

House of Aloha
P. O. Box 355
Lahaina, Maui
Hawaii 96761

DRIP-DRY HANGERS KEEP CLOTHES
IN SHAPE!

SEND FOR FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG.

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS
at a price he can afford.

IMPOR TED HAMM O C K S
For The Discriminating Loofer

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from
one of America's well known dia¬
mont cutters. Pay only actual mar¬
ket price. We refund all monies
unless your appraisal shows value ¼ to ½ higher.
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $1,000,000
Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12
Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001

FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG.

 imperial diamond corp. 12 empire state building, new york, n. y. 10001

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS
at a price he can afford.
DOG WASTE GONE

safe, nonpoisonous enzyme bacteria action does rest. Harmless to dogs, lawn, streets. Handle waste of 1 lb. to 110° F. with fresh apple juice. 6 mos. of enzymes incl. $9.95 guarantee. YellowAGENT<br />

CRASH DIET<br />
LOSE UP TO 5 POUNDS OVERNIGHT!


COUNTRY CHARM

Wash And bleached and unbleached Muslin

COUNTRY CURTAINS

At the Red Lion Inn

STOCKBRIDGE, MASS. 01262, DEPT. 48

WOOLENS GALORE

Stockyard, 100, Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011.

RETURN TO THE NATIVE

Combine your love of antiques with contemporary convenience. Reproduced from authentic patterns, "Country Charm" electric range boasts not only a cast iron body but automatic controls and porcelain top. Fits modern range space. Free color catalogue. Prices start at $40 for 50 lb. old Pueblo Traders, Old Pueblo Traders, Tucson, AZ 85716.

SOFT SHOE STUFF

Get in step with all those Indians out there, be they Connecticut Yankees or Redskins. This-a-way: hand-beaded, hand-laced pussy-footers in super soft leather. Crepe sole, wedge heel assure a light fantastic in white, black, tan, or 4 to 10, M, N. $8.95 plus 75c post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600 H6, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

LUCKY GIRL

Smashing cocktail ring with a really real center diamond surrounded by seven sparkling emeralds (again real ones!) in a 10k antique gold setting that belies its tiny taffy . . . only $20.50 plus $1.50 postage. Specify ring size and order from Safra International, Dept. 356, 505 No. LaSalle, Chicago, IL 60610.

STRAP SAFETY

Lingerie guard keeps straps together and on your shoulder. Pin fasteners to dress or blouse, holds straps securely. No slipping! Order several pairs so you won't have to do a switch each morning. Two pairs are just $1 plus 15c postage. Write Anthony Enterprises, H66, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
DOLPHIN DRAMA
Those final touches of elegance turn a bathroom into a delightful bower. Brass-plated, hand-antiqued dolphin soap dish, brush holder are non-tarnishing and rustproof. Each stands seven inches high. $8 each; the pair, $15. Ppd. Fairyland Decorators, H66, 891 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, NJ 07306.

SUMMERY SNACKERY
What could be brighter for Sunday al fresco brunch than butterflies and bird nests? Black-on-white ceramic plates and mugs display on metal stand. Totes to Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

STITCHABLE ART

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT
Hand-cut crystal showered with flowers like drops. I6V2" high, 9" of a mantel. The light bulb is all concealed by the crystal. Crystal, HG6, 7332 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19136.

KEEP HIM DRY NIGHT AND DAY
with MALE-DRI SUPPORT
Here's the sensible sanitary way to stop the embarrass-ment of wet garments and bedding. MALE $4.95.
DRI gives day-and-night protection and confidence without the bulk and bother of disposable gear. Helps train him to stop bedwetting. Elastic belt, wet-proof cover. Quilted, absorbent, washable cotton pads snap in—snap out for easy launder-ing. Only $4.95. Guaranteed to satisfy or money back if returned postpaid in 30 days. Send small measure. Add 55c for postage.

PIPER BRACE COMPANY, Dept. HG6, 361 Wyanacke St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105

T FOR TERRIFIC
That's what the guys around our house think of this Norwegian style fishnet Tee shirt. It is ma-chine washable and made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton of open mesh construction. Short sleeves with long body. Men's sizes S, M, L, XL. White, $3.50 each; two, $6.50. In navy, or red, $4 each; two, $7. Ppd. L. L. Bean, H65, Freeport, ME 04032.

DOLPHIN DRAMA
Those final touches of elegance turn a bathroom into a delightful bower. Brass-plated, hand-antiqued dolphin soap dish, brush holder are non-tarnishing and rustproof. Each stands seven inches high. $8 each; the pair, $15. Ppd. Fairyland Decorators, H66, 891 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, NJ 07306.

SUMMERY SNACKERY
What could be brighter for Sunday al fresco brunch than butterflies and bird nests? Black-on-white ceramic plates and mugs display on metal stand. Totes to Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

STITCHABLE ART

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT
Hand-cut crystal showered with flowers like drops. I6V2" high, 9" of a mantel. The light bulb is all concealed by the crystal. Crystal, HG6, 7332 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19136.

KEEP HIM DRY NIGHT AND DAY
with MALE-DRI SUPPORT
Here's the sensible sanitary way to stop the embarrass-ment of wet garments and bedding. MALE $4.95.
DRI gives day-and-night protection and confidence without the bulk and bother of disposable gear. Helps train him to stop bedwetting. Elastic belt, wet-proof cover. Quilted, absorbent, washable cotton pads snap in—snap out for easy launder-ing. Only $4.95. Guaranteed to satisfy or money back if returned postpaid in 30 days. Send small measure. Add 55c for postage.

PIPER BRACE COMPANY, Dept. HG6, 361 Wyanacke St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105
Attention Art Lovers!


\$14.50 ppd.  
RAVEN STUDIOS  
1607 N. Parker  
Wilmington, Delaware 19808

FLOATING BABY SEAT

A built-in baby sitter that floats, without aid, tends the baby safely, surely, securely. And baby will love the floating fun! Made of unsinkable foam plastic with a built-in cloth bucket seat that holds child firmly. For wee toddlers to first graders. Approximately 20" x 26" x 11" deep with bucket seat.

\$5.95 plus 95c P & H.  
Ill. Res. add 5% tax.  
Gift Catalog 25c  
Dept. 561

House of Minnol  
Depot Rd., Batavia, Ill. 60510

COMMUNICATIVE ART

What appears to be shell-like atmosphere, springs open to an all-in-one phone that fits in the palm of the hand. Winner of the famous European Design Award! Jet dial; cushioned base. Bisque white. 6 1/2" long by 2 1/4" high. \$59.95 plus 1 1/2% post. Metropolitan Telecommunications, H6, 35 W. 35th St., New York, NY 10001.

BLOW-UP HANGERS

Your wash and wear wardrobe takes shape with inflatable hangers. Terrific travellers, of course, and equally great for at home laundering. Pretty posies on a white background cheer the dreary duvets. With wire hangers, inflate to 17". Set of three is just \$1 ppd.

A light and bright idea from Walter Drake, H26 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

LAY YOUR OWN BRICKS...

SAVE UP TO $10 AN HOUR

Now it is easy to lay your own bricks and cement block that you will wonder why you ever considered calling in a bricklayer. Why not save the $8 to $10 an hour expense! Imagine, this fantastic project enables you to construct your own patio, wall, garage, walkway, etc. It's so simple:

1. Determine shape and dimensions. 2. Lay out the foundation. 3. Fill in the foundation with unhardened cement. 4. Proceed to lay your own bricks and cement block.
SHOPPING AROUND

FASHION FIRST
A shoe that flatters and takes shopping, sightseeing or Sunday strolling in stride. Terrific T-strap with stacked heel. White, bone or camel leather (give second choice). Sizes 5 to 10 M, 6 to 10 N, 7 to 10 slm, $19.95, second pair $18. Ppd. From Italy by Sportiva Imports, Dept. HGG, Box 4922 Normalcy Branch, Miami Beach, FL 33141.

MODELS OF AMERICANA
Charming model of a Surrey with fringe is exact. Scale ¼" to one foot. Black with green undercarriage, seats covered in blue silk. Lady's Phaeton used for city driving in 1890's is blue with gold side panels, red silk upholstery. Wood with polished copper springs. $36 ea. p.p. Walter A. Seawell, HG6, Ferry St., Marshfield, MA 02050.

THREE LITTLE MAIDS
A trio of wide-eyed little ladies go flower-gathering among the tulips. Basic embroidery stitches complete the colorful wall piece. Skön supplies kit of green linen ground, 12½" by 21¾", yellow, orange, white tulips, blue and gold for costumes. $13.95 ppd. 40-page color catalogue, $2. Skön, GE6, 55 Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, NY 10804.

BYWAY DELIGHTS
For all planning to visit America this summer, "Country Inns and Back Roads" is a treasure trove of happy discoveries. It visits 70 country inns from Maine's rock-bound coast to California's Pacific shores. The almost forgotten roads offer a glimpse of long ago. $2.95 ppd. The Berkshire Traveler, HG6, Stockbridge, MA 01262.

BRILLIANT BAND
Carefully matched man-made stones have a brilliance and color like the real thing, it doesn't seem possible. Center row of five 25 point stones and two rows of eight smaller stones are set in sterling silver. Beauty for a pinkee or as a dinner ring. Send ring size. $4.95 ppd. Harriet Carter, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1
inest quality name & address labels hand-machined printed, 1000 for $1.00, Red, White & Blue American Flag Labels. Deluxe quality, 1 ½" x 2½" — $200 — $500. Your personalized name & address & Zodiac sign for birthdays, $300 for $1.50. Gold Labels 250 with 125 Initials set $300. JUKR-STIK Self Adhesive Labels 500 for $20. Deluxe size 2 x ¾" 300 for $2.50. Inc. 0c postage & 5% Ca. Tax. Write for money saving plan.

HANDBY LABELS 611 Jasperton Blvd., Culver City, Calif. 90230
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Throw Away Dangerous Sprays! NOW! Nature's Miracle "EAT UP" destructive insects in your garden.

The remarkable Lady Bird Beetle (range: 3/8" to 1/2") Controls insects that ravage your lovely plants, flowers, vegetables, fruits, shrubs, trees, and give your garden that un-empt ugly look. Now you can control these destructive insects naturally. Never, ever again need you use dangerous insecticides that kill off friendly insects, wild life and harm your family's health.

It has a ravenous appetite for the destructive insects that destroy valuable shrubbery, trees, plants. It is a colorless, yellowish, elateric beetle that cannot be detected until it is too late. Insects to watch for: aphids, leafhopper, thrip, corn ell worms, fleas, leafhopper, thrip, corn ell worms, fleas, leafhopper, thrip, corn ell worms.

The Lady Bird Beetle will eat your properties new! You can plant an entire garden of lady birds for $10. A trio of wide-eyed little ladies go flower-gathering among the tulips. Basic embroidery stitches complete the colorful wall piece. Skön supplies kit of green linen ground, 12½" by 21¾", yellow, orange, white tulips, blue and gold for costumes. $13.95 ppd. 40-page color catalogue, $2. Skön, GE6, 55 Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, NY 10804.

BYWAY DELIGHTS
For all planning to visit America this summer, "Country Inns and Back Roads" is a treasure trove of happy discoveries. It visits 70 country inns from Maine's rock-bound coast to California's Pacific shores. The almost forgotten roads offer a glimpse of long ago. $2.95 ppd. The Berkshire Traveler, HG6, Stockbridge, MA 01262.

BRILLIANT BAND
Carefully matched man-made stones have a brilliance and color like the real thing, it doesn't seem possible. Center row of five 25 point stones and two rows of eight smaller stones are set in sterling silver. Beauty for a pinkee or as a dinner ring. Send ring size. $4.95 ppd. Harriet Carter, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

WALL TOWEL HOLDERS
Save on space while keeping towels in a convenient place. Holder SWTH-6, $6.50; holder SWTH-8, $6.25. Towels not included. Save on spare while keeping towels in a convenient place. Holder SWTH-6, $6.50; holder SWTH-8, $6.25. Towels not included. Orders shipped postpaid upon receipt of check, money order or credit card. Burbank, California 91504

WALL TOWEL HOLDERS
Save on space while keeping towels in a convenient place. Holder SWTH-6, $6.50; holder SWTH-8, $6.25. Towels not included. Save on spare while keeping towels in a convenient place. Holder SWTH-6, $6.50; holder SWTH-8, $6.25. Towels not included. Orders shipped postpaid upon receipt of check, money order or credit card. Burbank, California 91504
RED, WHITE AND BLUE

Men proclaim their allegiance with an enamel lapel pin of our flag. Veterans and all proud Americans wear the handsome pin on business suits and sports jackets all across the land and on travels throughout the world. $1.98 plus 15c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CALL IT CAMP

A phone with a French accent and a flavor of jazz from the 1920's, its vintage year, sits compactly on an oval base with dial, cable and 4-prong plug. In the original black, for just $19.95. Separate ringer box $6.95. Add $1.50 postage and handling. Metropolitan Teletrons, HG6, 35 W. 35 St., New York, NY 10001.

BONSAI CONIFER

Imagine a live Bonsai Canary Island pine in a pot with fertilizer, training wire and soil conditioner for $19.95! Also available are: Japanese red pine, black pine and Austrian pine, Chinese yew and Sequoia redwood, all five $5.99 ppd. Catalogue, 2.5c, free with order. Western Arboretum, Dept. QJ, 435 No. Lake Ave., Pasadena, CA 91101.

MARKED CARDS

Deck of tricksters has tapered edges for sure touch selection. There is a variation in the back design that lets you distinguish any card held by opponents. Deck comes with complete instructions plus 21 different tricks. $1.98 plus 15c post. Order #161. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

THE CUTTING EDGE

Here's a sharp-looking set of steak knives with ivory white melamine handles in the original Blue Willow pattern. Sparkling stainless steel serrated blades do a great job cutting meat, fish, fowl or vegetables. Six-piece set, $298; two sets for $4.98. Ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. SK35, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10606.

TAKE A FLYER

If he knows aviation (or just reads "Peanuts") he knows and loves Snoopy, famous World War I "flying ace." Black and white with a red helmet, he's in his familiar attack position on tie tac or cuff links, 14k gold plated finish, 1" long. Tie tac $3, cuff links $4. Add 25c post. Holiday Gifts, Inc., 306-D, 7047 Pecos Street, Denver, CO 80221.
SHOPPING AROUND

FARM'S FORM
In your own home, be present at the hatching. Clear plastic dome lets you see nature’s way of opening bobwhite quail eggs to produce babies. chick incubator operates on 110 volt electricity, is 6" h., 7" dia. $4.98 with six eggs; without eggs, $3.25. Pod. Catalogue, 25¢. G. Q. F. Mfg. Co., HG6, Box 8152, Savannah, GA 31402.

TISSUE TENDER
Isn’t it just what you’re searching for to stuff full of tissue. Holds pleasantly and the lacy look is in the right place—on a golden finish. And guess what? Comes to you good looks plus perfect fit. Baby and so is the Diana shoe. Hence TISSUE TENDER.

LOOk LIKE A GODDESS
Diana is noted for her arch-ery, and so is the Diana shoe. Hence good looks plus perfect fit. Baby calf: black, gray, white, filly crushed velvet. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25¢. Bryan Robeson, HG24, Box 757, Hickory, NC 28601.

CHARMER
Loveseat with hand-caned arms, tufted back is a beauty to blend with any period. 47" w., 29" h., 23" d. In fruitwood or chestnut finish, $115; pair $220; antique finish, $115; pair $220; antique satin or your color, add $5; upholstered in antique satin or your fabric. Add $5 for velvet; $10 for crushed velvet. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25¢. Bryan Robeson, HG24, Box 757, Hickory, NC 28601.

FLOATING ISLAND

GEMS GO “NOW”!
Contemporary dinner ring is definitely a “now” design with its two dazzling, Kenya gems entwined in a 18k gold Florentine ribbon. Each gem is one carat of brilliance. Guaranteed not to chip or crack, but what a sparkler! Send ring size. $150. Shipped registered air. Kenya Gem, HG6, 176 No. Howard, Philadelphia, PA 19122.

Decorators Area Rug
Now.. your bag can be safe

The LATCHER Fashion Lock

$2.50
Includes post. & hand.

Money back guarantees. For over 50 years, a name for architecture. Dependable. NOW.. your bag can be safe

M & H COMPANY
Box 3588
Hialeah, Fla. 33010

Air Refresher...

SEE-THRU CUTTING BOARD
Incredibly strong, crystal-clear lattice cutting board is stainproof, heat-resistant and unbreakable. Dishwasher safe, odor proof and mild resistant. Formica and pretty tablecloths show through, yet are protected while you slice, chop or carve! Fine for hot plate or hot pot parking. Available in clear or pebble finish.

JUNE, 1971
KNIT A SWEATER IN A DAY

$3.98
plus 25c postage & handling

Make stockings, mufflers, sweaters in record time! It's easy with amazing no-needles KNIT RING. Holds yarn with even tension on spokes around ring. Professional-looking results! Instruct book included. Immediate delivery— Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Write for FREE Gift Guide

PROTECT YOUR CHECKS

changes payee's name, date, signature. Safeguards your checks like expensive checkwriter! Just roll over amount and it's easy to prevent change. Use also to prevent expense of checking. Immediate delivery— Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Write for free color catalog

Authentic Reproduction

Clipper Ship Engraving

A striking hanging for den or office. This hand-drawn reproduction of a brass etching mounted on a mahogany finished plaque depicts the ships of a famous gun ship from the late 1700's. Size 16" x 20" $15.00. Massachusetts residents add 3% sales tax. Add 7% for shipping and handling. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Built to last a lifetime.

Write for free color catalog

Arborlite

Exquisitely Designed
Crystal

Ashtray and Lighter

• 3 oz. jug in solid Brassette base
• hand polished; antiqued brass plate
• Choice of Clear Crystal or Smoked Crystal
• Italian Marble Base, 4" square
• Each piece is hand finished and hand polished; antique brass plate

Ashore, $13.00. Lighter, $8.00.

$11.00

Write for FREE Gift Guide

MARTHA'S MAIL ORDER HOUSE

12001 Matherson Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

PHOTO-GO-ROUND

To use for plant arrangements, decorative Oriental designs. A PETITE FRANCAISE Charming modern phone is a petite version of the French model of the '20's that cinema sirens used with such flair. The base is 3" across; phone is 6" high overall in brass with white trim. Just a gentle buzz for the ring. A standard cord and plug. $49.95 plus $1.50 post. Free catalogue. Grand Com Inc., HG6, 1152 6th Ave., NY 10036.

PETITE FRANCAISE

WILLOW THE WALL

To use for plant arrangements, hand-woven willow baskets with metal liners. Trim half rounds come in three sizes: 10" by 7" by 6½" by 6½" by 6", and 8" by 6" by 5½". Small planter could be used for colorful bars of soap. $5.95 for set of three. Add $1 post. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG6, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

HANDSOME HANDWEAVES

Textured wallcoverings are hand-woven interpretations of ageless decorative Oriental designs. A single roll is as low as $3.50. A wide variety of unusual designs are included in the catalogue. The wallcoverings are well adapted to contemporary décor. Send 25c for samples. Art Wallpaper Co., Dept. HGA, Box 7227, Pittsburgh, PA 15213.

SHOPPING AROUND

GALA SPECTRUM

Can be seen with prism made of optical glass that bends light rays of shorter wavelength at a sharper angle than those of longer wavelength. Fine introduction to theory of electromagnetic waves, whole science of color. $1.29 plus $1p. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

ALMOST FOR REAL

So appears this striking original stallion painting reproduced with the texture of genuine saddle leather. Finished in golden earth tones, you see the actual grain, almost smell the woodsy tang of leather. For living room, den or office. 20" by 26". $3, two for $5. Ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. LSE-9, White Plains, NY 10606.

LIGHTS, ACTION

The director's chair gets a beauty treatment and comes out absolutely handsome. The frame is fashioned of polished chrome slender tubing. The seat and back are leather grain vinyl in white or black. $34.95 each plus $2 post. Two or more, ppd. Free folder on coordinated tables and etagers. Shoe-String, HG6, Box 9665, Asheville, N.C. 28805.

THE HEX BARN

From INTERCOURSE, PENNA.

THE HEX BARN

24"— $3. 50
32"— $5. 00
40"— $6. 25

24"— $3. 50
32"— $5. 00
40"— $6. 25

THE HEX BARN

Ferry House Dept. G-671 Danby, Ferry, N. Y.

PHOTO-GO-ROUND

From INTERCOURSE, PENNA.

Fairyland Decorator's Dept. 6-111
891 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 07306

PHOTO-GO-ROUND

From INTERCOURSE, PENNA.

Arborlite, Inc., 75 E. Main St., East Brookfield, Mass. 01515

Arborlite, Inc., 75 E. Main St., East Brookfield, Mass. 01515

The Hex Barn, Box 117, Intercourse, Penna.

A striking wall hanging for den or office. This finely detailed reproduction of a brass etching mounted on a mahogany finished plaque depicts the sails of 2 twenty gun ship from the late 1700's. Size 16" x 20" $15.00. Massachusetts residents add 3% sales tax. Add 10% for shipping and handling. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Sold by mail only.
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EXPANDING SUBJECT
favorite snapshot of bride, beau or pup? Blow it up to giant size. Best results with original black and white or color photo (no negatives) up to 8" by 10". Shipped in self-storing tube. Original photo returned unharmed. 20" by 24", $2.75; 2" by 3', $3.50; 3' by 4', $8. Ppd. The Blow Yourself Up Co., HG6, 663 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10022.

MIGHTY MINIS
Two dozen miniature plastic clothes pins are just what a gal needs to hang up her hosiery and lingerie at home or at a vacation spot. The little pins are 11/2" long and are easy to slip in a suitcase pocket or a handy clear plastic bag. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

BAG THAT BOUQUET
Here's a bouquet you carry all summer long! Creamy Belgian linen is stamped with rose or pansy motif. You crewel embroider a garden of rainbow blossoms. Kit includes brown Bermuda handle wood frame plus all the makings. 9" d., 12" w. with 2" gusset. $9.95 ea. plus 80c post. The Blow Yourself Up Co., HG6, 663 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10022.

FROZEN FOOD LABELS
No more by guess and by golly as you get frostbitten fingers searching through your freezer. Stick on these labels that need no moistening—peel up, press on. Space to write kind of food, weight in pounds and ounces and date. 2" by 11/2". 100, $1; 200, $1.75; 400, $3. Add 10c post. Order lots from Handy Labels, HG6, Box 2667, Culver City, PA 90231.

SHE'S FUNNY
When Madame Alexander designs, even a cloth doll takes on style. Cuddly soft and yellow yarn wigged, she's called "Funny." Brings miles of smiles to any girl—young or old. Pink checked jumper with lots of patches. 18" tall. $8.95 ppd. Catalogue 25c. The Enchanted Doll House, HG6, Manchester Depot, VT 05256.

PAINT A PORTRAIT
It is fun and easy to create portraits on a fine mounted 16" by 20" canvas. Send a photograph or slide. Original is returned along with an outlined and numbered canvas plus artist's palette, fine brushes, brush cleaner. Indicate hair and eye coloring. $14.95 plus 50c post. Portraitcraft, HG6, Box 577, Wilmingtorn, CA 90744.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**NICE FOR SPICE**
Black wrought iron spice rack 14" w., 4" d. and 5½" high holds jars or cans of spice and herbs. Hang it from the kitchen peg board, adjacent to the mixing center or store ready to add that delicious zest to all cookery. $4.95 ppd. Free catalogue of wrought iron items. Peppi-Gee Co., HG6, 75 Main St., West Sayville, NY 11796.

**BEAUTY MARK**
Richly designed in solid beech with a handsome seat and back, the Regence armchair is perfect in a period room, eclectic enough to mix and match with other pieces. 38¾" h., 19¾" d., 17¼" seat h., $97; side chair, $81. Exp. coll. Catalogue, $1. Door Store of Washington, D.C., HG6, 3140 M St. N.W., Washington, DC 20007.

**DOGGED DEDICATION**
Ring-tailed hound guards rings, bangles and doodads in style. Dachshund ring holder measures 2½" h. New color—hot pink. $2.50; $3.75 by mail. Peppi-Gee Co., HG6, 75 Main St., West Sayville, NY 11796.

**TRAVEL LIGHT**
Worth very much more than their very little weight, nylon slippers definitely pamper tired, aching feet. Honeychild, carry a pair in the purse and when you're bushed: off with shoes, on with softies. On the road to Mandalay or wherever, stretchies are the ticket to comfort. $1 plus 25¢ post. Uni-Lreetings, Dept. SSE-2, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10606.

**NO MORE SUDS**
In the eyes, that is! Foam sponge to comfort. $1 plus 15¢ post. Coyne Studios, EP-73, 20 Bank St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**EMPEROR PANELS**
Elegant is the word for these fine reproductions of hand-painted tapestry panels from the Emperor's Armchair. Remarkably, they have the silvery iridescence and jewel tones of the originals. Frame four for an effective headboard. 38" by 12" each. Set of four, $3; two sets, $5. Ppd. Colonial Studios, EP-73, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10606.
SHOPPING AROUND

TIME IN COPPER
Delicately worked copper filigree forms a bracelet in which a wrist watch with precision Swiss movement is mounted. An excellent choice to wear with smashing spectator sports clothes, chic print or diaphanous evening gown. $19.98 plus 50c post. Harriet Carter, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

THE WHISTLER
Key control chain door alarm gives double protection. It has a sturdy chain plus an alarm that emits an ear-piercing sound if anyone tries to enter while the chain is on guard. Alarm has two keys. Battery operated; 3½" by 3½". $11.95 plus $1 post. Mortyn Inc., G61, 350 So. County Rd., Palm Beach, FL 33480.

A FOOT'S BEST FRIEND
Down in Old Mexico, huaraches are lovingly woven of flexible leather strips in varied designs—no two alike. Natural beige color of these sandals is bleached with lime juice, polished for high lustre; with wear-long shoe-leather soles. All sizes for men, women, children. $7.50 ppd. Old Mexico Shop, HG6, Santa Fe, NM 87501.

DUTCH TOUCH
Cheerful Pennsylvania Dutch bouquets are fun to paint in bright colors on 7" by 12" wood panels. The flower design is screened on the ¾" pine shingle. Kit #619 includes paints (reds, yellows, bright blue) and brushes. $10.95 for both plaques plus 95c post. Catalogue 25c. Decorative Adventures, EG-106, Box 228, Abington, PA 19001.

DAISY DOOR MAT
Spring into summer with a fresh, daisy-decked door mat. And add your name for smart identity. Sturdy vinyl has flexible points to banish mud and dust. Self-draining! Up to 17 white letters and spaces on your choice of avocado, brown, black, or red vinyl. 15" by 25". $5.98 ppd. Walter Drake, HC-22 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

WEATHER WISE
When fair weather is in store the children come out, for rain or snow it's the old witch. The chalet they live in is gingerbready as they come, of marble-look plastic right for any wall. Fun and so useful. Thermometer, too. 5¼" by 4½" by 1½" deep. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #142. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
SHOPPING AROUND

WHICH SWITCH?
Why, any and every with the decorative dandies! Bright gal antique silver, antique silver, bright silver or white to enhance, the decorative scheme. The convenient sizes: single, $2; double, $4; double outlet plate; $1. Ppd. Order from Fairland Decorators, HG6, 891 Bergen Ave Jersey City, NJ 07306.

ARMCHAIR PROTECTION
See-through plastic covers for the back and arms of a favorite chair protect the upholstery and eliminate stains from hair and liquids. The back cover is held by elastic; the arm covers fastened by expandable bone snaps. $1 a set plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

BRIGHT LOCATOR
Brass plate with house number silhouetted in black makes it easy for guests to spot the house on the inkiest night. Attaches to doorknob, airmail and installs easily. Comes with 30 black vinyl numerals. A real boon for parcel and special delivery mail. $9.95 plus $1.50 post. Mortyn Inc., G61, 350 So. County Rd., Palm Beach, FL 33480.

MADE BY MOM
After laughing all the way through "How to make booze at home," she'll brew fine whisky, wine, beer, brandies, liqueurs for less than $1 a quart. And it's all legal! "How to" booklet's author's personal research. $2.98 plus 36c 1st class postage. Free catalogue. West-Berg Enterprises Ltd., HG6, Box 4177, Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

WATER PLANTS
Water plants while you're away. Amazing wick feed moisture to your plants for up to 8 weeks. Just put one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Will not rot or mildew. Set 4. $1.10 ppd. Specify Initial or Design desired. Via air, add 33c per order. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., Dept. HG-1, San Francisco, CA 94105.

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS"
Water plants while you're away. Amazing wick feed moisture to your plants for up to 8 weeks. Just put one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Will not rot or mildew. Set 4. $1.10 ppd. Specify Initial or Design desired. Via air, add 33c per order. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., Dept. HG-1, San Francisco, CA 94105.

ADDRESS LABELS with NICE DESIGN
Any Initial, American Flag, Pine, Gum, Palm, Roadrunner, Saguaro, Rose. Order: Ppao, Treble Clef, or Palette. Up to 20 letters per line, 4 lines. Printed in black on white or gold gummed label. Packed in flat plastic boxes of 500 on white or 250 on gold for $3.00 ppd. Or on DELUXE SIZE, $1.00 ppd. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., Dept. HG-1, San Francisco, CA 94105.

HOUSE & GARDEN
DRAMATIC DECANTER
Brave eagle of textured glass is an Italian import to grace American tables in handsome fashion. Stands 10¾" tall; the head is a tight fitting stopper. The feathers are skillfully detailed and sculpted. Amber, blue or green. $2.95 plus 80¢ post. Artisan Galeries, HG6, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, TX 75204.

LIVE DONKEYS!
New idea in pets: a miniature donkey! The affectionate, intelligent, gentle animal seen under the Sardinian and Sicilian sun. Now bred in this country to charm you. Grows approx. 34" h., weighs about 200 lbs. Can pull a cart full of children. Write for free information to Miniature Donkey Registry, HG6, 1108 Jackson St., Omaha, NE 68102.

MAGIC EYE
Screw magic eye into any standard outdoor socket and it turns on light at dusk and off at daybreak. It is weather-resistant and guaranteed. Great protection for summer vacationers, latecomers, those who live alone. A lighted porch helps prevent burglary. $5.98; two, $11.85. Ppd. Collier's, GE671, Box 585, Skokie, IL 60076.

FAMILY RECORD
A fascinating new volume tells how to trace one's own family history. It is accompanied by simple instructions, 100 pages of sheets and forms to help organize one's material and record it systematically. 8½" by 11", $3.95 ppd.; $4.75 air mail ppd. cheesco Co., Dept. HG9-E, Box 533, 346 Maple Ave., Westbury, NY 11590.

ARMETALE MUGS—GREAT GIFTS FOR JUNE EVENTS!
Perfect for Father's day, Graduation or Wedding Gifts; Armetale mugs have the pleasing look of Pewter—but are more durable, won't tarnish and keep beverages incredibly cold. We have over 20 different Armetale mugs, including all Zodiac Enterprises—2405 Spruce St., Phila., Pa. 19103

How much would you pay for a diver with rocks in his head?
Gilbey's Gin is offering you this pewter-tone DIVER'S HELMET (a $20 value) for only $10.95. It weighs 4 lbs. and holds 4 qts. of ice. A beautiful conversation piece—a terrific gift.
Send check or money order to:
Gilbey's Ice Bucket
P.O. Box 280(G), Babylon, New York 11702
Send now—this offer is limited. (Void where prohibited by law.)

DRYING BASKET
Handy to use, this basket is all purpose. Use it to dry your fish and to drain your vegetables. It will last for years and is unbreakable. $4.95. 11½" x 14½".

MATCHING ARM CHAIR
Add $4.00

Quaint Lantern brings romantic candlelight to your table. Lovely for Patio hanging. Fill water proof bowl with gayest seasonal flowers. Glass cup holds eight hour candle. Avocado or Black finish. 11½" by 5 inches.
$4.95
$1.00 Postage and handling (No C.O.D.)

John Anderson
1005 S. Main, Pleasant Ridge, Mich. 48069

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER
SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER
PERMA TWEEZ—revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic 'tweezer-like' action gives safe and permanent results. Appears in medical journals. Professionally endorsed.

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FREE GIFT!
Nationally advertised silky moisturizer—regularly $6.00—sent with each purchase of Perma Tweez with coupon.

LILIAN VERON
FROM FACTORY TO YOU—JENNY'S LADDER BACK
Native Hardwood Fibre Rush Seats—Weaven by hand. Decorative Turnings—To add elegance.
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Send Today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet
See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoecraft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes. Great values now at Low Money Saving Prices.

NO RISK TO YOU! Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back.

SAVE MORE MONEY! No Extra Charge for Any Sizes 3 to 13
SIMONE $14.00
Try This For Openers...the sandal that's oh so bare. It's toeless...has portholes...the sides aren't there. Unexpectedly closed at the back. Made in Italy...where they have the knack. White or tobacco.

SHOECRAFT

Butcher Block

NEW YORK • LONDON • PARIS • MILAN

PORTRAIT IN OILS

The Perfect Gift

Butcher block

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.
DePT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
Send photo for free estimate or samples. Also send name and family likeness. Interchangeable family oil portrait. Have you a photo of some loved one whose memory you wish to perpetuate...to your own living likeness? THE PERFECT GIFT

DRESS FORM PATTERN

At last a dress form pattern has been designed so a custom dress form can inexpensively be made at home for under $10.00. Your Genevieve dress form pattern is cut from muslin and fit so that the figure is duplicated exactly. Size 8 thru 18 are available. Also included are instructions for French draping and cutting your basic dress pattern, $3.50 ppd.

"Genevieve"
P.O. Box 589
Redwood City, California 94064

THE BIG PICTURE

The subject is you; the size is super—two feet by three feet for only $3.95. Hang yours in the dorm, Dad's office, on the home scene. Send any black and white or color photo to be returned as a black and white poster in a tube. 1' by 2', $2.95; 3' by 4', $7.95. Ppd. Photo Poster, Dept. X7, 210 E. 23rd St., New York, NY 10010.

SPARKLING CLEANER

Hard-to-clean jewelry like mesh or deeply carved pieces come bright and sparkling with quick, fingertip spray cleaner. Good for gold and silver. Does wonders, too with crystal chandeliers that require only drip-drying. An eight ounce bottle is only $2.50 ppd. Kellum's, HG6, 652 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, CA 93940.

HONEYCOMB

Recall a romantic era with "Honeycomb" spread in cream, or green, gold, rose, walnut, red, indigo, blue, or avocado on white. Single or double with fringe, $47.50; king, $90. Fishnet canopy in white or cream in four designs. Tester, 7" by 56", $57.50. Other sizes, Literature. 25c. Virginia Goodwin, HG6, Dilworth Sta., Charlotte, NC 28203.

NEAT NEEDLERY

Purses, pin cushions, pillows—pretties of many kinds. Even golf club covers, a backgammon board! All complete kits with gay Persian yarns, imported hand-painted canvases, needles, instructions. Plus Krick Kit ticket worth $1 on first purchase from catalogue. Catalogue, $1. Krick Kits, Dept. HG61, 61 Portland Dr., St. Louis, MO 63131.

SHOPPING AROUND

E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N

Bra extender enlarges the too-small bra or makes an in-between size fit properly. No sewing required. Hook to both ends of bra and find out how much easier it is to play tennis, golf or garden with a good-fitting bra. Specify two or three hooks. Two for $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

COLORFUL TIE-DYED ShRts

Colorful, tie-dyed and whisper thin are these exciting 100% cotton shifts dyed patterns in coordinating colors. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. Regularly $7.95. SPECIALLY PRICED AT $4.95 ppd.

AZUMA

Box HG-6, 415 Fifth Ave., NYC 10016
Add tax where applicable.
MEXICAN MINI
That marvelous Mexican tin that looks like silver is woven into a terrific tote bag to sparkle through summer lazy days and star-sprinkled evenings. A bright touch with crisp linens, billowy organdies, smashing prints, 8" w., 6" d. And ole, a mere $4.95 ppd. Cornucopia Gifts, HG6, 55 Prince St., New York, NY 10012.

TIE CADDY
Tidy, easy-to-get-at arrangement with his lordship's four-in-hands in tie cabinet with five swing-out rods. Holds up to 100 ties wrinkle-free! Of knotty pine in honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut finish, porcelain knobs. 33"h., 17½"w., 4"d. $42.75. Kit to assemble and finish, $27.50. Ppd. Yield House, HG6, No. Conway, NH 03860.

SELF-COOLING PILLOW
Wake refreshed after a night of cool, comfortable rest. Pillow is scientifically designed; uses the "heat exchange principle". It cushions head and shoulders and requires no electrical connections. Pink satin zip cover, $6.69 ppd. (shipped UPS or special delivery). Better Sleep, Inc., Dept. HG6, New Providence, NJ 07974.

CLEARLY VISIBLE
Photo album with plastic film between the pages keeps favorite snapshots in place and free from dust. The film pages are CLEARLY VISIBLE for school, health records. $4.95 07974.

SELF-COOLING PILLOW
Wake refreshed after a night of cool, comfortable rest. Pillow is scientifically designed; uses the "heat exchange principle". It cushions head and shoulders and requires no electrical connections. Pink satin zip cover, $6.69 ppd. (shipped UPS or special delivery). Better Sleep, Inc., Dept. HG6, New Providence, NJ 07974.

PURELY PRIVATE
Kitty's litter is constantly dried by screen filtration and ventilation. To prevent odor and keep litter fresh give an occasional whosh with the generous supply of special spray included. 20" by 14" by 6" non-corrosive box is cleaned with wide scoop. $7.95 plus $1.50 ppd. Special Products Co., HG6, Box 861, Traverse City, MI 49684.

Hummingbird SYRUP FEEDER
Holds over 1 cup of the sugar and water solution will attract them to Hummingbird Feeder. The clear plastic dish is filled with a mixture of sugar and water. $2.50 ppd. Order by crate of 12. To secure your order, please send check or money order payable to Self-Cooling Pillow. Clymer's of Bucks County Dept. HG6-1, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18956

Order now! Swan with Cut Crystal $99.95 ppd. REGAL 700 with Crystal handles $79.95 ppd. MELON 1500 BRASS SET $49.95 ppd.

VERSATILE NOVEMBER PEWTER

VERSATILE NOVEMBER PEWTER

VERSATILE NOVEMBER PEWTER

VERSATILE NOVEMBER PEWTER
DECOntA
beautifully at half the cost!
New booklet tells "how to" with PLEXIGLAS® acrylic sheet
Our new colorful booklet shows how you can make transparent "see-through" furnishings with tough PLEXIGLAS—about half the cost of buying them ready-made—48 projects including lamps, cubes, wine rack, tables, kitchen accessories—illustrated, easy to follow instructions. Also use PLEXIGLAS to replace broken glass—it's approved safety glazing material Projects shown: Magazine Rack, Transparent Dust Cover, Wine Rack, Picture Holder, Cube

SEND 25¢ FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING TO: ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY. BOX 5608 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19140

3 TROPICAL PALM TREES $2.98

TROPICAL PALMS UNLIMITED
FlexPort

Why, your GIANT BLOW YOURSELF UP POSTER ends stretched doors and windows. Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic film tightly. Easily installed. Send for free folder to:
TOREX, Inc., Dept. HG-6
4601 S. Clinton, Chicago, IL 60616

BLOW YOURSELF UP into a GIANT UP POSTER

Vacation Picture Guides

SHOPPING AROUND

HANDY DANDY CHAIR
No humdrum "extra," this smartly simple folding chair is a made-for-elsewhere for butterfly block tables. Equally accommodating on its own. Natural wood finish goes anywhere! And who doesn't need extra seating? $13 each exp. coll. Big catalogue 50¢. The Butcher Block & More, Dept. 61-C 1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 60616.

HIDDEN ASSETS
Adjustable money belt is worn around clothing around waist. Inner pockets hold folded bills or important papers. For men to wear under business suits, ladies might conceal it beneath dark slacks. Sim construction makes it virtually invisible. $2.98 plus 15¢ post Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CHARMS 'N TREASURIES
Looking through the 140-page color catalogue took us well over an hour and every minute was fascinating. There are charms galore, including state seals, college emblems, zodiac symbols, religious, holiday and special occasions. Pins, necklaces, bracelets, too. $1 ppd. Charm & Treasures, HG5, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

CLEARLY USEFUL
Picture a pitcher that holds a big 48 ounces for serving a perfectly chilled martini! Picture it again check-full of green leaves on a coffee table. Handmade in Europe in a Paul Revere tankard shape. It's the perfect answer to any gift problems $4.50 plus 50¢ post. Added Touch, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

PERFECT PAIR
There is no nicer way to preserve baby's first shoes! Bronze plated in solid metal to last forever. Also portrait stands (shown), bookends, TV lamps. Send for full details, money saving certificate, and handy mailing sack. A lasting gift for grandparents. $3.99 pr., ppd. American Bronzing Co., Box 6504-B6, Bexley, OH 43209.

COMMEMORATIVE SET
The world's first postage stamp, the 1840 first engraved issue and the first surface printed issue are commemorated in three British stamps. A wonderful introduction to stamp collecting as a hobby. Set of three, 25¢. Sent to introduce approval service—buy any or none. Cancel anytime! Write to Kenmore Stamp Co., FO 802, Milton, NH 03055.
FROM THE NECK UP
Apply makeup any time, anywhere. Handy 5" mirror hangs lightly from your neck as well as on a wall. Regular on one side, magnifying on the other. Sturdy steel frame stands on dresser too. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.

CARRY ON
Not every day does a sensation come along for the pleasure of all fashion purists. Black and white canvas tote makes the trip. Black and white, faded or denim. Comes along for the pleasure of hip and during a quick swim on the trail or over the side on an island. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 3903 12th St., Phoenix, AZ 85016.

CLEARLY FOR SHOW
When Marion Nichols designs a crewel kit it’s a needle work of art! Set includes pattern on pure linen, bright colorfast yarn, needles, instructions, plus a handy basic stitch book. Perfect for framing or pillows. Serendipity, $7.95 ea. Marion Nichols, HG6, 71 Sylvester St., Westbury, NY 11590.

SUPER SHORTS
Pouch-pocketed shorts keep cash safely battened down on the hip and during a quick swim on the trail or over the side on an afternoon’s sail. Double-knit polyester in waist sizes 28 to 36. String white, faded or denim blue, cocoa tan. $12.95 plus $1 post. Pair of Arizona, HG6, 3903 No. 16th St., Phoenix, AZ 85016.

BAROMETER OF THE TIMES
Unusual and unusually practical a barometer mounted in a walnut shadow box with gold trim. Choice of—Paine’s “These are the times that try men’s souls” or Thomas Jefferson “a wise and frugal government...” 11" by 13" silk screened on gold metal. $17.95 ppd. Classic Arts, HG6, 531 W. Grandview Ave., Sierra Madre, CA 91024.

CREATIVE CREWEL
When Marion Nichols designs a crewel kit it’s a needle work of art! Set includes pattern on pure linen, bright colorfast yarn, needles, instructions, plus a handy basic stitch book. Perfect for framing or pillows. Serendipity, 12" by 15", or Sugar Plum Tree, 15" by 21", $11.95 ea. Marion Nichols, HG6, 71 Sylvester St., Westbury, NY 11590.

SHOPPING AROUND

**TUBBY WON’T LET YOU SLIP IN YOUR TUB!!!**

Amazing easy-to-apply solution covers entire tub bottom and rim. Leaves smooth, comfortable, sanitary non-skid surface guaranteed for 5 years. Pre-tested by Hotels/Motels/Hospitals who say TUBBY is the best insurance money can buy. Now available for HOMES. Comes with complete instructions for simple, do-it-yourself application.

Send check or Money Order to
BARRY PROPERTIES, Inc.
P. O. Box 874 — Dept. HG-6
Melbourne, Florida 32935

FREE COLOR BROCHURE of unfinished lamps

**HIPSEAT**

$2.98 ppd.

2 for $5.75 ppd.

This wooden hip seat in fun colors, white, red, or and 18 months. 100% cotton twill, adjustable to size of mother. Toddler to fit in purse or pocket. Washable. Very handy for Daycare, Bath Room or Car. Price: $2.98 ppd. (plus 5% sales tax to Calif., residents add 4% sales tax.)

Send check or Money Order to:

**DECORATOR’S CHOICE!**

The Tea Caddy Lamp is a delightful 8-sided affair featuring an octagonally shaped drum and a matching octagonal shade. Beautifully hand-crafted from select native hardwood, it is sanded satin smooth, fully wired and ready to finish. Easy and fun to antique, decoupage or stain a warm wood tone. Each Tea Caddy Lamp stands an imposing 24" tall, has a brass harp and finial, 3-way switch, and an 8-foot cord. Specify choice of shades in white, beige Textured Shantung or brown Burlap. Satisfaction assured!

BARRY PROPERTIES, Inc.
P.O. Box 874 — Dept. HG-6
Melbourne, Florida 32935

**His n Her Swim Scene... HAWAII INSPIRED**

Of Finest American China, in Pink or Blue. Name is Hand Painted on mug & 8¼ plate, & All Gone is written on bowl. $15.95 per set ppd.

**THE DE LUCA GEM**

Simulated Diamond

$75.

In fern, Diamondline Trifari, Figaro, and a host of contemporary, belt buckle, and a host of contemporary, belt buckle, earrings, rings, bracelets, and necklaces. All at prices you can afford. Choose from 3 magnificent Diaomonde originals from California’s largest line jewelry manufacturer, at a fraction of genuine diamond prices

A. Ladies 1-Carat Diamondline Tiffany Setting 1K white-gold ring $65.
B. Ladies 1-Carat Diamondline Marquis set in 1K white gold $75.
C. Men’s 3-Carat Diamondline, bold 1K gold ring $125.

TO-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE—Be sure to state ring size—send check or money order for 10% 5% sales tax to Calif. residents add 4% sales tax to Calif., residents add 4% sales tax.

DeLuca Gems
8821 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Dept. HG-6
Los Angeles, California 90045

Use BankAmerica or Master Charge

**Ah Men**

BAXWOOD CRAFTERS

Dept. HG-41, Point Pleasant, Ind. 47651

**Personalized ABC Baby Set**

Please send order of personalized ABC Baby Set, complete with names and birth details. $10.00 ppd.

**BARRY PROPERTIES, Inc.**

Dept. HG-6, 1171 Commercial Drive
Reno, Nevada 89503

**FREE COLOR BROCHURE of unfinished lamps**

**THE DELUCA GEM**

Simulated Diamond

$75.

In fern, Diamondline Trifari, Figaro, and a host of contemporary, belt buckle, and a host of contemporary, belt buckle, earrings, rings, bracelets, and necklaces. All at prices you can afford. Choose from 3 magnificent Diaomonde originals from California’s largest line jewelry manufacturer, at a fraction of genuine diamond prices

A. Ladies 1-Carat Diamondline Tiffany Setting 1K white-gold ring $65.
B. Ladies 1-Carat Diamondline Marquis set in 1K white gold $75.
C. Men’s 3-Carat Diamondline, bold 1K gold ring $125.

TO-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE—Be sure to state ring size—send check or money order for 10% 5% sales tax to Calif. residents add 4% sales tax to Calif., residents add 4% sales tax.

DeLuca Gems
8821 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Dept. HG-6
Los Angeles, California 90045

Use BankAmerica or Master Charge

**DECORATOR’S CHOICE!**

The Tea Caddy Lamp is a delightful 8-sided affair featuring an octagonally shaped drum and a matching octagonal shade. Beautifully hand-crafted from select native hardwood, it is sanded satin smooth, fully wired and ready to finish. Easy and fun to antique, decoupage or stain a warm wood tone. Each Tea Caddy Lamp stands an imposing 24" tall, has a brass harp and finial, 3-way switch, and an 8-foot cord. Specify choice of shades in white, beige Textured Shantung or brown Burlap. Satisfaction assured!

BARRY PROPERTIES, Inc.
P.O. Box 874 — Dept. HG-6
Melbourne, Florida 32935

**FREE COLOR BROCHURE of unfinished lamps**

**Ah Men**

BAXWOOD CRAFTERS

Dept. HG-4, 1171 Commercial Drive
Lexington, Kentucky 40505
Your Home...on
Your Letterhead

ROSEWOOD STANDS

USE THEM ON YOUR LETTERS...

PIXIE SEALS...quaint, adorable little caricatures on labels. Just peel it off - self-adhesive...and press it on your letter in the spot where it best illustrates the humor, anger, joy, sadness, etc., that is intended. 29 different expressions...112 seals in all. $1.00 ppd. Send for free catalogue.

CONRAD GRAPHICS

25¢ SAMPLE OFFER: if you're interested in

ANTIQUES

REPRODUCED IN ATTRACTIVE LINE ENGRAVING STYLE

ST-R-ETCH TO FIT
Apply liquid leather stretch to tight-fitting shoes and it makes even suede and patent conform to the foot as you walk. A real boon for corn and bunion sufferers. Simple to apply and relief is almost instantaneous. $1.49 plus 15¢ postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

INDIAN INSPIRED
To get the whole picture in perspective, do it yourself: work on a hanging, a pillow for wall or sofa. Eye catching design's Indian (what could be more meaningful) in blazing colors. 14" by 14" mesh white mono canvas #10, Persian yarns, needle and instructions. $4.50 ppd. Catalogue $1. Yarn Barn, HG6, 16661 Ventura Blvd., Encino, CA 91316.

A BARN BUILT BY YOU
Attractive little red barn makes the perfect set-up for a work shop, play house, motorcycle garage, dog kennel. Of ½-inch exterior plywood; mounted on skids. Step-by-step plans for 8' by 12' by 9½' high. $2.50 ea., both $4. Pdp. Hammond Barns, HG6, Box 39027, Indianapolis, IN 46239.

ST. AMAND FAIENCE
Limited edition plate in Amandine blue-gray faience commemorates the year 1970. (1971 plate available soon.) Motif is birds on a budded bough; rim is decorated with swirled scroll. 9½" diameter. Faience has been produced by St. Amand of France since 1720. $7.95 plus 85¢ post. Clymer's of Bucks County, HG6, Pt. Pleasant, PA 18950.
SHOPPING AROUND

MEDICAL ALERTS

Any member of the family with health problem or allergy should wear a medical alert tag with vital information printed on stainless steel. Data aids those giving first aid or emergency treatment. Up to five lines, 18 letters per line. Chain, $2; bracelet, $2. Add 25¢ post. Holiday gifts, 306-C, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, CO 80221.

TIMELESS SCULPTURE

Contemporary chair has the look of wood sculpture. Actually, it is made of fiberglass with grain like fine cabinet wood. It appears to have been carved from an aged tree. 37" overall h. Four finishes; 14 fabrics. $150. Exp. coll. Color chips, swatches, "Design in Decorating" book, $1. House of Barrington, HG6, 20710 Danbury Dr., Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.

DON'T WORRY. HE WILL

If you know someone who is a chronic worrier, give him a Worry Bird. Just the sight of that lugubrious face, orange ruff and grotesque feet rates a chuckle even before you read his message. $1.98 plus 25¢ post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG6, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SAFETY TODAY

Sliding glass doors are ideal with contemporary architecture. They are as safe as well with a safety-bar burglar-proof lock that adjusts up to 50" long. Aluminum with satin finish. Installs without screws (directions included). $5.98, two, $10.98. Add 80¢ post. Ferry House, HG6, 131 Main St., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522.

BERTH OF BEAUTY

Credit goes to hand-embroidered crewel for spreading its talent on your porch or patio for outdoor prettifying. Three tiers to hold prize plants; use as refreshment stand for patio parties. Easily rolling wheels. 37"w. by 18"d., by 26"h. $11.95 plus $1 post. Henry R. Smith Studios, HG61, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, PA 19107.

AMAZING HULA-HO

"The Weeder With a Wiggle" Conquers Weeds Does Your Gardening FASTER • EASIER • BETTER

Wiggle does the work—not your muscle power. The HULA-HO is a new kind of tool that does the hula. It has a patented rocker action, requires no stooping or bending and is an aid to appetite control. It is called SLENRO. Each capsule contains 134 mg of sodiumcarboxymethylcellulose—makes your stomach feel full. Each SLENRO capsule also contains Benzo-caine to help dull your appetite. To insure that you get your vitamins, each capsule also contains 100% adult daily requirements of B1, B2, C and iron. SLENRO has helped a lot of people. We confidently make this offer: We'll send you a bottle of SLENRO caps. Take one a day. If, at the end of 30 days, you haven't lost at least 10 pounds, we will return your money by return mail. 10 caps $2.60; 36 caps $6.54 caps $9 We pay postage. Sorry no C.O.D.'s. THORNWOOD LABORATORIES Dept. HGG-1, 10 turbine-Avenue Congers, New York 10920

SEE MIRACLE OF BIRTH $4.98 POST PAID WITH SIX QUAIL EGGS ($3.25 Without Eggs)

You get the new clear plastic dome CHICK-BACTOR with 6 Rhodabite (quail) Eggs (available year-round) and Egg Hatcher's Guide Book. Complete—instructions also in book. Send check or Money Order today. Send 25¢ for catalogue of larger models for home, classroom and display. Also quail breeding equipment and how to produce and sell quail year-round.

G.O.F. MFG. CO., DEPT. CG BOX 8172, SAUGAVANNA, PA 18102

LIFE LONG ID TAG FOR CATS

Don’t worry about your dog or cat getting lost. This Identification Tag has all the necessary information for his safe return—pet’s name, your name, address and phone number—all embossed free. Lifetime polished stainless steel, complete with collar hook. $1.00 ppd. You order will be sent by FAST FIRST CLASS MAIL at no extra charge!

WEST-BERG ENTERPRISES, LTD. Dept. 206-B, 2842 E. Serendipity Cr. Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917

Your Modern Serigraph, created in black and white by Danish artist Per Westermann, is a stunning addition to any connoisseur's collection. 19" x 19" with frame moulding and hangs. $6.95 postpaid.

Cornucopia Gifts

55 Prince St. Dept. HG 10 New York, N. Y. 10012

Our Modern Serigraph, created in black and white by Danish artist Per Westermann, is a stunning addition to any connoisseur's collection. 19" x 19" with frame moulding and hangs. $6.95 postpaid.
SLIDING GLASS DOORS with frames of WOOD

PELLA Wood Sliding Glass Doors can be finished or painted to match your own color scheme...inside and out! Wood frames are reinforced with steel. Condensation minimized. Snap-in glass dividers available for square or diamond panes. Screens close automatically.

Available in Canada. Mail coupon today.

RHOEDODENDRONS AND AZALEAS are sometimes slow to begin growing after they are planted. This is particularly true for nursery-grown plants that have been pruned, balled, and burlapped. It seems that the roots tend to stay inside their original soil ball rather than extend out into the soil of their new home. This habit can be cured by removing the burlap or whatever wrapping there may be around the ball when the plant is set in its hole. The outer layer of soil in the ball should then be carefully washed or raked away so that the ends of the roots are exposed. Then the new soil is puddled in around the ball with plenty of water. This will give the roots an immediate, intimate contact with the earth they are to grow in. Make sure the job is done quickly, though, so that the roots don't dry out before they are reburied and can get off to a flying start in their new home.

IT IS GOOD TO KNOW that Winterthur, the great Du Pont garden in Wilmington, Del., is now open to any plant-minded visitor who just happens by during the summer months. Advance notice is no longer necessary for visiting the garden, but the house with its priceless collection of antiques is still on the reserve list.

CATSKILL IMPORTS Box Z-H, South Fallsburg, N.Y. 12779

Enjoy Life without flies or bugs TRUE • SAFE • TESTED FLY RIBBON

Liquid Wrench
Loosens Rusted Bolts Nuts & Parts in Seconds

Refinish marred or gouged furniture like new.

Fill in wood gouges, nicks and scratches like professional carpenters use PLASTIC WOOD Cellulose Fiber Filler. Handle like wood, sand it, finish it like wood. Plane it, mantogen-per it, varnish it, paint it for true professional finish. GENUINE PLASTIC WOOD comes in white, mahogany or natural color. At hardware stores and supermarkets.

Genuine PLASTIC WOOD®

HANDBULBS OF BRIGHT SILK are the petals flaunted by cannas in midsummer. Soft pink, bright yellow, white, and scarlet are a few of the colors to be found in the new named varieties, all in broad-petaled, long-lasting profusion. King Midas, RIGHT, is yellow with red speckles. These new cannas are quite different from the old-fashioned, narrow-petaled canna that always seemed to hide their flowers amid a jungle of leaves. They're just as easy to grow, however, needing only a fairly rich soil, plenty of water and sunshine during the flowering season. Plants are sold at nurseries everywhere and may be set out even while they are in bloom. In fall, after the tops are frosthitten, the roots should be dug and stored in a cool but not freezing cellar until the next spring.

Handbuls of bright silk are the petals flaunted by cannas in midsummer. Soft pink, bright yellow, white, and scarlet are a few of the colors to be found in the new named varieties, all in broad-petaled, long-lasting profusion. They're just as easy to grow, however, needing only a fairly rich soil, plenty of water and sunshine during the flowering season. Plants are sold at nurseries everywhere and may be set out even while they are in bloom. In fall, after the tops are frosthitten, the roots should be dug and stored in a cool but not freezing cellar until the next spring.
PLANT CUCUMBERS FOR A SUCCESSION OF BLOOM. THIS MAY SEEM UNNECESSARY SINCE THE PLANTS HAVE A NATURALLY LONG PRODUCTIVE SEASON. FACT OF THE MATTER IS, THOUGH, THAT AS CUCUMBER PLANTS AGE THEY PRODUCE FEWER MALE FLOWERS. HENCE LATE-SEASON FRUIT IS LIKELY TO BE WARPED AND MIS-SHAPEN FROM INADEQUATE POLLENIZATION. VIGOROUS YOUNG VINES AMONG THE OLDER ONES WILL SUPPLY THE POLLEN NECESSARY FOR CUCUMBERS AS FULL AND ROUND AS WE LIKE TO SEE THEM.

MAKING THE BEST USE OF POWER EQUIPMENT does not necessarily mean investing a lot of money. Everywhere nowadays there are equipment rental shops with everything from grass seeders to snowplows. Rates are better than reasonable and you have a real chance to see how a particular piece of equipment meets your needs. Most of the people who operate rental services also have dealer franchises, so you have the option of buying whatever you decide you would really like to own.

PLANT HUNTING AS A LIFE WORK is the strenuous but rewarding lot of every gardener’s friends, right up there with the praying mantis, an even more voracious bug-eating bug. It is the ladybug larva, below (magnified 4 times), that does most of the eating. It looks very different from the polished orange and black adults, so don’t mistake it for some kind of pest. The word praying, applied to mantis, describes the way the insects hold their front claws while waiting to clutch a passing grub or beetle. A full-grown mantis is the size of a cigarette and has the same shape throughout its life, from the time it is a baby no bigger than a mosquito. If ladybugs are not as numerous as you’d like to see them in your garden, Lakeland Nurseries Sales, Hanover, Pa., 17331, sells them at the rate of $2.98 the half pint, plus 35 cents for postage. Mantis egg clusters—available only during the cold months—may be ordered from Mincemoyer Nursery, County Line Rd., Jackson, N. J., 08527, at three for $2. A half pint of ladybugs consists of about 1500 individuals and a mantis egg cluster will hatch 300 or more.

LADYBUGS HAVE THE UNLADY-LIKE HABIT of eating other bugs and consider aphids particularly toothsome. This gives them high rank among gardener’s friends, right up there with the praying mantis, an even more voracious bug-eating bug. It is the ladybug larva, below (magnified 4 times), that does most of the eating. It looks very different from the polished orange and black adults, so don’t mistake it for some kind of pest. The word praying, applied to mantis, describes the way the insects hold their front claws while waiting to clutch a passing grub or beetle. A full-grown mantis is the size of a cigarette and has the same shape throughout its life, from the time it is a baby no bigger than a mosquito. If ladybugs are not as numerous as you’d like to see them in your garden, Lakeland Nurseries Sales, Hanover, Pa., 17331, sells them at the rate of $2.98 the half pint, plus 35 cents for postage. Mantis egg clusters—available only during the cold months—may be ordered from Mincemoyer Nursery, County Line Rd., Jackson, N. J., 08527, at three for $2. A half pint of ladybugs consists of about 1500 individuals and a mantis egg cluster will hatch 300 or more.
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How to have the most Beautiful Garden in your neighborhood

All it takes is a little effort and the unmatched selection found in the Wayside Catalog. A must for real garden lovers.

It contains over 1800 lovely and unusual garden subjects, many available only from Wayside. It includes the world’s finest selection of perennials... old favorites and new hybrids that are the framework of a lovely garden... prize roses... superb trees and shrubs... rare bulbs... and much more. Our 224 page Catalog has hundreds of true color photos, fascinating clear descriptions and a great deal of helpful gardening information. Everything has been carefully tested by Wayside Gardens, and is fully guaranteed.

Both Wayside Catalogs Now Cost You Nothing!

Send $2.00 deposit and we’ll enclose a $2.00 refund Certificate good on your next order.

WAYSIDE GARDENS
363 Mentor Ave., Mentor, Ohio 44060
(Phone Rush hour: 8:30-10:30 AM Central Time)

We ship to Alaska and Hawaii. You ask for it and we ship it.

Wayside’s computer-designed sound trap cuts the racket to a whisper, yet still provides full power. Our Ultra-Quiet Bafflemaster muffler fits 90% of all power mowers. It installs in a wink—just screw it in. The Bafflemaster’s compactness and sound trap cut racket to a whisper, yet still provides full power. Many, or equipment requirements. Works on Briggs & Stratton, Clinton, Kohler, Tecumseh, and McCulloch, as well as others with 1" inch thread exhaust ports. Get one for your neighbor, too. All better hardware and garden supply outlets or direct from us for $2.00 postpaid.

AUTOMARK INDUSTRIES, INC.
641 S. Vermont, Palatine (Chicago), Ill. 60067 U.S.A.

NOISY LAWNMOWER?
Fix it with an Universal Replacement Muffler.


Our ultra-quiet Bafflemaster muffler fits 90% of all power mowers. It installs in a wink—just screw in. The Bafflemaster’s compactness and sound trap cut racket to a whisper, yet still provides full power. Many, or equipment requirements. Works on Briggs & Stratton, Clinton, Kohler, Tecumseh, and McCulloch, as well as others with 1" inch thread exhaust ports. Get one for your neighbor, too. All better hardware and garden supply outlets or direct from us for $2.00 postpaid.

AUTOMARK INDUSTRIES, INC.
641 S. Vermont, Palatine (Chicago), Ill. 60067 U.S.A.

224 Pages of Gardening Ideas!
BEST IN BOOKLETS

Because House & Garden wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from us. Fill in the coupon below, enclose the number of each booklet desired. A remittance is required other than the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany each coupon, it will be invoiced next to the booklet number. Enclose remittance in the form of check, or money order only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do all it can to process your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

EATING AND ENTERTAINING

1. A NEW KIND OF COOKING—described on a 25-page booklet. Full-color photographs of top decorators, 120 pages include 135 full-color photographs of room settings plus easy-to-follow instructions for making curtains and draperies for windows of all kinds. $1

2. CHOOSING A GOOD WINE GLASS—mulitime-saving information. New it is possible to order authentic European glassware. Vintly decorated cutlery, crystal, hand-blown wine glasses, cut crystal shapes and all-purpose styles.

BUILDING AND REMODELING

3. WINDOW IDEAS—full the colorful pages of this booklet from the Re-O-Man company. Offers a style of wood window to fit every housing need.

4. REMODELING MADE EASY. Plastic-finished paneling by Marquette shown in two illustrated brochures, which feature are made up for a full color remodeling. 25c

5. THOSE EXTRAS that add special convenience and safety to your house. Interiourfonces, safety light, smoke alarm, and central cleaning systems are discussed in a brochure.

5. THOSE EXTRAExtras that add special convenience and safety to your house. Interiourfonces, safety light, smoke alarm, and central cleaning systems are discussed in a brochure. This offer advertisement on choosing a panel for “him or her,” selecting a table, paint colors, and performance. 50c

DECORATING

6. THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC—Two valuable booklets by the Everett Piano Co. tell you how to make one of the most important part of your child’s life. This offer information on choosing a piano for “him or her,” selecting a teacher, practice routine, and performance. 50c

7. “HOW TO MAKE YOUR WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL, VOL. III.” New, larger edition of the C textile brochure features sun-dew decorating ideas from top decorators, 120 pages include 135 full-color photographs of room settings plus easy-to-follow instructions for making curtains and draperies for windows of all kinds. $1

8. A DECORATING KIT from the Stanley Furniture Co. includes the things you need to help plan your decor—a variety of Stanley furniture designs, graph paper, basic furniture patterns.

9. IS COLONIAL YOUR STYLE? Illustrated Cochran brochure presents the Bay Colon collection of early American dining furniture. Each piece is hand rubbed solid hard rock maple. 50c

10. THE ACCENT IS ON WINDOWS in a full-color Cramer booklet, which features attractive window treatments with woven accent shades, wood drapes, folding doors, and wood cornices. 50c

11. THE LEGENDARY ART OF Oriental rug-making is given a new point of view in a book, Couristan catalogue, which features the Kashimar collection. Antique and modern pastel tones are shown with classic colors. 50c

12. EARLY AMERICAN CHARM is depicted in a colorfully illustrated brochure at the Pennington Solid Pine Collection. Furniture designs for dining and bedroom, family and living rooms are based on early American masterpieces. 25c

13. IMAGINATION PLUS bed-spreads and window treatments. Norman’s of Salisbury can make a bedroom look as special as the ones shown in Norman’s booklet at decorating ideas.
14. IF YOUR TASTE RUNS TO TRADITIONAL, chances are you'll find White's "Clarendon" collection to your liking. Dining and bedroom furniture are presented in a full-color brochure. Specifications listed. 50c

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

15. HOME FIX-UP JOBS can be done faster and easier with the aid of Dap products. Dap literature offers a fixer for practically every interior and exterior need.

16. HELP FOR HEAVY DUTY CHORES like lawn-cutting, fertilizing, hauling, leaf-sweeping, and snow throwing is possible with a selection from the John Deere line of weekend freedom machines. Catalog includes tractors, mowers, snow blowers, and accessories.

17. THE RIGHT PRODUCT FOR THE JOB. Woodhill brochure is filled with a complete line of fix-it products that make short work of household cleanup and repairs, car and metal care.

POTPOURRI

18. HUMIDITY AND YOU. Research Products Corp. offers an easy-to-understand brochure about relative humidity in the home. The dangers dry air presents are explained.

19. COLORED PAPER AND POLLUTION are discussed in a little pamphlet from Kimberly-Clark, which summarizes the research done on these paper products and their effects upon the environment.

20. IS TUMMY OR BACK SLEEPING BETTER? Questions like this are answered in a new Holland Maid booklet about sleep habits. It also contains information on the best mattress choice for both correct support and comfort.

21. HOW TO CLEAN UP THE AIR YOU BREATHE INSIDE is the subject of a pamphlet from West Bend, which describes the Air Care electronic air cleaner and gives facts about its operation and maintenance.

22. THE MANY SPLENDORS OF SOUTH CAROLINA are described in an attractive full-color booklet from the South Carolina Division of Tourism. There's something for everyone in this state of varied geography and historic wealth.

23. LEARN HOW YOU CAN CONTROL YOUR HOME ENVIRONMENT. Five attractive and informative brochures tell all about Rheem's air conditioning and heating systems.

--- ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS ---

June, 1971

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #6
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
10  11  12  13  14  15  16
17  18  19  20  21  22  23

I enclose:
S___25 for postage and handling of my request for booklets
S___ for booklets circled requiring payment
S___ is my total remittance

Offer expires 8/15/71

Name
Mr  Mrs  Miss

Address
City State Zip #
STREET-SIDE PLANTING
continued from page 106

But ease of identification is not the only thing to think about. You can’t hide your mailbox in a clump of shrubbery, for instance, since visibility is one of its prime functions. But you can let it hover above a bed of flowers. Daylilies seem a pretty obvious choice for this kind of semiplantable planting. There are few other plants tough enough to resist spraying asphalt and frolicking dogs and also vigorous enough to discourage most roadside weeds. Since daylilies need sun, if your RFD box is on the shady side of the street, it would be worth the extra effort it takes every year to set out plants of geraniums, which spread mounds of color all summer long, sun or no. A little extra carpentry will add a planter container to the support, so that geraniums or petunias will add their own color note in summer and be replaced by evergreen in winter.

The lot you are planning to build on, one of those cases, is important to the neighborhood, too. Indeed it may be more important than a lot with a house even simply because it is conspicuously empty. So don’t just leave it to grow up unkempt and collect rubbish. Even if you do more than scatter a few handfuls of flower seeds and cut the brush once a year you’ll be giving notice of your good intentions and making a contribution to the upgrading of the neighborhood. You can also get off to a flying start on landscaping the house to be built by planting the street-side strip with an eye to its permanent effect. Planned around the approach to your future house, this planting will have a chance to become established and serve as backbone for the other landscaping that must wait until the house itself is finished.

Undoubtedly the most important single step in neighborhood beautification is policing. For generations, parks superintendents have applied a simple psychological principle in keeping their domains tidy—any normal person hesitates before tossing a bit of litter on an immaculate strip of lawn or a well-raked path. But one beer can lying in the grass will attract others faster than you can turn around. So be sure to pick up and dispose of that single can or that one lone candy wrapper before the littering public expands it to a heap. You’ll be doing the neighborhood and yourself a favor, and even, let us hope, helping to improve the manners of litterers.

Life’s precious moments captured in glistening underglazed detail. Add to someone’s collection. Or, start one of your own. Write for full-color catalogue “137 Copenhagen Porcelain Figurines.” Send $1 to D. Stanley Corcoran, White Plains, N.Y., 10604.